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INTRODUCTION

The Scottish capital stands upon a hilly site in the county of

Midlothian, stretching down almost to the shore of the Firth of

Forth. The population, including Portobello, amounts to

325,659, to which should be added that of Leith, municipally

but not visibly independent, making a total of a little over

400,000. A great increase has taken place in the last half-

century ; and Edinburgh goes on expanding round the Old Town
and its Castle, the ancient nucleus of this modern prosperity.

Edwin^s Burg seems to have been originally the seat of that

Northumbrian liing, the Forth being the southern boundary

of Scotland in the days of the Heptarchy. In the 11th

century Malcolm Canmore won it for the Scottish kingdom,

which was able to keep its independence against the Norman
conquerors. When southern claims of suzerainty had been

finally repulsed, Edinburgh became a safe residence of the

Stuart kings, the more so during the Wars of the Eoses that

kept English armies busy at home. James II. surrounded it

by a wall, some traces of which are yet to be seen, and he may
be considered the first of his line who established himself here,

though Stirling still at times harboured both King and Parlia-

ment, and Linlithgow was the Versailles of the later Stuarts.

The Ah^y ^^ Holyrood, founded by David I., was turned into

a palace ; and the borough of Canongate, beside it, grew to

be part of the older city, which gradually acquired its definite

position as the capital.

Towards the end of last century Edinburgh took a fresh

development in the New Town, the plans for which were drawn
up about 1770, and carried out on an orderly method that even

to our own day has checked the vagaries of individual caprice.

1



2 EDINBURGH

The architecture of the New Town has been abused as a grand

opportunity thrown away by false taste ; but the result is at

least a remarkable symmetry, which, along with the classical

style affected in public buildings here, forms a contrast to

the mediaeval irregularity of the older portions. The whole
makes up that strongly - characterised combination of natural

and artificial beauties, in right of which Edinburgh ranks high

among the choice cities of Europe, invested too, as it is, with

a glamoui' of poetic and historic interest by his genius who
has so widely sung the fame of " mine own romantic town."

For its own sake, and for J;he sake_ oL.Sir Walter Scott,

Edinburgh is visited by thousands of tourists yearly, who often

go away without finding out the charm of its precincts and
environs, themselves worth coming a long way to see. It is

almost surrounded by parks, for the most part of great natural

beauty. The grounds of the Calton Hill, the Queen's Park,

the breezy Braid Hills and Blackford on the south, Bruntsfield

Links, and the spacious Meadows, the fine Public Park beyond

Stockbridge, the Botanic Gardens,—all these offer means of

exercise and recreation such as are not enjoyed by any other

large population. There is no great city, so far as we know, unless

it be Philadelphia, which has so fine scenes of wild nature at its

very doors. Arthur's Seat, that most striking eminence, with

its girdle of cliffs and lakes, looks down over the streets, from

which it may be ascended in a short hour. Within a couple

of hours' walk are the Pentland Hills, a miniature mountain

district of stern features. Better known to strangers are the

favourite excursions to Roslin and Hawthornden, and that to

the Forth Bridge by Lord Rosebery's park at Dalmeny. On the

other side of the Firth lies Aberdour, one of the prettiest of

bathing places. All round Edinburgh, indeed, or half hidden

within its recent growth, there are fine walks and views which

might occupy a month's holiday.

The railway communications of Edinburgh are not the least

of its advantages. Among the long excursions that can be

made by their help in a single day are those to Stirling, to

the Trossachs, to Loch Long and Loch Lomond, to Loch Earn

and Crieff, to Perth or Dunkeld, to Aberfeldy and Loch Tay,

to St. Andrews, to the Falls of Olyde, to Peebles, Melrose, or

Moffat, and to other scenes of the Borders as well as the
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Higlilands. One could even leave Edinburgh early in the

morning, and be back late at night after spending a short time

in Belfast, reached by a swift steamer from Ardrossan. Trips

on the Clyde may be taken from Helensburgh, Gourock, or

Greenock, a couple of hours off by rail. Excursion steamers

from Leith, also, make it easy to visit the islands and watering-

places of the Forth and the adjacent coast. Coaches run

almost hourly in summer to the points of the neighbourhood

most visited by tourists. So many are the attractions of

Edinburgh, and so great its facilities for travelling farther

afield, that, if they only knew it, the strangers who often put

themselves to such expense and discomfort in making a Scottish

tour at the crowded season, might do better by settling them-

selves here and taking trips to some of the most beautiful parts

of Scotland, as can be so conveniently done, when they have

exhausted the charms of the capital and its immediate neighbour-

hood. We know how more than one party who have tried the

experiment came back in surprise that they never thought of

it before while rushing from one overcrowded hotel to another.

Edinburgh hotels are thronged in August ; but in lodgings

temporary tenants would then be as welcome as the flowers

in May. Farther on we have given some practical hints for

seeking such accommodation, which could be had cheaper here

than at a second-rate watering-place.

In the holiday season, when Edinburgh is deserted by the

upper class of its inhabitants, why should it not be sought

as a pleasant change by the inhabitants of more grimy cities

or less inspiring scenes ? It may seem strange to mention
the capital of Scotland as a health resort

;
yet, when one comes

to think of it, " Auld Beekie " has more claim to this extra

title than many less famous places which flourish in full re-

putation for gay and picturesque salubrity. The fact is, that

had Edinburgh not been a great city, it might well be a Clifton

or a Scarborough, and its ancient dignity need not be allowed

to overshadow its other merits. To begin with, the climate is

airy and bracing, notoriously rather too much so at most seasons,

but the sea-breezes cool the heat of summer, and the moderate
rainfall is soon carried off on the sloping streets. Practically it

stands on the sea, the shore being hardly farther from the centre

of Edinburgh than from some parts of Brighton. By train or
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car one can run down at any hour to Portobello, where are

\ sands, donkeys, crowds, bathing-machines, pleasure-boats, and
^ ornamental pier to satisfy the most fastidious Margateer. A
cable tram carries one from Princes Street most of the way to

Granton, or to Trinity, noted for its public and private baths.

There used to be here a Chain Pier for the use of swimmers,

but this was destroyed in 1898. At Craiglockhart, a mile

or so from the outskirts of the town, there is a first-class

hydropathic establishment, nestling under the wild scenery of

the Pentland Hills. Nor is mineral water wanting, if that be

desired. In the valley of the "Water of Leith, below the stately

mansions of Moray Place, a sulphurous spring may be found

dispensed in a little classical temple that elsewhere would pass

for a creditable pump-room, though many citizens of Edinburgh,

perhaps, know nothing about it. Bands play frequently in

one or other of the parks ; and the public gardens, well laid

out, with a splendid view of the Castle on its crag, are unrivalled

of their kind. There is no want of theatrical and other per-

formances. Then, as we have shown, few cities are ao well o£f

for coach, steamboat, and railway excursions.

The weather is, indeed, a weak point, apt to prove somewhat

ungenial, as may be expected so far north and on our ungenial

east coast. But this " gray metropolis " is not always shrouded

in mist, and those who come in for halcyon days here are indeed

to be envied. The proverbial uncertainty of our climate makes

it difiBcult to promise anything onTFis head. The spring and

early summer are apt to be very trying through the cold east

winds. June and September are often brighter and dryer than

the intervening months, which sometimes turn out wet and

broken ; then this coast not seldom rejoices in a fine autumn.

Our own experience of midsummer has usually been favourable.

At the end of July occur the ** Trades' Holidays," when the

Bank Holiday crowding of English towns is here packed into

three or four days that make going about the neighbourhood

rather a trial to the fastidious. Earlier in the month comes the

" Glasgow Fair," a more prolonged period of Saturnalia, during

which strangers may be warned to avoid the Clyde. The crush

which takes place on northern railways about the 12th August

should also be borne in mind by travellers not seeking the shrines

of St. Grouse.
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The two chief industries of the Scottish capital are of a very

different character, brewing and distilling on the one hand,

printing on the othefT Out of the same fountain here come

forth' sweet and bitter,— that which debases and that which

instructs and ennobles. The great Scottish publishing firms have

of late years shown a tendency to gravitate towards London, as

the centre of distribution ; but more than one still has its head-

quarters in the north ; and Edinburgh can boast some of the

largest and best printing establishments in the kingdom. By
its University, moreover, and its schools, it is eminently a place

of education. NoJbow2i_^xcept_Bedford has such munificent

educational endowments, so rich indeed as to be almost an em-

barrassment. The western suburbs contain a group of palatial

institutions, at one time serving as charity schools of the

" Hospital '^ type. Some quarter of a century ago, through the

action of the Merchant Company, part of these endowments
were diverted to middle-class education by the establishment

of secondary day schools. That known as George Watson^s, with

more than 1600 boys, is believed to be the largest in the country,

while two separate schools for girls, on the same and another

foundation, together accommodate some 2000 pupils ; and at the

west end of the town ^2[5£J£L^.§i!^^5?H5!L.2sil5S® ^^^ hoja has

undergone a like transformation. The fees at these Merchant
Company's Schools range from 12s. 6d. to 2 gs. a quarter, except

in the senior division of the Ladies' College in Queen Street,

where they run a little higher. About the same time another

endowment, left by Sir William Fettes to aid the children of

necessitous families, was used for building a sumptuous pile,

turned per saltum into a boarding school of the highest class on
the model of the English public schools, which only in the

course of generations have come so far from the intention of

their pious founders. The High School of the city, formerly

nurse to so many distinguished Scotsmen, and the Edinburgh
Academy that for the greater part of our century took the

leading place, have both, like the many private schools of

Edinburgh, suffered much from competition against huge
endowments, stimulating them, however, to a higher standard
of excellence.

The result is that Edinburgh offers a wide choice of excellent

first and second grade schools, which, along with the general
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amenities of the city, bring many strangers with large families

and not too large nor yet too small means, to settle here instead

of at resorts like Bath or Cheltenham. Glasgow, proud of its

size and wealth, is apt to be jealous of Edinburgh's distinction

and dignity; but not a few men, carrying on business in the west-

ern city, prefer to make their home nearer the Forth than the

Clyde. Retired officers, Anglo-Indians, and the like, find con-

genial society in Edinburgh, which in more than one respect is not

such an expensive place of residence as others of the same rank.

These various classes help to fill the pleasant suburbs, still grow-

ing on almost every side of the Old and New Town. Now that

territorial magnates no longer make a resort of the Scottish

capital, its aristocracy is mainly formed by the chiefs of the legal

and medical professions, and by the staff of the University, so

that society here takes an intellectual tone, not unflavoured by a

certain pride of caste, which would suggest to American visitors

a comparison with another city built upon hills by the sea, that

also sets itself up as a Modern Athens.

The general outlines of Edinburgh are easily traced. It

forms, roughly speaking, a sguaxe^oLfrom, two to three miles,

built upon hilly ground, with suburbs that on the north side

straggle down to the open shore of the Firth of Forth, here

several miles wide, while on the south they are shut in by a chain

of picturesque heights. A valley, once in part filled by water,

now laid out as gardens that hide the railway so offensive to

some sesthetic souls, divides the Old and the New Town. The
latter has of late years swollen out on the west side into a

quarter that is the most fashionable if not the most interesting

part of the city ; on the east it runs into its seaport Leith, and

stretches towards the bathing-place of Portobello. Beyond the

Old Town, on the other side of the spacious park known as the

Meadows, what might be called the newer town has sprung up,

the open residential district colloquially spoken of as the " South

Side," where the suburbs of Newington on the east, and Morning-

side and Merchiston on the west press close to the foot of the hills,

now indeed begin to climb them along the great southern roads.

The climate of the south-western valley is a degree or two milder

than that of the exposed north side, which makes Morningside

a favourite quarter, though its name, from a certain institution
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once prominent here, long had the same associations in the

vulgar mind as Charenton to a Parisian, or Colney Hatch to a

Cockney ear. Merchiston is also extending itseK to the west,

where it looks down upon a huge excrescence from the west

end proper, which under the name of Dairy forms a thickly-

populated working-class suburb.

The old "New Town," as it might now be called, is dis-

tinguished by its plan, as regular as that of an American city

;

while the solid and simple structure of its mansions gives it

dignity, and the sloping site, with the gardens displayed among
its streets, helps to take off any effect of monotony. The Old

Town is more marked by picturesque irregularity. But a glance

at the map will show how easy it is to find one's way all over

Edinburgh, the main thoroughfares being so well marked and so

clearly related to the central line of Princes Street, which forms

the frontage of the New Town, an3~ih or about which are

situated most of the hotels frequented by strangers, with the

two chief railway stations at one and the other end of it.

This, then, will be the starting-point of our explorations.

Princes Street runsjeast^and^w^ a point useful to bear in

mind, as we shall frequently follow the Scotch custom of

indicating direction by the points of the compass.

Edinburgh's chief points of interest happen to be arranged

so conveniently for guide-book purposes, that we can conduct

our reader to them by a series of walks in much the same

order as they seem likely to excite his curiosity, at once

making him acquainted with the city and with its lions. We
shall thus work our way through the central group of celebrated

spots, then extend our researches to the environs, and finally,

for those who have time to spare, indicate the choicest ex-

cursions to be made in the vicinity. The task of description

may here be prefaced by various heads of the practical informa-

tion most required by strangers.

Railways.—There are three main routes from London to Scotland.

(1) The JSast Coast route from King's Cross Station, by the Great

Northern^ North-Eastern^ and North British railways, through Newcastle,

arriving at Waverley Station^ Edinburgh.

(2) The West Coast route of the London and North -Western Railway
(Euston Station), continued from Carlisle by the Caledonian line, arriving

at Princes Street Station,
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(3) The Midland line (St. Pancras Station) which, at Carlisle, joini

the North British " Waverley " route to arrive at the Waverley Station.
The trains by the last - mentioned line are not quite so fast as the

others ; but, to make up, they are sometimes not so crowded, and this

line on the whole is the most picturesque. The East and West routes
rival each other in point of speed, their fastest trains doing the
journey in about 8 hours. The fares by all three are the same, tourist

return tickets being given at a considerable reduction

—

£2 : 10s., third

class, between Edinburgh and London. All have morning, mid-day, and
evening expresses in either direction, the best trains with corridor and
dining cars, both 1st and 3rd class ; and there is sleeping accommodation
on the night trains. The L. and N. W.K. alone keeps up the old division

into 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class, which will be found on through trains ; else,

the so-called second class is almost extinct in Scotland. The trains of

this line are decidedly the best for reaching Glasgow and some points of

Western and Central Scotland. Those passing through Edinburgh for

the east coast by the Forth Bridge route can use through tickets and
avoid a change of station by arriving on either of the North British lines.

Steamers.—Different Steamboat lines ply between London and Leith^

Oranion, and Grangemouth (20 miles up the Forth), with railway
connections to Edinburgh. Each company runs a good boat twice or

thrice a week, doing the distance, weather permitting, in 30 hours
or less. The saloon fares being a few shillings less than the railway 3rd
class tickets, this is the cheapest way of travelling, especially if circum-

stances do not encourage expenditure for food on the voyage. Seasoned
passengers, and those of a hopeful or speculative disposition, may contract

with the steward for all their meals at a very reasonable rate.

The local pleasure steamboats will be dealt with under LeitK
Stations.—The two main stations are respectively at the east and

west ends of Princes Street. The latter, known as thePrinces Street Station,

is the Edinburgh centre of the Caledonian Railway and its connections.

The other is that of the North British Railway, known as the Waverley,

which occupies a considerable space below the level of the east end of Princes

Street, having been recently rebuilt and greatly extended in the process.

Belonging to the North British Railway Company is an hotel, opened 1902,

facing Princes Street ; this claims to be the largest hotel in Edinburgh,
The Princes Street Station has also recently been enlarged and equipped
with a commodious hotel which may be entered from the platforms.

Suburban Railways.—From the Waverley Station the Suburban Rail
way describes a wide circle round the south suburbs, touching Portobello

and the ,hills shutting in the city on that side, and returning by Ilaymarket

station at the West End in three-quarters of an hour oi so to its starting-

point. This line, however convenient for several quarters, can hardly be

recommended to idle tourists, as it runs for the most part in deep cuttings

with only an occasional peep of the fine scenery it traverses. The N.B.R.

has a local line to Leith and the sea-side suburbs, as has the Caledonian

from its station, whence also short branches run through the north-western

and south-western suburbs to Cramond, Colinton, etc. The fine system of

cable cars will, however, be found most advantageous for transit for short

distances.
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TramwayB.—Beside the Waveriey Station is the main ganglion of the

tramway lines, by means of which it is possible to get to all parts of the

city and to Leith, Portobello, etc. The system has recently been extended

and greatly improved ; the old circular route has been done away with,

and the cars are now worked on the cable system. This is much more
suitable than the use of horses in a city with so many steep ascents as

Edinburgh. The best known and favourite drive by car is that to the Braid

Hills, from which a view of the town can be seen, said to be the finest of

the many fine ones. To reach this point of view, a walk of only five

minutes from the tram terminus is necessary. Since the season of 1902
the cars have run on Sundays, though only half the number that run
on week-days. The example of Glasgow in this respect no doubt stimu-

lated Edinburgh, but the innovation came as a shock to many of the

more conservative minds, who, however, by this time have doubtless recog-

nised the value of the innovation. The cars bear their destination very

plainly on their sides, and once any one has grasped the position of the

more important suburbs he will be easily able to take the right car. In
this, as in other respects, Edinburgh is a singularly easy place to find one's

way about in.

Motor-Omnibuses.—The Scottish Motor Traction Company has now
a good service of Motor-buses plying in all directions round Edinburgh.
The motor-buses start from the Mound and Waveriey Steps at frequent

intervals for Roslin, Penicuik, Carlops, Forth Bridge, Cramond, Loan-
head, Uphall, Dalkeith, Bonnyrigg, Newtongrange, Eskbank, Gorebridge,
and intermediate places ; a time-table which gives fares as well as hours of

starting may be had for the asking from any of the conductors.

Coaches.—Yet another starting-point is to be found by the Waver-
iey Station. Coaches so-called, but better described as char-d-bancs,

start about every hour for the Forth Bridge, and others frequently for

Roslin.

Cabs.—The cab fares are on much the same scale as in other cities, but
begin at sixpence for driving two persons a short distance. No part of

the city is beyond a Is. 6d. or 23. fare from either station. An extra
payment is e^xpected for night work, and on Sundays, when cabs are not
always to be come by. Cabs may be hired at 2s. an hour for shopping,
paying calls, etc. ; 3s. an hour is the charge for taking a continuous drive.

The cabmen of Edinburgh, as a class, compare favourably with those of

London for honesty and civility, and the stranger who gives them an extra
sixpence will find himself thanked. The charges for taxi cabs are high,

being Is. the first mile and 8d. each mile thereafter.

Porters.—The weather-beaten veterans, furnished with ropes and trucks
for conveying luggage, who used to figure at Edinburgh street corners,

seem to be vanishing like the " caddies " whom Smollett describes as in

his day such an important and trustworthy corporation. At the railway
stations, however, porters may still be found ready to accompany the
traveller to his hostelry, which will often be so near as to make it hardly
worth while taking a cab. Hotel omnibuses are unknown here, nor do
hotel commissionaires attend the trains.

Money.—The use of gold has much increased of late years, especially

In large towns ; but the ordinary currency of Scotland is the £1 notes,
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issued by the different Banks. Strangers must be careful to change
these before recrossing the Border.

Hotels.—It is somewhat difficult to arrange and classify the hotels of

Edinburgh. Roughly speaking, the first-class ones that lay themselves

out for tourists are all in the line of Princes Street. We cannot undertake

to discriminate between the merits of these, a task which in any case

might prove vain, as it is too frequently the stranger's experience, in the

height of the season, to be sent from one to another till vacant quarters

are found. Guests arriving early in the day have a better chance than

those who come by evening trains without having engaged rooms. All

the hotels given in our first list are somewhat expensive, on the scale

usual at tourist resorts—bedrooms with attendance from 4s. and 5s.,

table d'hdie dinners about 53., and so on. Of these the N.B.R, Hotels

the Caledonian Station Hotel, the RoydL, and Balmoral are all in Princes

Street. The Garlton, which is large, is on the other side of the valley.

Other hotels where the charges would not be quite so high are the

Cockburn (C. and Temp.
) ; the County, in Lothian Road ; the Bwtland,

Rutland Place ; the Roxhurghe, Charlotte Square.

Good Temperance Hotels are Cranstones Waverley, Darling's Regent,

New Waverley, Maitlamd, and others. The principal commercial ones

are the George in George Street, the Imperial in Market Street, and
Milne's.

Of course those that are mentioned are only a tithe of the whole
number, but are selected as representative of their respective classes.

The charges in those mentioned in the last paragraph are reasonable

enough ; for example, from 5s. for bed and breakfast.

Among private hotels may be mentioned M^Allan's, 32 Melville Street,

and Queen's, St. Colme Street. These formerly were rather temporary
homes of a high class for habitues, but casual guests are by no means
refused.

In the outskirts of the city are the Braid Hills Hotel (week-end terms

18s. 6d.) and the Edinburgh Hydropathic at Craiglockhart, both first

class and finely situated ; also the Barnton Hotel near Cramond Brig.

Restaurants of all kinds are not wanting. Many of the chief con-

fectioners have excellent luncheon and tea rooms, as have also some of the

drapers. The balcony at MacMe's overlooking Princes Street is much
patronised. J/* Vitie's is a formidable rival ; also Ferguson and ForT^ester,

known as F. and F. Refreshment rooms will also "be 'founT'm Ite Itree

great shops of Princes Street, Renton's and Jenner's at the east end, and
Maule's at the west, as well as at the two railway hotels.

Baths.—The Corporation BoAhs, swimming and private, in Infirmary

Street ; Glenogle Road ; and at Dairy, are excellent establishments

;

though cheap, not to be despised by the most fastidious. Turkish Baths
in Princes Street (opposite the Mound) ; in Stafford Street (near the west

end of Princes Street), and in Hope Street, Leith. Sea bathing can be
had at Portobello, where there are also first-rate Baths. Edinburgh is ahead
of London in having two flourishing Bath Clubs (the "Drumsheugh"
and the " Warrender Park "), open of course to strangers only on intro-

duction by a member.
Lodgings abound in Edinburgh, and, as already mentioned, will be found
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most empty when the hotels are at their fullest ; and they will usually

receive strangers for very short periods. The best are in and about

Melville Street, and the neighbourhood of the Caledonian Station. Less

expensive ones may be looked for in the cross streets leading down from
George Street, or in Albany Street and other quiet streets running parallel

with the east end of Princes Street along the northern slope of the New
Town. Still cheaper, and in some respects pleasantor quarters are vacated

in the south suburbs during the absence of the University students. The
recently-built suburban houses, even of a modest class, are more likely to

have good bath-room accommodation, a weak point with some of the older

dwellings. " Lodgings to let " are indicated here by a narrow projecting

board like an arm of a guide post ; and strangers must not be deterred

by finding even spacious and well-furnished rooms situated up a ** common
stair," an arrangement frequent in Edinburgh, where a "self-contained

house" is by no means indispensable to respectability, and "flats," single

or double, have sometimes more accommodation than the " main-door
'*

story over which they extend, while the houses are, as a rule, so solidly

built, that the various occupants seldom disturb one another's privacy.

Slight disadvantages of the flat system are the necessity of using two
latch-keys, and for lodgers, of adding the landlady's name to their

address.



THE NEW TOWN

Princes Street is one of the famous places of Europe, uns

passed Tn its picturesque situation, at once chief thoroughfai

street of business, promenade, and pride of the city. This sing

line of hotels, clubs, offices, and shops, n^early ajmlejnJen^
faced by gardens and monuments, has been indeed marrec

some incongruities and affectations of architecture, which be*

more apparent from the other side of the valley. But
lively bustle of its pavement, and the tempting display oi

shop windows give one little opportunity for dwelling on fa«

of detail that in the mass produce such a striking effect ; th^

nothing could be finer than the overhanging edge of the Old

Town opposite, with its many-storied buildings, ancient and

modem, crowned by the venerable pile of the Castle, looking

down on the green garden slopes. The sight of these tall

*nands," at the back of High Street, when their countless

windows begin to twinkle out in the twilight, is one not easily

forgotten ; and neither the Hradschin of Prague, nor the high

perched city of Constantine in Algeria, to which it is sometimes

compared, has a more romantic aspect than this ** storied

height, lying gray in sunshine," or even when shadowed by the

cloud of smoke that makes " Auld Keekie's " characteristic

atmosphere. From the Old Town, in turn, there is a fine view

of the long and straight but varied frontage of Princes Street,

the tops of its gigantic hotels gay with flags, among which the

Stars and Stripes are well represented in the tourist season ;

while by night it displays a line of electric lamps, gleaming

beneath the star-like illumination above.
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General Post OflBice

[Entrance for all general business through the great hall facing north,

parcels on the side by the bridge. Sunday delivery, on application, from

8 to 9 A.M.]

We miglit be expected to take the Castle first as the capital

of Edinburgh ; but it seems more practical to begin with

the PostOffice, a handsome Italian building which stands at

the east end of Princes Street, occupying the site of the old

Theatre Eoyal at one corner of the North Bridge. The huge

new North British Station Hotel, with its dominating clock-

tower, has transformed the aspect of this part of the street.

The North Bridge leads to the Old Town, over the railway

;

and the stranger who expects to see a river here must under-

stand that the ** Bridges " are rather viaducts spanning depres-

sions of ground.

The Register House, depository for the public records and

registers of Scotland, faces the Post Office, the open space be-

tween suggesting the Mansion House heart of the City of London
as a central point of communication, though here tramways

take the place of omnibuses. In front of this building is an
equestrian bronze statue of the Duke of Wellington by Sir John
Steell ; and on the wall may be consulted meteorological instru-

ments and reports displayed for public information. The steeply

descending street at the north-east corner is the main road to Leith.

The early Scottish records suffered from a series of misfortunes, some
having been earned off and destroyed by Edward I., and others by Oliver

Cromwell. Some of the latter were returned at the Restoration, but one
of the vessels by which they were sent, with its contents, was lost at sea.

The Earl of Morton, who was Lord Register of Scotland in the reign of

George III., has the merit of suggesting a suitable building for the pre-
servation of these national documents, and he succeeded in obtaining a
sum of £12,000 from the proceeds of forfeited estates for its erection,

which was commenced in 1774. The Lord Clerk-Register and Keeper of
the Signet is at the head of the establishment, which includes various
offices, such as those of the Lords Commissioners for Teinds ; the clerks
and extractors of the Court of Session, the Jury Court, and Court of
Justiciary

; the Great and Privy Seal ; the Registrar-General ; and the
Lyon King-of-Arms. The principal building was designed by Robert
Adam. It forms a square of 200 ft., surmounted by a dome of 50 ft.

diameter, and embraces upwards of 100 apartments for the transaction of
public business. Among these, the Great Room, containing the older
records, ia distinguished for its handsome proportions.
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The Oalton Hill fills the vista eastward. Before taking the

line of Princes Street, it might be as well to turn along its

eastern continuation Waterloo Place, so as to gain a general

view of the city from this prominent crag. On the way will be

noticed a feature occurring several times in Edinburgh streets,

the crossing of those on a lower level by a bridge, here known
as the Regent Archway and admired for the lightness of its

open colonnades. To the right stands the castellated JoaX,

which, overlooking from its rocky site the North British Rail-

way, may have been our first greeting to Edinburgh. A flight

of stairs on the right gives entrance to the Calton Burying-

Ground, beside the Jail, where the most famous monument is

that of David Hume, buried here 1776, but the most prominent

the obelisk in honour of the Political Martyrs of 1794, the

young advocate Muir and others. Another monument is to

the memory of Abraham Lincoln and the Scottish American
soldiers who fell in the Civil War in America. This burying-

ground formerly extended across the road, some of the graves

lying beneath the Calton Hill, to the walks of which we mount
by a staircase opposite the Jail.

THE CALTON HILL

This abrupt height of 355 feet makes one of the most striking

features of Edinburgh, adorned by the classical monuments
which illustrate her claim to be the modern Athens. Walks
run round the steep sides, offering pleasant strolls and fine views

in every direction. To gain the top at once, from the entrance

stairway we turn up to the right, passing under the classical

monument erected to Dugald Stewart, the famous Edinburgh

Professor of Moral Philosophy, a reproduction, with some

variations, of the Choragic monument of Lysicrates. Thus we
come out in front of the City jObservatory, adjoining which

is the monument to Professor Playfair, the mathematician. The

older building a little to the west is the old Observatory. A
new Royal Observatory has now been established on Blackford

Hill. The Calton Hill buildings, thus supplanted in their

scientific importance, are nevertheless maintained by the city

for public instruction of a popular kind.

Upon the summit stands Nel80n!aJ>£onument {admission
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Sd.\ a structure more like an observatory or a lighthouse than

a monument. The top, gained by a circular stair, is 460 ft.

above the level of the sea. A time-ball signal is attached to

the flag-staff, and acts in concert with the firing of a gun from

the Castle at one o'clock p.m. The views hence are striking and

extensive. Looking westwards from Dugald Stewart's Monument,
the eye is carried along the vista of Princes Street to the

Corstorphine Hill, and over the symmetrical lines of the New
Town "flinging its white arms to the sea." To the south,

beyond the intervening valley, are the crowded buildings of

the Old Town, covering, the ridge that slopes from the Castle

to Holyrood with roofs and chimneys, their outline relieved

by spires and towers. In this direction the view is finely

framed by a semicircle of hills—Arthur's Seat, Salisbury Crags,

Blackford, the Braids, and the Craiglockhart heights, with the

Pentlands rising behind them. To the north are the seaports

of Leith and Granton. On clear days Ben Lomond and Ben
Ledi will be visible. Eastwards, lie Portobello, Musselburgh,

and Prestonpans ; North Berwick Law, the Bass Kock, and in

the distance the Isle of May. The late R. L. Stevenson justly

pronounces this the best view -point of all the Edinburgh
heights, since it takes in the Castle and Arthur's Seat, naturally

omitted from their own prospect.

Between the Observatory and Nelson's Monument stands the

National Monument, a partial reproduction of the Parthenon
of Athens, erected by subscription to commemorate the heroes

who fell at Waterloo, and as a national Walhalla. The de-

sign and style were worthy of such a monument ; but funds
not being forthcoming to complete the edifice, it remains un-
finished—an illustration of a well-known text and a subject for

unkind jests, yet in its condition as an imposing fragment
carrying out the suggested resemblance to the Acropolis of

Athens.

Below the Calton Hill, Waterloo Place is continued by the
Regent Road which, above Holyrood, unites with the London
Road for Portobello. Between these two roads the projecting
shoulder of the Calton is occupied by a horse -shoe line of

handsome and finely-situated houses, the Regent, Garlton, and
Royal Terraces.

On the southern slope, below the top of the hill, are the
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extensive buildings and "yards" of tlie High School, erected

here in last century after repeated removals brought about

by change of circumstances and the growth of the town, its

original site having been within the precincts of Holyrood.

The style of the present building is finely classical, the columns

of the portico being a reproduction from the Temple of Theseus

at Athens. The front looks southwards, so that to see it to

advantage we must pass along the Eegent Eoad.

Across the road, opposite the High School, rises Burns's

Monumen,t, in the style of a Greek peripteral temple, the

cupola being an exact copy from the monument of Lysicrates

at Athens. Its original purpose was as a shrine for Flaxman's
marble statue of Burns, but this was removed to the National

Gallery. The monument, which is not beautiful despite its

classic model, is now closed to the public, and the Burns relics

which it enshrined have been removed to the City Chambers
Museum.

Eeturning to our starting-point, let us now follow Princes

Street westward from the Post Office. At once, on the open

side, is passed an edifice the existence of which may not be sus-

pected by strangers, its flat roof, on a level with the street, dis-

guised as a garden. This is the Waverley Market; a spacious

area often used for flower shows, concerts, and political demon-

strations. It may easily be entered from the stairs here going

down into the Waverley Station, the subterranean depths of

which have several side entrances, and for carriages an inclined

plane from the Waverley Bridge.

The Waverley Bridge is the first opening on the left, passing

over the station; it is continued by Gockhurn Street running

obliquely and steeply up to the High Street at the Tron Church

(p. 41), while Market Street mounts by the south side of the

Gardens towards St. Giles's (p. 35). Opposite, to the right, St,

Andrew and St. David Streets lead into St. Andrew Square.

Above the terraces and parterres of the Gardens, facing the

next block, rises the Scott MonT;mient (admission 2d.\ the top

of which commands a view that might be called magnificent, if

we had not to keep our superlatives for the same prospect seen

from points of greater vantage. The architect of this Gothic

apire was George Kemp, a young man of great promise, who did
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not long survive his achievement. Some of the details have

been apparently borrowed from Melrose Abbey. The principal

niches are filled with figures of Scott's personages, and under-

neath the marble canopy is his statue by Sir John Steell.

In the same division of the Gardens are three bronze statues :

of Livingstone, the traveller ; of ^dam Black, the publisher, Lord

Provost and Member of Parliament for Edinburgh ; and of Prp-

fessor Wilson, better known as "Christopher North." Almost

opposite the Scott Monument is Jenner's new shop, which might

be called a monument to the original proprietor, and can perhaps

claim to be, architecturally, the most ambitious shop in the

kingdom.

The Gardens are now broken by the Mound, the humble
name of the most stately bridging of this valley, where a stair-

way and a curved road mount to the Old Town by the sides of

two classical Temples of Science and Art, both designed by

W. H. Playfair, to whom Edinburgh is indebted for many of its

structures in this style. This point may be taken as the

Trafalgar Square of Edinburgh.

The Royal Institution (facing the street) used to contain

a sculpture gallery v^hich proved some attraction to visitors
;

it is now^ however, used as the School of Art and is closed to

the public. The sculpture has been partially distributed among
local schools. The Eoyal Society is also housed in this

building.

The National Gallery, standing behind the Royal Institu-

tion, contains a fine collection of paintings. Admission to this

daily, from 10 to 4, free, except on copying days, Thursday
and Friday, when a charge of 6d. is made. Sunday, 2 to 5,

free. In the eastern wing is held the Spring Exhibition of the

Royal Scottish Academy,

Among the old masters there are good specimens of Vandyke, Veronese,
VVatteau, Greuze, Van de Velde, Teniers, and many others, both of the
Italian and the northern schools. In modern art the principal pictures
are of the Scottish school; but the "Judith" series by Etty, and the
famous portrait of Mrs. Graham by Gainsborough, are of themselves amply
sufficient to represent English art. Reynolds, Hogarth, Landseer, Wilson,
are also fairly represented ; and there is a good collection of water-colour
drawings bequeathed by the late John Scott, Mrs. Williams, and others.
Few deceased artists of the Scottish school are unrepresented here, and the
collection of modern art is yearly increasing, although no grants of publiu
money ever come to enrich the Scottish National Gallery.

2
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The Scottish school of painters ranks among its number numerous
celebrities. The first of any note was George Jameson, born at Aberdeen
in 1586. He studied under Rubens, and became so famous as to be styled

the Scottish Vandyke. Charles L sat to him for his portrait, as did other

great men of the period. To him succeeded Scougall ; John Baptiste

Medina, a native of Brussels ; Aikman ; Allan Ramsay, a son of the

poet ; the two Runcimans, Brown, Nasmyth, David Allan, Graham, Sir

H. Raeburn, Wilkie, Thomson, Duncan, David Scott, Parvey, David
Roberts, John Phillip, Drummond, Bough, Watson Gordon, Fettes

Douglas, Pettie, M'Whirter, Orchardson, Lockhart, and many others.

The first octagon contains a valuable collection of portraits, of which
the most interesting are: Hume, the historian, by ^. Ramsay; Burns,

the poet, Nasmyth; Gibson, the sculptor, Graham Gilbert ; Christophei

North, Sir Henry Raeburn ; Wilkie, the painter ; Gay, the poet ; Francis

Horner ; Sir John Moore ; Mrs. Ker of Blackshiels, G» Romney, etc.

Throughout the galleries there are some good marble busts by modern
artists. In the last octagon will be found a collection of statuettes, etc.,

including a beautiful Torso of Venus, in gray marble. Here too are three

models in wax, time-discoloured and worn, but undoubted works of Michel

Angelo. Flaxman's statue of Burns faces the entrance.

The West Princes Street Gardens^ formerly private but now
open, are more extensive and picturesque than the other

section. A fine equestrian statue put up to the memory oi

the officers and men of the Scots Greys who fell in the

South African War at once attracts attention. A military

band in the kiosk here, on Wednesday and Friday afternoons,

assembles a popular gathering. In the corner next the Eoyal

Institution and opposite the New Club (the chief Club in Scot-

land), stands Sir John Steell's marble statue of Allan Ramsay^

author of the " Gentle Shepherd." Farther on, almost opposite

the University Club, is one of Sir James Simpson ^ the famous

physician, by William Brodie, li.S.A. A little east of this the

Liberal and Conservative Clubs stand close together ; and among

the gay shops of Princes Street opens a covered Arcade, as a

refuge on wet days.

Princes Street ends in a wide meeting-place of some half-

dozen ways, the chief of them the Lothian Road, by which the

trams go off southward for Merchiston and Morningside. At

the corner rises the handsome new Station of the Caledonian

Railway. Hereabouts will be found a group of some important

ecclesiastical buildings of the city, which may now be mentioned.

Opposite the station, at the western corner of the Gardens, is

St. John's Episcopal Chapel, an elegant structure of the Florid
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Gothic order, designed after the model of St. George's Chapel,

Windsor, to which a recent addition has been made on the east.

Dean Ramsay, long incumbent of this chapel, and widely known
from his Reminiscences of Scottish Life and Character^ is com-

memorated by a tall lona Cross erected outside.

St, Cuthbert's or the West Church, recently restored,

stands just below in striking contrast. This, through the popu-

larity of its present minister. Dr. MacGregor, is largely attended

by curious strangers as well as by members of the Scottish

Establishment, and here, as well as at St. Giles's, has been intro-

duced the innovation of. daily service. Its architectural features

are not the attraction. Formerly the Edinburgh pleasantry

was that St. John's looked like a German toy, and St. Cuthbert's

like the box it was taken from. After the restoration and en-

largement of the latter the text was suggested as motto : "I will

pull down my barns and build greater.'^ Unfortunately this

building is pretentious as well as unsuccessful, and rather forces

itself upon attention in the magnificent view north-westwards

from the Mound. De Quincey is one of the eminent men
buried in the churchyard.

A bequest of £100,000 was left in 1895 to build a large

aall, to be called the Usher Hall, and to serve the purposes not

provided for in the Municipal Buildings. It has been finally

decided to adapt the U.P. Synod Hall in Castle Terrace to this

object.

St. Thomas's Chapel stands modestly half- hidden in the

south-west angle of the opening that ends Princes Street. This

unpretentious edifice holds a peculiar place, as claiming to

belong to the Church of England without being under the

Scottish Bishops. A generation ago it was recognised by the

then Bishop of Carlisle as affiliated to his diocese ; and the

ministry of the Kev. D. T. K. Drummond made it a notable

centre of Evangelical teaching after a school now almost extinct.

There were some half-dozen chapels, all over Scotland, in the

same anomalous position ; but most of them, we understand,

have now conformed to the Scottish Episcopal order.

At the farther corner of the first block of Maitland Street,

the almost straight continuation of Princes Street, rises the tower

of U.P. St. George's Church, replaced en its old site by the

Caledonian Station. This congregation, though not officially so
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distinguislied, has all along been practically the chief body of the

U.F. Church in Edinburgh, and one of the most active centres

of Scottish religious life ; a pre-eminence it owed to its former

minister, Dr. Candlish ; and the influence of his successor,

Dr. Whyte, seems no way diminished.

From this point, by a side street to the right, or by the

oblique line of Queensferry Street from the end of Princes Street,

we at once gain the broad vista of Melville Street, a generation

ago the most fashionable in Edinburgh, and still a choice place

of residence, though it and its side streets are now a good

hunting-ground for the more expensive kind of lodgings. At
j<>C /the western end, Melville Street is finely closed by St. Mary's

-' Cathedral of the Scottish Episcopal Church.

The architect, Sir Gilbert Scott (who died a year before its completion),

founded his design on the Early Pointed Style. The plan consists ot

choir, transept, and nave, with north and south aisles ; library and
chapter-house ; a lofty spire at the intersection of the transepts, and two
western spires, the latter not yet erected. The height of the central

tower and spire, including the iron cross on the summit, is 295 feet. Like

other spires of the same architect, it is criticised as having a too topheavy
effect. The tower contains a fine peal of 10 bells, the tenor (the largest)

weighing 42 cwt. The main entrance to the Cathedral is by the west

portal, Paimerston Place^ consisting of a richly-moulded doorway, flanked

by arched recesses, with red granite shafts. The interior, viewed from
any point, is very impressive. Within the enclosure, at the north end
of the building stands East Coates Houses one of the few examples of old

Scottish mansions yet surviving in Edinburgh, now used as a choir school.

The foundation is owed to a munificent bequest of the late M isses Walker

of Coates, representatives of an old Episcopalian family! The opening

ceremonial took place in 1879. The cost hitherto has been over £100,000

;

but funds are still to seek for completing the design.

This grand church is commonly spoken of by Episcopalians as ijie

Cathedral ; but English visitors should remember tMt ih the eye of the

law it is nothing but a dissenting chapel, while they must try to realise

how in this country the position of dissenter is one of entire equality.

Socially, the Catholic and Episcopalian churches are perhaps at an advan-

I
tage, their more aesthetic forms of worship recommending themselves

I
to the cultivated class ; and, it may be said that, among the Presbyterian

\
churches, the most fashionable are those that exhibit the Calvinistic

I
theology undergoing a process of sublimation. As between the U.F.
Church and the Establishment, the slightest idea of inferiority never
occurs. ThA TT TT, n|i^]T»pk^ p,(%TiQi'cfir>g r.f the amalgamation of the Free
and United Presbyterian Churches recently carried out, has welded into

one all those who generally agree in rejecting any control or subsidy of

religious belief by the State, irrespective of small differences of opinion
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in regard to form of worship. The Established and U.F. Churchea hold

indeed nominally the same creed ; bnt, besides the one marked diverg-

ence of opinion indicated, differences of sentiment and ritual exist, while

even in the congregations who agree in rejecting State control schism

in matters of doctrine or discipline has occurred, and lines of cleavage

and fresh fusion may not altogether be things of the past. On this

volcanic soil we must tread lightly, nor would it be easy to guide the

uninitiated through still smouldering controversies ; but so much has

been said for the enlightenment of certain strangers, too apt to express

offensive wonder when they find that heaven as well as earth is not

always ruled from the meridian of Greenwich or Lambeth. Once and

for all, let it be explained that we use the word church, when unqualified,

for a building of the Scottish Establishment ; though of late the chapels, x

as they were formerly styled, of the Episcopal and Catholic communions J

begin to take the same title.

After this digression, we can turn back to trace our way
through the principal thoroughfares of the New Town, before

coming to deal with the part more rich in historical associations.

It may be mentioned here that the tramway line continuing

Princes Street, westward between Aiholl and GoatcB Crescents^

leads straight in about half a mile to the Haymarket Station,

which N.B.K. passengers from the north find convenient for the

west end.

At the east end of Melville Street rises the dome of St.

George's Clmrcli, one of the city's conspicuous landmarks. By
a passage from the back of this church may be entered Charlotte

Square, of late years a good deal given up to doctors and pro-

fessional offices. In the garden stands the Scottish National

Memorial to Prince Albert, a bronze equestrian statue designed

by Sir John Steell, the groups and bas-reliefs on the pedestal

being by different artists. The gates leading to this are open.

George Street opens on the east side of this square, a broad

and stately street occupying the crest of the ridge behind
Princes Street, communicating with it by the descents of Castle,

Frederick, and Hanover Streets, at the top of which respectively

stand bronze statues of Dr. Chalmers, Pitt , and George TV.

Many of the finest buildings heTe~are the offices of banks and
other companies, and the George Street shops are at least as

good as those more likely to catch the eye of tourists in their

favourite haunt. No. 39 Castle Street^ near the north-eastern

corner, should draw us aside as the town residence of Sir

Walter Scott for more than a quarter of a century. The south
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section of this street frames for us a view of the Castle Rock,

rather disfigured by the pile of barracks. At the intersection oi

Frederick Street, on the left, we look down a steep vista, closed

by the tower of Si. Stephen^s Church, beyond which is a glimpse

of the sea. In the next block, on the right, a plain building,

with a portico and four Doric columns, contains the Music
Hall and Assembly Rooms, chiefly used for concerts, but the

scene of more than one famous public gathering. Across the

way is Mr. Blackwood's shop, so famed in literary annals.

Then Hanover Street descends to Princes Street, whose shops

have here overflowed round the corner. On the north side,

Frederick and Hanover Streets run straight down under differ-

ent names for their continuations, each of them the line of a

cable tram route, to which we shall return presently. On the

left of the eastern block of George Street is St. Andrew's
Church, memorable as the scene of the Disruption of the

Scottish Church in 1843.

St. Andrew Square closes George Street at the east end, a

principal place of business, its centre ornamented by the tall

Melville Monument, erected 1821 to the first Lord Melville, of

that Dundas family who, through the Tory domination of the

French war time, were almost the rulers of Scotland. Impeached

for laxity in dealing with public money, he was acquitted by the

House of Lords, but not altogether by public opinion ; so that

a well-known Radical orator, the father of Dr. Jameson of South

African fame, alluding to the statue on this monument in a line

with those of George IV. and Pitt, spoke of them as " Vice

standing between Tyranny and Corruption.^'

This square was once a favourite place of residence, in which

David Hume and Lord Brougham lived ; but it is now rather

a site for banks and other public offices. In the centre of the

east side, standing back from the other buildings, is the Royal

Bank, containing a spacious telling-room, with dome -shaped

roof. In front is an equestrian statue of John, fourth Earl of

Hopetoun. On the south are the British Linen Company and

National Banks. The former, an elegant building designed by

the late David Bryce, R.S.A., has a frontage of isolated Corinthian

columns in the style of the Roman triumphal arch, and the

telling-room is adorned with polished pillars of solid granite.

The offices of the great rival insurance companies, the Scoiiir^
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Widows* Fund and the Scottish Provident Institution are hand-

some buildings on the west and south sides of the square. The

new building at the south-east corner is also an insurance office.

From either side of St. Andrew Square is a short turning

into Queen Street, at the eastern end of which, with the United

States Consulate over the way, stand the new buildings of the

Scottish National Portrait Gallery, which also contain the

rooms of the Eoyal Scottish Geographical Society, and the Museum
of Antiquities lately transferred here from the Eoyal Institu-

tion. On Thursdays and Fridays there is a charge of 6d. for

admission to both collections ; on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and

Saturdays they are open free, 10 to 4 p.m. ; Monday closed.

This handsome building (R. R. Anderson, LL.D., architect) was
erected at the cost of Mr. J. R. Findlay (the principal proprietor

of The Scotsman newspaper), who also gave £10,000 towards the

foundation of the collection of portraits itself. The collection is already

of much interest, including portraits of Burns, Scott, Carlyle, Chalmers,

Combe, Claverhouse, Hume, Ramsay, Wilkie, and many of the Scotch

nobility. The chief drawback of such a collection is that it must include

some bad pictures of well-known characters, as well as good ones of

more obscure subjects. One noticeable feature is the number of medallions

by the two Tassies, a book about whom has been published by Mr, J. M.
Gray, the late curator.

The Antiquarian Museum has a good illustrated catalogue (Is. ) explain-

ing the exhibits, which are arranged to trace the progress of civilisation

and culture in Scotland.

Among the miscellaneous curiosities are the hranks^ an ancient Scottish

instrument of punishment made of iron, and fastened upon the head, for

the purpose of serving "as a corrector of incorrigible scolds"; the

thwnbikins, a well-known instrument of torture, much used against the

Covenanters, one of its last victims being Principal Carstares who, after

the teevoTution, got a present from the Privy Council of the particular

thumb-screw, the pressure of which he resisted with so much courage,

and which, when he tried it, King William declared would extort

from him any secret he possessed ; the ancient Scottish beheading
machine, known as The Maiden, that "dark ladye," as Coleridge might
have called her, that is saI3 to have bestowed her fatal caress on her
own inventor ; John Knox's pulpit from St. Giles's Church, a somewhat
doubtful relic ; ongtBaTcopTes of the Godly Band of 1557, the progenitor

of all the Covenants ; the National Covenant of 1638, signed by Montrose
when he began his career as a Covenanter ; the Solemn League and
Covenant oi 1643, with the subscription of ArchbishojTLeighfoif^'one of

fHe banners of the Covenant borne by the Covenanters at the battle of

Bothwell Brig ; the blue ribbon worn by Prince Charles as a Knight of

the Garter when in Scotland in 1745 ; and a parting ring given to him
by Flora Macdouald.
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Eastward, Queen Street is continued by York Place, at the

north-east corner of which is St. Paul's Chapel, the chief

English church before the building of St. Mary's. Opposite it

stands the Eoinan Catholic pro-Cathedral. Behind this, at

the corner of Leith Walk, will be found the Theatre Royal,
rebuilt again and again after being destroyed by fire.

We now return to Queen Street, which runs below George

Street, with a fine look out northwards over the gardens (not

public) forming one side of it. In the first block, westward from

the Portrait Gallery, is passed the Philosophical Institution, an

excellent library and reading-room, with a subscription beginning

at 8s. a quarter, for which one has almost all the accommoda-
tion of a club, besides high-class lectures and concerts usually

given in the adjacent Queen Street Hall. Beyond are an
old-established boys' school, rather grandiloquently known as the

Edinburgh Institution, the Hall of the Royal College of

Physicians, and the United Service Club. Offices and shops

have, to some extent, invaded this street, but many of the

houses recall days when the New Town was a place of aristo-

cratic resort. At the corner of the west end, turning up to

Charlotte Square, a memorial, looking like a miniature of the

Scott Monument, has been erected to Miss Catherine Sinclair,

the author of Holiday House, through whose benevolence

fountains and other public accommodations were supplied to

various parts of the city.

Below Queen Street run Heriot Bow, with its complement

Ahercromby Place, then in turn Northumherland Street, Great

King Street, Cumberland Street, and Fettes Row, the last overlook-

ing an open space, formerly the limit of the New Town, which

beyond it has taken a new start in less regular form.

At the west end of Queen Street let us turn down on the

right into Moray Place, a stately polygon, still one of the most

dignified quarters of the New Town, and chief of a chain of

more or less circular openings that here diversify its rectangular

lines. By these curves, bearing south-eastwards, we might come

back to the road which, as Queensferry Street, made an obtuse

angle from the west end of Princes Street. Taking this line to

the right we soon gain Telford's grand Dean Bridge, spanning

the Water of Leith, at a height of over 100 feet, where, with the

new fashionable district of Drumsheugh at our back, we look
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down the stream upon a deep glen whicli makes one of the most

picturesque views to be found within the bounds of any city.

The Water of Leith, that turns up here and there in the

Edinburgh streets, has lately been purified so as to do itself

justice as the chief feature in this fine scene. The prospect

upwards, somewhat disfigured by a distillery in the foreground,

is well wooded and closed by the ridge of Gorstorphiiie Hill.

Beyond the bridge, Trinity Episcopal Chapel stands as ttte du

pont of a handsome and growing suburb.

So far the leading features of the New Town may be

perambulated in an hour or two. To its outskirts we will

return with those readers who have time for a more leisurely

survey. Now we pass at once to the Old Town, where the task

of sight-seeing is not to be done in haste.



THE OLD TOWN

Here we no longer delay our visit to the Castle^ to whicli the

usual way from Princes Street is up the Mound, past the

Galleries. The stately building behind, on theTeft, standing

out like a buttress of the Old Town, is the Bank of Scotland,

which strangers must ngt-take for a national institution, though

it is the oldest among several chartered banks issuing their own
notes. The head of the rise is faced by the U.F* HighJIhnrcli,
making part of the block of buildings that also contains the

U.F. Church College, and, behind, the Assembly Hall of the

same bod^^ By the front of this edifice we turn up to the

right, where either a staircase may be taken direct into the top

of High Street^ or the steep Ramsay Lane bending up by a group

of new buildings with red roofs, rather criard at present as a

patch on the weathered gray, but no doubt to be mellowed by
time. This edifice, incorporating Allan Ramsay's house, is

called Uniyersitv HalT
^
established by Professor Patrick Geddes

as a residence for students, artists, and other amateurs of plain

living and high thinking, somewhat on the model of Toynbee
Hall, an interesting experiment worthy of success. Two or

three smaller institutions of the same kind, under a quasi-

recognition from the University, one of them for ladies, have

done much to sweeten the old closes and wynds at the top of

the High Street close by. Into the end of this known as Castle

Hill the lane emerges by an Outlook Tower {admission Sd.),

where a Camera Obscura supplies a favourite spectacle for

juveniles.

Turning to the right, we come at once on the Castle Esplanade,

its north side displaying monumental crosses erected to the

memory of comrades by different Scottish regiments, the south

wall looking over the road which forms another approach
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circling the Rock, from the west end of Princes Street. Straight

in front below the Half-Moon Battery^ is the gate, open all day

till sunset (on Sundays after 3.30). The apartments, however,

are shown only 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in summer, and 1 1 a.m. to

3 P.M. in winter. At the drawbridge will be found a picket

of commissionaires^ authorised to turn an honest sixpence by

showing strangers over the Castle ; but there is no charge for

admission to any part

THE^CASTLE

Edinburgh Castle stands upon a precipitous rock 300 feet

high, forming the abrupt end of the ridge that rises from ^^
Holyrood. BeforeJ:he invention of gunpowder it was almost y "V^

impregnable, but now its main use is as barracks, and very ^^\^

ugly and uncomfortable barracks they are that disfigure such //
a noble site. The only entrance is on the east side, where we * (k

cross the drawbridge unchallenged by the soldiers who guard it
"^

in their kilts and imposing plumes. To be in keeping with the

modern sentiment, a Highland regiment is usually stationed

here, though in old days philabeg and sporran were more like to

be lodged in the Castle dungeons.

The Highland Dress.—These kilted soldiers are not always Highland-

_^ men, their manly and picturesque dress tempting young men of all parts

of the kingdom into famous regiments of our army, answering to the Fr^ch
^ Zouaves or the Austrian Jagers. Indeed it is said that lately certam recruits

<Q had to be turned out of the Black Watch because they spoke only Gaelic,

and could not bend their wild Highland spirits to the restraints of discipline.

But if the cult of the tartan be a piece of latter-day romance, it has taken

deep root all over Scotland in the blood of a hundred battle-fields, endearing

even the hearse-like plumes of the head-dress, which are quite a sartorial

excrescence. Scoffers have gone so far as to assert that the Highland
dress, in its present form, was the invention of an English tailor, nay, of a

Quaker ; it has also been suggested that the patterns of tartan were
introduced into Scotland by Malcolm Canmore's English queen. The
favour of a later sovereign has certainly fostered the use of this costume,

which is, of course, a modification of the simple plaid which the hardy
clansmen belted round them for sufficient garment. Well adapted for

activity and for military display, it answers to Dr. Jager*s requirements, by
giving an unusually thick covering round the middle of the body, a matter
of importance both in hot and cold climates, for if the citadel of life be

thus guarded, the extremities readily learn to defend themselves. In civil

life, kilts seem to be coming back into favour, especially for juvenile wear
and as evening dress for young men ; but it is rather the upper class who
flow affect what used to be a sign of inferiority, when, as Macaulay telU
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us, this dress suggested a thief to lowlanders, and even a well-to-do thief's

sweetheart could boast of her Gilderoy

—

He never wore a Highland plaid,

But costly silken clothes 1

Strangers who may feel tempted to adopt the " garb of old Gaul " should

know that it can hardly be worn to advantage without youthful familiarity.

"The white-kneed Cockney, conscious of his kilt," is like to cut a sorry

figure. But those bent on making experiment would find the proper tartans

of all the clans, and many others, in the Princes Street shops.

It is not amiss to take occasion, here and there, of thus in-

structing the tourist in such points as may excite his curiosity.

Now let us go on to visit Edinburgh Castle, passing upwards

from the entrance through the Portcullis^ Gate^ and underneath

the old State prison in the Argyll Tower, restored at the expense

of the late Mr. William Nelson, puFlisher. Thus we come out

upon the ArgyUBciMery, commanding Princes Street Gardens and

a fine view oithe New Town. The favourite view-point, however,

is the battery above, to which we mount either by the road

winding to the left, or by steps leading up more directly past

the Argyll Tower. Going out on the roof of this tower, we
should find the Old Town and Arthur^s Seat brought into the

prospect ; while the view northwards extends over the sea to

the shores of Fife and the Ochil Hills to the west, with the

Grampians sometimes rising dimly beyond.

The lion of the upper battery is Mom Meg, a huge piece of

artillery, said to have been made at Mons, in Belgium, 14V6
;

but another story gives it out as forged by a Galloway black-

smith and his sons. After doing good service to the Stuart

kings it burst in the 17th century, and in the 18th was trans

ferred to the Tower of London, but restored by the Duke of

Wellington on the petition of Sir Walter Scott.

Behind Mons Meg is St. Margaret's ChaBgl^ probably the

oldest building in Edinburgh, a relic of Norman architecture

named after Malcolm Canmore's queen. This little chapel,

long neglected and even used as a magazine, was in 1853
restored through the efforts of Sir Daniel WfTson of ToroTito^

author of a well-known book on "Old Edinburgh"; and of

late years it has been further cared for, but still serves as

nothing better than a bazaar for photographs and such like.

To the right, we pass on to the Half-Moon Battery, where at
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1 P.M. may be witnessed the firing by electricity of the time-

gun that startles every stranger within hearing, and stirs many
an Edinburgh watch from its pocket.

Below this battery lies the square of Palace Yard^ in which
are the apartments open to visitors.

The Crown Room, reached by a stair on the east side, con-

tains the Scottish Regali^j Crown, Sceptre, Sword of State,

and Lord Treasurer's wand of office, exhibited to curious or

covetous eyes in a strong cage within a bomb-jDroof vault.

The Honours of Scotland, as these insignia were called, have an inter-

THE REOALIA OF SCOTLAND.

esting history ; and, as Scott remarks, we cannot wonder at the fond

desire which Scottish antiquaries have shown to refer their date to

Days when gude King Robert rang.

James V. added to the Crown the two concentric circles, and a large

cross patee, npon which are the characters J. R. V. The Sceptre was also

made in the same reign (most probably during the king's visit to Paris in

1536), when preparing for his marriage alliance with France. The S^^rd
of State, a beautiful specimen of early art, has an earlier date than the

sceptre, having been presented to King James lY. bv Pope Julius II. in

1507. The crown served for the last time at the Scottish coronation of

Charles II. The sceptre performed its last legislative office by ratifying

the Treaty of Union with England on the 16th of January 1707.

The interesting story of the Regalia, and their removal to Dunnottar
Castle, is given at length in Sir "Walter Scott's Provincial Antiquities of

Scotland. Patriotic Scots were so strongly agitated by the Treaty of

Union with England, which they considered as a wanton surrender of

their independence, that the Government of the day thought it prudent to

remove anything calculated to rouse the national feelings. The various

articles were therefore thrown into an old oak chest, and locked up in
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the Crown Room, their existence almost forgotten until 1817, when a

desire arose to search for the lost treasure, and a committee
(
including Sir

"^^Iter^Sciiit) proceeded to the spot. The king's smith was commanded
to force open the great chest, the keys of which had been sought for in

vain ; and great was the joy when the various articles were discovered,

exactly as they had been surrendered by the Earl-Marshal about a hundred
and ten years before.

Beside the Regalia are exhibited some other relics, the principal one

the Collar and George of the Garter, given by Queen Elizabeth to James.

The m^joa^ture set in the oval jewel of the Garter bequeathed to King
George IV. by Cardinal York, is considered to be a portrait of the

Countess of Albany, wife of Pnnce Charles Edward, known also by her

connection with Alfieri.

Adjoining the Crown Boom, but having a separate entrance

from the square, is Queen Mary's Room, where, in the inner

apartment, Mary Queen of Scots gave birth to James VI. The
event is commemorated by the initials H. and M., and the date

1566 over the doorway. The original ceiling remains, and the

initials I. R. and M. R., surmounted by the royal crown, are

wrought in the panels. On the wall is the following inscription,

surmounted by the Scottish arms :

Lord Jesu Chryst, that crounit was with Thorase, n i-J « i

Preserve the Birth, quhais Badgie heir is borne, ^AjlXX
And send Hir Sonne successione, to Reigne stille, , . a

Lang in this Realme, if that it be thy will.
JLjLa A^jir<-^'

Als grant, O Lord, quhat ever of Hir proceed,
^/VX-\^yv/v

Be to Thy Honer, and Praise, sobied. 4
19th IVNII, 1566.

The south side of the square is taken up by the old Banqueting

Hall, in which the Scottish Parliament sometimes met This

also was long treated with neglect, at one time turned into an
hospital ; but now restored by the munificence of Mr. William
Nelson, and finely ornamented by a collection of weapons and
armour, it takes its due place as one of the Edinburgh sights.

Edinburgh Castle has been the scene of many romantic events and
daring exploits.

The pond'rous wall, and massy bar,
Grim rising o'er the rugged rock,

Have oft withstood assailing war,
And oft repell'd th' invader's shock.

During the contest between Bruce and Baliol, it was taken by the
En glish in 1296, and kept by them thirty years ; but was recovered by
a iliidinight attack in 1313. The perTTous expedition was undertaken
by thirty men, commanded by Randolph, Earl of Moray, guided by \

Francis, one of his own soldiers, whT hacTbeen in the habit of descending
J
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the cliff surreptitiously to visit his sweetheart. The darkness of the

night, the steepness of tlie^recipice, and Ihe danger of discovery by
the watchmen, rendered the enterprise such as might have appalled the

bravest spirit. They scaled the wall by a ladder which they had brought
with them. Francis, the guide, ascended first, Sir Andrew Gray was
second, and Randolph himself third. Ere they had all mounted, however,
the sentinels caught the alarm, raised the cry of " Treason 1 " and the

constable of the Castle and others, rushing to the spot, made a valiant

though ineflfectual resistance. Randolph was for some time in great

personal danger, until the gallant constable was slain, when his followers

fled or fell before the hands of the assailants. After this Bruce ordered

the fortress to be demolished, lest it might be again occupied by the

ft English.

Edward- UL, on his way from Perth, caused it in be rp.hnilt and

strongly garrisoned, but it was retaken in 134Tby an ingenious stratagem.

A man, pretending to be an English merchant, came to the governor, and
told him that he had on board his ship vi the Forth some wine, beer,

biscuits, etc. A bargain being made, he promised to deliver the goods

next morning at a very reasonable rate ; at the time appointed, twelve

men, disguised in the habit of sailors, entered the Castle with the goods
and supposed merchant, and instantly killed the porter and sentinels

;

Sir William Douglas, on a preconcerted signal, then rushed in with a

band of armed men, and quickly made himself master of the place, aftei

having cut most of the garrison in pieces.

The Castle has frequently served both as the residence aaijbhe^rison

of the Scottish Kings. The Scottish barons, under the feudal system,

nearly equalled their kings in riches and in power, and sometimes even

possessed themselves of the royal person to sanction their ambitious

designs. Thus James II. in 1438 was held here in a sort of honourable

durance by Chancellor Crichton, till, by stratagem contrived by his

mother, he was smuggled out in a trunk. But he did not very long

enjoy his liberty, being soon after taken by a band of armed men while

hunting in the woods of Stirling, and carried back to the Castle. It was

here also that William, the sixth Earl of Douglas, and his brother were

put to death, having been enticed into the Castle by Crichton, who feared

the great power and wealth of the Douglases.

In the year 1573 the fortress was gallantly defended by Kirkaldy of

Grange against the Earl of Morton and Sk William Drury, and in 1650

it sustained a siege against Cromwell, but yielded to a threat of mining.

In 1745 it held out stoutly for King George against Prince Charles

Edward, while his troops occupied the city.

Immediately under the north face of the Castle, within the

Princes Street Gardens, will be found the ruifls of the Wellhouse

Tower, which formed a part of the first town wallbuilt in

1450. It served also as an outwork of the Castle, and, as its

name implies, secured to the garrison access to a spring of

water at the base of the rock. The well having fallen into
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disrepair, was restored by the officers of the Sutherland High-

landers in 1873.

Before leaving the Esplanade, let us linger at the south wall

for a prospect in the only direction not commanded by the

views open to us above. Here we look over into the Grassmarketj

and upon the grounds of HerioVs Hospital^ then beyond to the

southern suburbs, and the Pentlands in the background. By a

flight of steps at the lower corner, we might descend at once into

the Grassmarket, but leaving this for the present, we take the

long line of the High Street, running straight down to Holy-

rood, divided into the sections. Castle

Hill, LawnmarJcety High Street, Nether-

bow, and Ganongate, but all colloqui-

ally included under the one name.

Now historical and literary asso-

ciations begin to crowd thick upon

us. A few quaint old houses still

remain, once the residence of the

rank and fashion of the Scottish

Court, but these are mostly in a

dilapidated condition. One of that

range nearest to the Castle was the

mansion of the Duke of Gordon,

whose rudely - carved ducal coronet

may still be seen. Embedded in

the gable - wall is a cannon - ball,

said to have been shot from the

Castle in 1745.

Beyond the opening of Kamsay
Lane, we pass the back of the U.F.

Church Buildings. To obtain this

site there were removed some of

the most interesting old houses in Edinburgh, one of them
the palace of Mary of Guise, Queen of James V. and mother

of Queen Mary. Some of the wood-carvings and panels may be

seen in the Antiquarian Museum. Opposite, on the right side,

is the TolhoMk^hurch and General Assembly H^ of the

Church of Scotland, a handsome modern building in the Gothic

style, surmounted by a spire tapering to the height of 241 feet,

SPECIMEN OF OLD WOODEN-
FRONTED HOUSE

(now TAKEN down).
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The first meeting of the General Assembly was held in Edinburgh in

1560. At present the Assembly consists of some 400 members, clerical

and lay, elected by the various presbyteries into which the country is

divided, who choose annually from among their own number a president,

named the Moderator. The Sovereign is represented by a commissioner,

usually a Scottish peer, who resides for the time at Holyrood Palace.

The meeting of Assembly takes place in May.

A little farther down, on the nortli side of the Lawnmarket,

is Jamiei Court (erected about 1725-27), where David Hume the

historian resided before he removed to the New Town, and Boswell

proudly entertained that most ungracious guest, Dr. Johnson.

Opposite, on the right side, Riddle^s Close contains one of the

new Students' Settlements that are doing so much for the social

deodorisation of this quarter. It is well worth a visit, and will

give a good idea of the accommodations once thought lordly

enough for aristocratic residents. Then on the left comes

Lady Stair^s Close, named after Elizabeth, Dowager Countess of

Stair, one of the most interesting characters of Old Edinburgh,

whose singular story is the groundwork of Scott's tale of " My
Aunt Margaret's Mirror." Her house was restored, or rather

rebuilt, by Lord Rosebery, her descendant ; and presented to

the Town ; it is now open to the public. The close adjoining,

called Baxter's, contains the lodging first occupied by Robert

Burns in 1786.

Tall as some of these houses are, they were built higher in

the days when the Old Town included all Edinburgh, some then

having a dozen stories or more, packed with inmates of different

classes.

At the bottom of the Lawnmarket, George IV. Bridge goes off

to the right, and Bank Street descends to the Mound on the left.

At the corner of the former is a famous " sweetie " shop of

absorbing interest to juvenile visitors. Opposite rises the

neat building of the new County Hall, by the side of which
we pass over an open space towards Bt Giles's Cathedral^

where a heart-shaped design upon the paving stones near the

Duke of Buccleuch^s statue marks the site of that old Tolhooth

and Jail famous as the^Heart^ofJ^ttdloihia^ This open space

is Parliament Square, its centre filled by St. Qiles^, its side

formed by the I^awjQourts. In old days the High Street here

was blocked up by the " Luckenbooths " and other small shops

known as " Krames " built into the wall of the church. On the
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south side, the slope where the Courts now stand was the

^churchyard ; but the only trace of this is a stone in the paving

marked I. K., 1572, believed to cover the remains of John Enox
—thus buried, according to Dr. Johnson's uncharitable desire, in

a highway.

aiaJglLES'S^ATHEDRAL
[Admission 3d., except on Mondays and at Service time. (Closed on

Saturday.) Entrance from High Street.]

ROYAb
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GROUND-PLAN OF ST. GILESES CATHEDRAL.

A. Tomb of Regent Moray.

B. Chepman's Aisle, and Tomb of

Montrose.

C. Tomb of Napier.

I). Hammerman's Chapel.

E. Old Session House.

The ancient Parish Church ^ of Edinburgh is named after

St. Giles, abbot and confessor, and Patron Saint of the Qity^
whose , apm^ enshrined in silver, was_ long preserved among
its relics. The present building is the erection of various

periods, and suffered much from alterations and restoration done

in days when ecclesiastical art seemed to Scotsmen a snare of

the evil one. Up to our own generation it was divided into

three churches for separate worship ; but has now been worthily

^ Although commonly c^led OatJhcdral it is, more correctly speaking, a

Churchy hence often called " The High Church. " There was no Bishop's

chair (cxUhedra) before the Reformation.
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restored to its former spacious dignity, at the instance and mainly

at the expense of Dr. William Chambers. If famous authors

have given that which they had to glorify this romantic town,

we see how more than one of the Edinburgh publishers has come
forward with silver and gold in the same cause.

The history of St. Giles's is one ol national interest. Originally the

CHOWW AND 8FIRE OF ST. GILES S.

city consisted of one parish, and St. Giles's Church was the only place of

worship. It is first mentioned in the year 1259, in a charter of David II.,

and in the reign of James III. (1466) it was made collegiate, and placed in

some respects under the direct .iurisdiction of the Pope, with Provost and
Chapter. The Scottish poet, Gavin Douglas, was elected Dean or Provost

in 1501. AfiKftr_jJip» T^fnrTp^timi the church was greatly disfigured (as

were many sacred edifices at that time), partitioned into separaCeplaces of

worship, and the sacred vessels and relics were sold by the magistrates to

defray the expense of the alterations. In 1603, before the departure of
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James VI. to take possession of the throne of England, he attended divine

service in St. Giles's, and delivered a farewell address to his Scottish

subjects, assuring them of his unalterable affection. With the establishment

of Episcopacy in Scotland under Charles L , Edinburgh was erected into a

bishopric, and St. Giles's Church was appointed the Cathedral—a distinc-

tion which departed with the abolition of Episcopacy in 1638. An attempt

made in 1636 to introduce the new "service-book" of Charles I. led to

the ludicrous scene when Jgjiny Geddes threw her cutty-stool at the Dean
of Edinburgh. On the 13thOctoHer 1643 tl^e Solemn Leap;ue and

Covenant, which had been prepared by Alexander iBfenderson, was sworn

to ancl subscribed within 'the walls.

The exterior has not wholly recovered from the ignorant meddling of

former restorers ; but it presents some fine features, particularly in the

crown and spire, and in the East window. The interior has a stately

effect, enhanced by the faded regimental flags hanging from the roof, and
the many fine monuments old and new, while indeed the number and size

of the pillars, however admirable from an artistic point, seem a little to

unfit the building for its purpose as a parish church.

The Chow is fitted up with oaken stalls for the judges and magistrates,

who attend divine service in their robes on special occasions. In the fine

aisle to the south, named after Preston of Gorton, who bequeathed to the

church the arm-bone of St. Giles, is the Royal Pew, occupied by the Lord
High Commissioner at the Assembly time. Adjoining it (marked B on
the plan) is the small chapel founded by Chepman, the " Scottish Caxton,"

where also the remains of the great Marquis of Montrose were interred,

eleven years after his execution, which took place in Edinburgh in 1650.

The Nave—the latest restored portion of the building—contains the

Moray and Albany aisles, the former of which is fitted up as a separate

chapel, containing (A in plan) the tomb of the Regent Moray, who was
interred here immediately after his assassination at Linlithgow, when the

funeral sermon was preached by John Knox. The Albany aisle contains

a pillar decorated with the arms of Robert, Duke of Albany, and Archibald,

fourth Earl of Douglas, who are supposed to have founded this chapel as

an expiatory offering for the murder of the Duke of Rothesay (eldest son
of Robert III.) at Falkland, in 1402.

Among the monuments, three are noticeable for the lavish use of colour

shown in them, as well as for their sculpture—Montrose^ tomb , in the

Chepman Gliapel (beside the organ) ; the mural monument to the late

Lord Justice General Inglis on the wall of the Preston Aisle; and, recently

added, in the Uammerrneri s or St. Aloy*s Chapel^ to the right of the
entrance, the sumptuous Argyll monument that outdoes the others in

glowing richness.

Several memorials will be noticed, the latest a bronze plaque to^R. L.
Stevenson representing him life-size lying on a couch. There is a brass
to William Chambers, who might be called the pious refounder ; and a
memorial window to another member of the family. The church is rich
in stained glass of varying merit. The one beside the organ takes its

subject from secular history, the upper half shov/ing the murder of Regent
Moray, and the lower John Knox preaching his funeral sermon.

The Pulpit strikes one as rather too much in the confectionery style,
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j^* ^ There is a fine Altars or what, in a Presbyterian church, may be called &

compromise for an altar. The Font is a copy from one by Thorwaldsen.
To the horror of a few true-blue Presbyterians still extant, St. Giles's

has a very good organ, and the services are of a ritual and musical type,

in strong contrast with the old simplicity of Scottish worship. The
military service at 9.15 on Sundays makes a favourite spectacle for

strangers. Daily service is held at 3.30 in the Moray Aisle, near which
a tablet on the floor preserves the memory of that irreconcilable Jenny
Geddes, who would surely turn in her grave if she knew to what this

church had come.

THE PARlIAMENgLBOUSE,

the ancient meeting-place of the Scottish Parliament, has been

appropriated since the time of the Union to the use of the

Supreme Courts. The present building was erected between the

years 1632 and 1640> but subsequently, with the exception of

the great hall, alj^ost totally renewed. The public entrance is

at the south-west angle of the square, and there is free admission

by a not very prominent doorway close to the corner of the

church.

The great hall or Parliament House offers a lively scene during the

sitting of the Courts, being the promenade of busy or willing-to-be-busy

advocates, consulting with clients and solicitors, or exchanging idle gossip,

which makes this place the focus of local wit and scandal, as well as of

justice. Advocate is the Scotch synonvm for barrister, except at Aberdeen,

where, by a freak of privilege, it has been extended to solicitors, elsewhere

known as writers in Scotland. This hall, 122 feet by 49, with a lofty

roof of carved oak, and adorned by statues and portraits of distinguished

Scottish lawyers, is well worth a visit for its own sake. The subject of

the Stained Glass Window, on the south side of the hall, is the inaugura-

tion of the Court in 1537 by James V., who is in the act of presenting the

deed of confirmation bvJPapeJ3l©BaantJSII. to the Lord President. The
other figuresT represent Dunbar, Archbishop of Glasgow, the Abbot of

Cambuskenneth, and judges and nobles of the time. This window was
executed at Munich in 1868, from a design by Kaulbach, and cost £2000.
The side windows are also noticeable, as are the great carved fireplaces.

The Outer House, where the Lords Ordinary sit, is reached ft-om below

this window, and consists of four small courts, where civil cases are tried

for the first time. The Inner House is divided into two divisions (First

and Second), where appeals are heard from the Outer House and Sheriff-

Courts. The High Court of Justiciary, the supreme criminal tribunal of

Scotland, is situated in another part of the building.

The Judges are thirteen in number, a Lord Justice General or Lord
President, and a Lord Justice Clerk, making up the thirteen. Strangers

should apply to the ushers for entrance into any of the courts, where they

may be interested by the forms of legal procedure here. A jury consists

of twelve, except in criminal cases, when it numbers fifteen.
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The Parliament House is built on a slope, and we must descend into

the lower stories for The Advocates' Library (access to which is obtained

through the great hall of the Parliament House), one of the five libraries

in the United Kingdom entitled to a copy of every book published in

Great Britain. A large additional library hall was opened in 1884. It

may be remarked that the collection is liberally put at the service of all

who can show themselves able to use it to good account.

This library contains tl^e ipf^os^ valuable collection of books in Scotland,

the printed works amounting to some 300,000 volumes, including exceed -

ingly rare and curious works in Scottish poetry, of which there is a printed

catalogue. The manuscripts are extensive, and readily accessible by means
of a catalogue, in MS., which occupies nine folio volumes. The most pro-

minent part consists of collections formed in the 17th century by Sir

James Balfour and Sir Robert Sibbald, and relating mainly to the civil and
ecclesiastical history of Scotland. The Gaelic MSS. collected by the High-

land Society during their inquiry into the authenticity of Ossian's Poems
are also here. The funds of the library are chiefly derived from the entrance

fees of the members of the bar. In one of the lower apartments may be

seen Greenshield's statue of Sir Walter Scott, the original manuscript of

Waverley, and the Confession of Faith, signed by James VI. and the

Scottish nobles of the Privy Council (1589-90).

At the west end of the Hall, we enter the rooms and Library of the

Writers to the Signet, an important body taking rank above ordinary

solicitors, as practising only before the Court of Session and performing

also duties of conveyancing generally performed by barristers in England.

Their library contains upwards of 50,000 volumes, and is rich in the

archaeological department, especially in British and Irish history.

At the back, occupying the upper part of a new building looking into

the Cowgate, is the Library of the Solicitors to the Supreme Court,
another great legal corporation. Abbreviations of these professional

qualities, W.S. and S.S.C, are commonly used in Scotland as titles of

address ; as is C.A. (Chartered Accountant), initials which have puzzled
strangers on door-plates and letter headings.

A^ Leaving the Parliament House, and making for the other

^ ->C ^^^ ^^ t^6 square, near Knox^s supposed ^rave. we find an

^ ^- equestrian statue of Ghaxles 11.^ on a site said to have been
originally intended for one of Cromwell, who wauJd have made
better company for the stern Eeformer. Beyond, at the east

end of St. Giles's, the opening is filled by the restored Market
Cross, the original of which stood hereabouts. This restoration

was the gift of the Eight Hon. W. E. Gladstone, who had the

satisfaction of witnessing its completion in December 1885.

The building is octagonal, surmounted by turrets, and having a

door admitting to the top on its east side. From the centre

rises the original shaft or pillar (surmounted by the heraldic

unicorn), which had been carefully preserved after the destruc-
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tion of tlie previous erection in 1756. From the Cross the

Scottish Heralds and Pursuivants (Eothesay, Albany, March-

mont, Unicorn, Carrick, and Bute) are wont, as of old, to

proclaim royal edicts '* in glorious trumpet clang."

This group of public buildings has interrupted, on the right

side, the course of High Street proper, which we now regain.

Opposite the Market Cross, from the left of the street, opens an

archway into the Royal Exchange, a square enclosing the

lately reconstructed Municipal Buildings of Edinburgh. At the

top there is kept a Museum of civic curiosities and relics, to

which visitors are admitted. The Council Chamber contains a

fine bronze statue in Roman costume of Prince Charles Edward
Stuart, which has a curious history. It is said to have been

cast in France, and was shipped from Dunkirk to Leith, where,

in unloading, it fell into the harbour, and lay for a time sub-

merged. On its recovery it was presented by the possessor to the

city, without his daring to state that it represented the Pretender.

The Municipal Buildings have been much improved already,

and are being so much extended that they promise, when com-

plete, to rank among the finest of their kind. Their extension

has absorbed the adjacent inn, once famous in literary history

as John^s Coffee House. Not far from this is Graig^s Close, also

associated with the printing-press, containing as it did the noted

printing-office of Andrew Hart, and the residences of the two

famous bibliopoles, Creech aud Constable. Beyond, The Scotsman^

chief newspaper of the north, long had its quarters, about to

be transferred to a magnificent block of buildings in the new North
Bridge Street.

On the right side of the street, below Parliament Square, is

the Police Office. Down this broad thoroughfare, its crowded

pavement often brightened by the uniforms of Highland soldiers,

its squalid closes once the residence of peers, bishops, and judges,

we descend to where the Tron Church fills a square at the head

of Cockhurn Street (p. 16), where also High Street is intersected by
the line of the North and South Bridges, the former of which,

beginning at the 52st_Office (p. 13), is now being worthily reno-

vated as North Bridge Street. The church at this lively meeting

of ways takes its name from the Tron or weighing beam, that once

served also as a pillory to which offenders were nailed by the ears.

Here formerly, obstructing the thoroughfare, stood the Guard-House
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of the City Guard, a body of veteran Dogberries as unpopular as

inefficient.

Before descending into the Gcmongate, a diversion may be

made tliat will include several other prominent features of Old
Edinburgh, and some new ones, carrying us round a devious

course to the south of the line taken from the Castle.

The Grassmarket we saw lying below the Castle Esplanade.

The simplest if not the shortest way to it is by a road from the

west end of Princes Street, dipping down below St. Cuthbert's

Church, skirti*ng the Gardens and the Castle Kock, passing

under an archway, and along " the King's Stables " by the site of

the former Tilting-yard, to enter the north-west corner of this open
space, now much modernised, but still showing some traces of

old city walls (not the oldest) on the Greyfriars' side, and in the

Vennelj a steep lane running up to George Heriot's Hospital.

On Wednesdays the horse-fair here makes a lively scene. On the

south side is the Corn Exchange, sometimes used for political

demonstrations. At the east end was the place of execution,

where suffered so many a victim of faction and tyranny.

The Cowgate runs out of the- east end of the Grassmarket

under George lY. Bridge, roughly parallel with the High Street

at a lower level This long gloomy street, once occupied by
nobility and gentry, is now given up to the lowest classes, and
the pairs of policemen seen here and there at frequent intervals

are a hint of its character. Amateurs of the disgusting and
brutal sometimes visit this Alsatia on Saturday night under

charge of the police ; but most tourists are content with a

peep down into it from the railed openings of the Bridges. Yet
here are buildings worth inspection, notably one of the most

ancient bits of Edinburgh, the Magdalen Chapel, containing

some remnants ofwhat little old ecclesiastical ^lass rp.Y|]fliTis in

Scotland . Thischapei, seen almost at once on the right of

the street, used for mission services, and connected with the

Livingstone Dispensary, may be visited for the trouble of ringing

the bell. It contains also some relics of the Marquis of Argyll,

executed 1661. The new red pinnacled building farther down,

an excrescence from the Parliament House, is the S.S.C. Library.

Beyond this point, sweetness and light must hardly be looked

for in the Cowgate, whose most striking ornament will be the
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washing displayed at the high-piled windows by its slatternly

inhabitants, to a large extent Irish.

From the north-eastern corner of the Grassmarket, we mount

to George IV. Bridge by the winding way of Victoria Street^

replacing the old West Bow, down which Captain Porteous

and many a better man were hurried to execution. Among
the tall buildings that now line it will be noticed on the

right, St John's Church, recalling how here was an abode of the

Templars, afterwards transferred to the Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem. The West Bow, in Goldsmith's time, as he tells

us, was the site of the Edinburgh Assembly Rooms.

The top of the ascent is faced by the Sheriff Court con-

tiguous to the superior courts. Turning along George TV. Bridge

southwards, on the right we have the Free Public Library,

endowed by Mr. A. Carnegie with £50,000. Beyond the

bridge over the Cowgate, on the same side, at the junction with

GandlemaJcer Row, by which we might have emerged from the

Grassmarket, is the little monument erected by Lady Burdett

Coutts to " Grey friars' Bobby," the celebrated dog that died of

grief on its master's grave in the adjoining churchyard.

Here we reach the entrance to the garden of the qLJ ,

Greyfriars* monastery
,
pow a ^ravevard, which has been well ^*Ov

called the " Westminster Abbey of Scotland," where back to J^\
back, after the Scottish manner, stand the Old and New Grey- ^'^if
friars' Ghurches. The former, next the street, rebuilt in our V^
century after a fire, is memorable for the ministrations of c^

Eobertson the historian, and later, for those of Dr. Robert Lee,

who, to the Presbyterian scandal of his day, introduced the

ritualistic innovations or revivals that have since leavened the

Church of Scotland, and even to some degree her rivals.

This place saw the birth of a very different religious movement, for

here in 1638 was signed the National Covenant^ written on a parchment
" above an ell square," in which the subscribers swore to maintain Presby-

terianism, and to resist what they designated "contrary errors, to the

utmost of their power." After the document had been signed in the church,

it was carried to the burying-ground and spread upon a flat gravestone still

extant, namely that of Boswell of Auchinleck, to be subscribed by as many
as could approach. It is mentioned as an extraordinary instance of reli-

gious zeal, that hundreds not only added to their signatures the words till

deaths but actually signed it with ^their blood. Copies may be seen in the

Advocates' Library and in the Antiquarian Museum.
The tombs represent some of the chief families of Scotland, many of
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them elaborately funereal in a bygone style, and not a few long haunted
by memories of hate and suffering, like that of the ** Bluidy Mackenzie

"

(south wall), Lord Advocate of a persecuting government ; or like the
infelix campus not far off, that long "alley of tombs" projecting from
the south-west corner, where, after the battle of Bothwell Bridge, more
than a thousand Covenanters were penned up for months in the open air,

awaiting sentence.^ It was such cruelties that burned into Scottish

GROUNDS OF
HERIOTS HOSPI

GROUND PLAN OF GREYFRIAR3 CHURCHYARD.

1. George Buchanan.
2. George Heriot.
3. Martyrs' Monument.
4. Henry Mackenzie (Man of Feeling).

5. Macintyre (Gaelic poet).

6. Pitcairne (Dr.)

7. Old sculptured monument.
8. Entrance to Heriot's Hospital.
9. M'Crie (biographer of Knox).

10. Alexander Henderson.
11. Adam (of Blairadam).
12. Robertson (liistorian).

References to the Tombs.

13. South ground (Covenanters' prison^,

Black the chemist, Tytler, etc.

14. Mackenzie (Lord Advocate).
15. Little-Gilmour of Craigmillar.
16. Boswell of Auchinleck.
17. Milne (Master Mason).
18. Allan Ramsay, Maclaurin, Dr. Hugh

Blair.

19. Lauder and Ruddiman (inside of

church).
20. Memorial window to George Buch-

hearts the hatred of Prelacy only now beginning to heal. The Martyrs'

Monument is situated in the lower part of the ground, next the city wall
;

its inscription relates the fate of the Marquis of Argyll, James Renwick,

and how about one hundred noblemen, gentlemen, ministers, and others,

I This projection does not appear in our plan.
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"noble martyrs for Jesus Christ, were executed at Edinburgh at the time

of the Restoration, and interred here.**

Other noticeable tombs will be found marked in our plan.

From Greyfriars, the short bend along Forrest Road brings us

to the head of the Meadow JValk^ a fine avenue leading down to

and across the spacious playground of the B^eadows . formerly

a marsh or lake bordering Old Edinburgh to the south. On the

right of this walk, are the new buildings of the Boyal In-

firmary, now indeed some quarter of a century old, after the

Scottish baronial style, on the modern system of separate blocks,

and able to accommodate about 600 patients. On the left lies

George Square, the largest in the city, still an abode of sub-

stantial gentility, and once the height of Edinburgh fashion.

Walter Scott's father lived at No. 25 after removing from his

house in College Wynd^ the latter long ago destroyed, but its

probable site marked by a tablet as a hint of the poet's birth-

place. In Buccleuch Place, behind the bottom of George Square,

was Francis Jeffrey's early married house, where a knot of his

and Sydney Smith's friends struck out the idea of the Edin-

burgh Review,

Hence let us turn back to the head of Meadow Walk, where

we have on the west side Lauriston, through which a tram-

way runs communicating with the main line at Tollcross. The
large building and enclosure seen almost at once to the right

here is Heriot's Hospital, the oldest of Edinburgh's many
charitable endowments for education. A little farther, on the

opposite side, is George Watson's School for boys , rather

blocked up here at the bottom of Archibald Place, but it is

better seen from the Meadows. This institution has been

transformed so as to become the largest middle-class day school

in the country.

Heriot's Hospital has another kind of interest in its fine site and
architecture. Admission daily, except Saturdays and Sundays,

10 to 4 o'clock.

This handsome edifice owes its foundation to George Heriot, jeweller

to James VI., whose name will be familiar to all readers of The Fortunes

of Nigel. Upon the Union of the Crowns, Heriot followed his royal

master to London, where, doubtless, his trade became much more profit-

able. He died in 1623, leaving the principal part of his estate (£23,000) ^

in trust to the magistrates and ministers of Edinburgh, to found an

1 The Anniial Income of the Trust ii now about £40,000

1
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hospital for the maintenance and education of poor fatherless boys, sons

of freemen of the city of Edinburgh, and to establish ten bursaries at the

University of Edinburgh for the education of so many poor scholars. The
plan of the building has been attributed by some to Inigo Jones, by others

to Sir Robert Aytoun the poet ; but it is believed that the original design

proceeded rather from the King's Master Mason of the time, William
Aytoun.

The building consists of a quadrangle, with large square towers at each

angle. The north front has a central tower higher than the rest, under
which an archway leads to the inner court, which is adorned with the

statue of the founder. The south front contains the chapel, and the

western wing the dining-hall and council room. The ornamental details

are different in each window ; but they present, when viewed as a whole,

perfect uniformity. The architecture of Heriot's Hospital, Wintoun and
Pinkie Houses, etc., belongs to the same school, one peculiar to Scotland,

seemingly compounded of French, Flemish, and Italian elements, with

native adaptations and developments— as a whole unlike anything in other

countries, certainly unknown in England.

The Civil War breaking out soon after the building was finished, the

first inmates were the sick and wounded of Cromwell's army, after the

battle of Dunbar ; and it was occupied as a military hospital until 1658,

when Monk restored it to its rightful occupants. From that year down
to 1886, it continued to be both a school and place of residence for the

successive Heriot beneficiaries. Now, however, under the provisions of a

Scheme issued by the Endowed Schools (Scotland) Commissioners, the

foundationers—"150 poor orphans "—are non-resident, receiving an annual

allowance for board ; and the building is employed only for the purposes

of a day-school, to which fee-paying as well as free scholars are admitted.

A good view of the Castle Rock is obtained from the terrace at the

aorth side of the Hospital,—looking across the Grassmarket.

After this slight diversion along Lauriston Place, let us take

the line east from the top of Meadow Walk to visit the various

buildings of the University. At once, in Teviot Place, we find

the Medical College close to the Infirmary, as is fitting, a

handsome building in the early Italian style, which will doubt-

less turn out as many good doctors as came from the former

quarters of this famous school. Beyond it, is the more ornate

mass of the M^Ewan Hall, recently presented to the University

hy one of the city luembers, to serve as a theatre for academical

and other functions. It was also provided by the terms of the

gift that the hall should fulfil some of the functions of a Town
Hall, and it has already been the scene of some notable occasions,

but it will probably be superseded in these respects by the Usher

Hall (see
i>.

19).

We are now at the back of the old College, where the Arts,
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Law, and Divinity faculties are still quartered. To reach the

front, one must pass by Lothian Street and South College Streety

along the south side, unless he turn up Bristo Street on the

left, to approach more worthily by the broad thoroughfare of

(^aSLbers_§treet, on the other side, adorned by a statue of the

publisher to whom Edinburgh owes more than this improvement.

The hunter of old-book shops will not complain if he lose his

way among the somewhat mean precincts of the University,

which faces on to the main thoroughfare continuing the line of

the North and South Bridges.

THE UNIVERSITY

The College or University of Edinburgh dates its existence from the year

1582, when James VI. was sixteen years of age. Till that time there had
been but three Universities in Scotland— St. Andrews, Glasgow, and

AbeEiiS^n. The site was originally a suburb, consisting mainly of

gardens and straggling buildings, containing the church of St. Mary in

the Fields, or Kirk-o'- Field, well known as the scene of the mysterious

murder of Damley.
The first professor was Kobert Rollock, of St. Salvator (St. Andrews),

appointed in 1583, and afterwards made Principal. About the year

1660, by means of benefactions from public bodies and private individuals

the establishment had attained a respectable rank among similar institu-

tions. As a school of medicine it first rose into repute under Dr.

Alexander Monro, who became professor of anatomy in 1720 ; and in

this department it has gained distinguished pre-eminence. In the other

branches of knowledge its reputation was advanced by Maclaurin, Black,

Ferguson, Stewart, Eobison, Hamilton, Forbes, Brewster, and other

eminent men.
The building is four stories in height and rectangular in form, the east

and west sides being 255 ft. in length, and the south and north sides

358 ft. The entrance is from South Bridge Street by a portico supported
by four single-block Doric columns, each 26 ft. in height, over which runs
the inscription: ^* Academia Jacobi VL, Scotorum Regis Anno post

CJiristum Natwm^ M.D.LXXXII. Instituta. Annoque M.DCC. LXXXIX.
RenovaH coepta ; Regnante Oeorgio IIJ, ^ Principe Munificentissirifio

;

UrUs Edinensis Prcefecto^ Thoma Elder; Academice Primario^ Gidielmo
Robertson; Architecto, Roberto Adam." The dome erected over the
principal entrance, by bequest of the late Robert Cox, W.S., Edinburgh,
is crowned with a figure of Youth, designed by John Hutchison, R.S.A.
The inner quadrangle presents a continuous range of massive buildings
in a semi - Grecian style of architecture, a stone balustrade forming a

raised gallery all the way round. At tlie angles, and on the west side,

there are spacious piazzas ; and exactly opposite the main entrance is a

marble statue of Sir David Brewster, by the late William Bridie, R.S.A.

,

erected in 1870.
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The University Library ^ occupies nearly the whole of the south side

of the square ; the principal hall being 1 98 ft. long and its gilded arched

ceiling more than 50 ft. in height. A series of marble busts is arranged

along each side. The library contains upwards of 220,000 volumes and
about 7500 manuscripts. Among the latter is a fine copy of Forduns
Scotichronicon, in folio, from which Goodall's edition of 1775 was printed

;

and The Protest by the nobles of Bohemia and Moravia, addressed to the

Council of Constance in 1415, in reference to the burning of John Huss
and Jerome of Prague—a parchment document with 100 signatures and
as many seals. The library of Drummond of Hawthornden, the Halliwell

collection of Shakespearian literature, the library of General Reid, and
the MS. collections of the late David Laing, are among the principal

bequests. The Court-Room of the Senatus contains portraits of the first

Principal Rollock, of John Knox, George Buchanan, Napier of Merchiston,

Thomson the poet, Robertson the historian, and others.

Edinburgh University comprises faculties of divinity, law, arts, and
medicine, the last being the most renowned in our time. The government
and patronage were placed on their present footing in 1889, under the

Universities (Scotland) Act. The curators are seven in number,—four

elected by the Town Council, and three by the University. The appoint-

ment to some of its chairs is made by the Crown, and to others by the

curators and the legal bodies. The head of the University is the

Chancellor ; the other officials are the Rector, Principal, and Parlia-

mentary representative. The Lord Rector is elected every three years by
vote of the students, when there is usually a keen contest for the honour,

into which immature politics generally enter, or the question may be

between some distinguished writer and some influential local notability.

The two sessions begin respectively in October and May, the latter being

confined to certain branches of study. There are nearly 300 bursaries,

scholarships, fellowships, and money prizes, for the most part smaller in

value than at English Universities, but amounting to a large aggregate

sum.
The number of students is between three and four thous^jid.

Many of these, however, do not go througii a complete course, but
merely attend, or make show of attending certain classes required to

qualify for their professions ; while not a few used to be content

with a casual smattering of knowledge which Scotsmen are disposed

to hold in reverence ; but with this generation the practice of taking

a degree has been on the increase, and the standard of qualification

is higher. The curriculum here more resembles that of a Gernjan than of

an English University ; and there is a v^ant. of cohesion and social lif^

amoDg the undergrade r^^^^j many of them mere schoolboys prematurely
thrown on their own guidance, an ordeal out of which they seem able to

come less harmfully than southern lads of the same age. Scattered

among the population of a large city, free from all scholastic discipline

out of class hours, men of very difi'erent ages and ranks, often obliged to

live with the narrowest economy, Scottish students have seldom such
pleasant memories to look back on as the Oxonian or Cantab, yet here

1 The Library is open daily from 10 to 4 in the Winter Session ; from 10 to 3
In Summer.
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may be better learned hard lessons of exertion and restraint that have
brought so many to fame from poor beginnings. The one Scottish Univer-
sity which has a certain air of Anglican dignity and lettered ease, St.

Andrews, seems to be blighted by east winds of fortune ; and an
attempt there to introduce something like the system of college life failed

in suiting the independence of Caledonian nature. At Edinburgh some
successful steps have lately been taken towards cultivating social inter-

course among the students, especially in the University Settlements pro-

moted by Professor Geddes. (See p. 26.)

The main thoroughfare in front of the University leads on

southwards as Nicolson Street, and under other names, to the

suburb of Nevdngton. Almost at once it passes on the left the

classic front of the EpyaLCollegfijQLSlJa:g30ns, whose museum
is open free 12 to 4 (except on Tuesdays). On the other side

of the street is a popular building of very different character, at

which it is to be feared some medical students waste too much
of their time, The Empire Music EalL

Turning northwards from the University gate, by the street

on the right we reach the site of the old Infirmary, where is

now another institution well known to students, the Corporation

Baths, containing, with other baths, excellent swimming basins

for both sexes, where a swim may be had for twopence, except

on first-class days, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, when the

charge is doubled and the water changed. A similar Bath, but

without a female side, has recently been opened in Caledonian

Crescent near the Dairy Eoad.

Opposite Infirmary Street, bounding the north side of the

University, runs Chambers Street, by which we may have ap-

proached from the end of George lY. Bridge. On the north side

of this is the Heriot-Watt College, a well-equipped technical

school of old standing. On the other side, contiguous to the

University Buildings, stands the Museum of Science and ^r±
,

one of which any city might be proud. (Admission on week

days 10 to 4, and also on Wednesday evenings 6 to 10, free.

On Saturdays it is open free, 1 a.m. to 1 P.M., and on Sundays

from 2 to 5 p.m. This Museum, opened in 1866, is a branch

of the London Science and Art Department.

Each of the three main halls on the ground floor is the principal hall of

one of the three departments of the Museum, viz. the Art and Ethno-

graphical^ the Natural History, and the Technological Departments^

the remaining halls or galleries of each department being adjoining or
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over these. The Library (access by corridor to right of entrance) contains

about 14,000 volumes, also specifications of Patents from the year 1614

to the present time, and affords free reference to all British and many
American and French Patents. On the Upper floor over the Library is a

unique collection of the Minerals of Scotland, and in the gallery adjoining

there is the Geological Survey collection of the rocks of Scotland.

The visitor enters the Museum on the north side of the Great Hall^

passing under the great gateway from the Tope at Sanchi, [near Delhi. To
the right are casts of Indian Tombs and details from Indian palaces ; the

huge Leaning Obelisk from Central America, and a group of Celtic and
Eunic Crosses (typical examples are the Celtic cross slab from Nigg and
the Ruthwell Cross with interesting Runic inscription) ; Babylonian and
Assyrian sculpture; Greek sculpture, including the Order of the Mausoleum
from Halicarnassus with frieze and colossal figures of Mausolus and
Artemisia. On the south side are the Choir Screen from Hildesheim,

the Romanesque doorway from Barfretstone Church, and the tall, upright

casts from the Cathedrals at Chartres, Amiens, and Bordeaux, represent-

ing Gothic art of the 12th, 13th, and 14th centuries respectively. The
elaborately sculptured pulpits by Niccola Pisano (1260) and his son

Giovanni (1240-1320) mark the beginnings of Renaissance art in Italy,

and among the Renaissance works at the east end of the hall are the

Ghiberti Gates, the Marsuppini and other tombs ; a collection of arms
and armour, and several finely executed models reproducing the decoration

of Italian interiors.

The Furniture Hall is entered by the north-east corridor of the Great
Hall, and contains a collection of cabinets, chests, tables, chairs, etc., of

different periods and styles, and a very large and fine panel of tapestry,
** The Triumph of Prudence."

The main Natural History Hall may be entered here. On the Ground
Floor is the collection of mammals, etc., and suspended at the level of the

gallery the skeleton of a whale (Sibbald's Rorqual) 78 feet in length.

The collection of birds on the first gallery shows on the east side the
remains of extinct species, with, near the centre of this wall, a fine specimen
of the now extinct Great Auk. The fishes are on the second gallery, a
remarkably fine collection of fossil specimens occupying the east and south
sides ; the recent fishes are on the west side of the gallery. Reptiles and
fossil plants occupy the room opening off this gallery.

Natural History Hall No. 2 contains on the ground floor a continuation
of the mammals ; note here two fine specimens of the Irish extinct

Gigantic Deer. The collection of birds is continued on the first gallery

from the adjoining one on the same floor ; shells are arranged in the rail-

ing cases. On the second gallery is the general collection of minerals.
Natural History Hall No. 3 (British Zoology) includes a very fine

collection of British birds ; among the eggs are two specimens of those of
the Great Auk. On the first gallery of this hall the shell collection is

continued, and the second gallery contains the Zoological educational, or
typv) collection, largely used by students.

In the West Wing of the building the Main Hall of the Technological
Department shows illustrations of Civil Engineering, including lighthouses,
bridges, arches, etc., and of Mechanical Engineering, among those being
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the original
*

' Wylam Dilly " locomotive and one of Boulton and Watt's
engines, and models of various forms of machinery (about 100 of these

were made in the Museum workshop, and some of them can now be worked
by simply pressing an electric button) ; models of ships and marine
engines

;
guns and gunnery, and several diagrammatic models which may

be set in motion by the visitor.

Ascending the stair to the First Oallery of the Great Hall the visitor

is again in the Art collections. To his left is a case of Greek Pottery, and
beyond it several floor cases containing a small collection illustrating

Greek and Roman archaeology, succeeded by specimens of the minor
arts of Europe arranged in the cases which occupy the whole length

both of the gallery and the corridor. The east end of the corridor

opens into a hall with, on the south side, Egyptian and Assyrian anti-

quities, and on the north side Chinese and Japanese work in metal,

lacquer, ivory, etc. Returning to the gallery of the Great Hall, we find

on the south side specimens of glass, ancient and modern ; Chinese,

Japanese, Continental, and British ceramics ; and near the clock at the

west end several cases with fine examples of Italian and Hispano-moresque
majolica.

Passing from this point under the arch which leads to the first gallery

over the Machinery Hall, the visitor will find an extensive Ethnographical

Collection^ showing the implements, weapons, dresses, etc., of savage

peoples. This collection begins in the railing cases to the right where the

carvings and drawings on mammoth bones—the earliest evidence of man's
existence—are associated with remains of the Palaeolithic period. Farther

on is an interesting model of a dolmen and a large number of objects of

the Neolithic time. The specimens in the wall cases are in geographical

relation, and range from Arctic America to the Andaman Islands. At the

north-west corner of the gallery the collection passes to the adjoining hall

with illustrations of the arts of Siam, Burma, Persia, and India. An open-

ing on the east side of the Ethnographical Gallery leads to the Textile Hall,

where, in addition to the general collection of textiles, a number of fine

specimens of lace are exhibited.

Ascending to the higher gallery of the Great Hall we find wall cases

containing an extensive collection of Economic Botany, the specimens set

out on the floor being related mainly to Forestry and Agriculture. The
south-west gallery on this floor is devoted to Type collections of Geology,

Botany, and Physiology, with apparatus and appliances all more especially

of interest to those engaged in teaching.

On the west side of a corner house in Chambers Street, on

the opposite side to the University, is a stone recording that in

a house which stood near this spot Sir Walter Scott was born

(see p. 45).

From the College and Chambers Street, a few minutes' walk

along the tram line of the South Bridge, by the windows of

many clothiers' shops, brings us back to High Street at the Tron

Church.
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THE CANONOATE AND ARTHUR'S SEAT

High Street (continued).—Beyond the intersection of the ^5-^
Bridges we enter the narrowing and steeper end of this lonp;

street, where the well-dressed stranger may find himself passing,

through coarse company, especially if it be Saturday night,

when the way is barred by many a group now gathered round
an obstreperous drunkard, now round an open-air preacher

carrying on war against the misery and vice so clearly brought

to light under the incongruous glare of electric lamps. But it

is only fair to say that Edinburgh, like other cities, is improving
year by year as education reaches the lower strata of her

population.

What often strikes a stranger here is tlie prevalence of drunkenness,

even early in the day, especially at holiday times" This is indeed a

national sin ; and there is one taunt to make a Scotsman be ashamed of

his country, yet something may be said to diminish if not to excuse the

apparent evil. The men seen so helplessly overcome at noonday, are

perhaps of ordinarily sober habits, all the more readily aflfected by
occasional indulgence in cheap and fiery spirit. The whisky drunk by the

lower classes here is a demon that takes no disguise. It seems that, while

there is more brutal intoxication in Scotland, there may be less toping

sottishness than in England. A man does not drink so much, but when
he does give way it is with more scandalous effect. A woman frequenting

public-houses implies a lower depth of degradation. In the north, a larger

proportion of the population are abstainers
;
young~pe6pl6 and the class

of domestic servants, for instance, drink water where in English families

they would expect beer. In all classes, there are still too many Scots-

men religious in the worship of their native Bacchus, vulgar and violent

deity as he is ; but every year, it is hoped, adds to the number of pro-

testants against this perverted fanaticism, and helps on a much-desired
reformation. By what is called the Forbes Mackenzie Act, all public-

houses have long been closed on Sunday, when, however, in this part of

the city, as in others, if^all stories are true, a good deal of skehccning or
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illicit drinking goes on. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the
austerity of Scottish Sabbatarianism drives many into vicious indulgence

;

and much is to be hoped from the churches taking an interest in honest
amusement as a help and not a hindrance to religion. But a sneer often
thrown out by strangers against the supposed hypocrisy of Scotsmen
only shows ignorance of a country where those most concerned about Sab-
bath observance are the deadliest enemies of its drinking habits.

Till destroyed by recent improvements, at the left corner stood

a quaint timber-fronted house, noticeable as having contained

Allan Ramsay's sliop. A little farther down a new building

JOHN KNOX'S HOUSE (A.D. 1490) REPAIRED 1853.

will be seen, over the entrance to which is sculptured a boy's

head in stone, below the inscription Heave awa\ chaps ; I'm no

deid yet. This commemorates a tragedy that sent a thrill

through the whole country a generation ago, when on a Sunday
morning one of the old "lands" collapsed, burying many
families in its ruins. No. 135 is Garrubher^s Close, where was

opened the first regular playhouse of Edinburgh, and also the

first Episcopal Chapel, fitting company grim old Presbyterians

must have thought. Playhouse Close, in the Canongate, farther

down, was the site of the next theatre, in which the acting of
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Homers Douglas, as the work of a clergyman, gave rise ta

loud scandal.

John Knox's House projects into the street (admission, 10 ^^
to 4, by tickets at the shop below, 6d.). Grave doubt has been /

cast on the connection of the Reformer with this interesting old':^ -C-^.

building ; and the legend seems a modern one which makes it <y

his residence while minister of St. Giles's 1559-1572. Over /q^^
the door is the admonitory inscription

:

Ifof^, (Bot. about* al. mtir.^i^niclrtlnjijr. sjs.^t.s^If.;—

and, close beneath the window from which he is said to have

preached, a rude eflSgy points to the name of God carved upon

a stone above in Greek, Latin, and English.

A little below Knox's House go off ;S^^. Mary's and Jeffrey

Streets, formed by the Improvement Commissioners of Edinburgh,

with the view of opening up the denser masses of old buildings.

The latter diverges northwards in a curve, and contains the re-

constructed Trinity College Cliurch, which originally occupied

a site lower down on the line of railway. This old church was

founded in 1462 by Mary of Gueldres, consort of James II.

The stones were carefully numbered when the church was taken

down, and thus the original fabric, containing many fine speci-

mens of carved work, was preserved. On the right, St Mary's

Street runs across to the end of the Cowgate.

Here once stood the Netherbow, the lower gate of the city
;

and now begins the Canongate , running down to Holyrood, a

narrower line of street, tiG last century residence of many of

the ancient Scottish nobility, and main thoroughfare between
the palace and the city.

The first opening to the right is St. John Street, where, at

No. 13, Lord Monboddo and the beautiful Miss Burnet resided,

and where Burns was a frequent guest. No. lOjras the residence

of James Ballantyne, the printer of TEe' Waverley Novels.

Smollett lodged for some time in the old house with the tall

circular abutment. Almost to the present generation this street

continued to be the home of respectable citizens. Below St.

John Street is Moray House, occupied by Oliver CromweU
during his visits to Edinburgh, before and after the battle of

Dunbar. The death of Charles I. and the Union between
England and Scotland are both said to have been hatched afc
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this historic mansion, from which, on his wedding day, the

story goes, Argyll saw Montrose led to the execution that a

few years later would be his own fate. The house is now used

as a Normal School in connection with the Free Church of

Scotland.

The Canongate Tolbooth, on the opposite side, was erected

in the reign of James VI., and is a good specimen of the French
style of architecture adopted in Scotland. Over an archway is

the inscription

—

^^ Patrice et posteris, 1591 "
; and on a niche in

the building are painted the arms of the Canongate, consisting

of a stag's head with a cross between the antlers, and the motto—" Sic itur ad astra/^ commemorating the legend of the founding

of Holyrood Abbey.

In the churchyard of the Canongate Cliurch—a large square

^ building on the same side—are interred Adam Smith, Dugald
V Stewart, David Allan the artist, and Fergusson the poet. Burns
himself erected the simple stone over Fergusson's tomb. In our

own day Sir J. W. Gordon, the President of the Scottish Academy,
and Dr. Horatiiis Bonar were buried here.

On the north side, a Board School for the Canongate district

has been erected on the site of Milton House, the mansion of

Lord Milton (1692-1766), an eminent Scottish judge ; and lower

down is Queensberry House, now a House of Eefuge for the

Destitute, once residence of the nobleman who built Drumlanrig

Castle in Dumfriesshire, at present represented by the Duke of

BuccLeuch. The poet Gay lived here for a time under the

patronage of the Duchess of Queensberry.

Near the foot of the Canongate, on the north side, entering

through White Horse Close, we find the former White Horse
Inn, one of the oldest hostelries in the city, let in tenements

by the Edinburgh Social Union. On the opposite side is the

AbbeyCourWIo]i§g, formerly a sanctuary for debtors. Up to

the "lastgeneration, broken-down gentlemen and others were

fain to take refuge in these precincts, which allowed them

/ Arthur's Seat and the Queen's Park as a playground, but only

Vjon Sunday could they safely visit the city. Many amusing tales

were told of pent-up debtors who, venturing forth to play a sly

game of golf, or lingering too long at Sabbath evening con-

vivialities, had literally to outrun the constable, or lose theii

restricted liberty.
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Here we debouch upon the open space before Holyrood^ in

the centre of which is the elaborate carved fountain erected by

Prince Albert, a facsimile restoration of the ruined one in the

quadrangle of Linlithgow Palace. We might have gained this

opening by either of the parallel streets known as the North

and the South Back of Canongate, affording, for the most part, a

dreary spectacle of gasworks and breweries, though the latter

OLD WHITE HORSE INN, CANONGATE.

shows some attempt at architectural keeping made in recent

buildings. This is a continuation of the Gowgate, a peep of

which will be enough for all but the most enthusiastic anti-

quarians. To the North Back of Canongate, a path leads down
from the front of the High School by the Burns Monument, and

a carriage drive winds upwards from the north side of the Abbey
to that terraced road below the Calton Hill, which overlooks

such a fine view beyond the prosaic features of the foreground.

Visitors to the Palace should, at all events, turn as far as the

corner in this direction to see the quaint little building called

r Queen Mary's Bath, over which Rizzio's murderers are said to

v.. have escaped.
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HOLYROOD

^ O^The Palace is open daily, 11 to 4 in winter and 10 to 5

^fC^ summer, free^ except when occupied by the Lord High Com-
missioner, or otherwise. The entrance leads straight into the

courtyard ; and the historical apartments are entered at the

corner of the piazza to the left.

This " house of many memories " was orlfflnally, a convent, as its

ordinary name, The Abhey^ implies, and Uke so many other monastic

"i "C^h^. ..

HOLYROOD.

establishments it owes its existence to David I. that " sair saint to the

Crown. " The legend connected with itsT^undation is preserved in the

armorial bearings of the borough of Canongate. The king, it seems, about

the year 1128, hunting in the forest of Drumsheugh, "was thro^vn to the

ground and attaclcSf by a stag which had been brought to bay, but fled at

the sight of a cross miracul'ously interposed betwixt it and the defencelesj^

monarch. In gratitude for this deliverance he founded and endowed the

Church of the Holy Rood
,
granting to it, and to the canons regular of St.

Augustine serving (iod therein, the privilege of erecting a borough betwixt

their church and the Netherbowgate of the city, which changed its name
to the " Canongate " or Gate of the Canons. Succeeding monarchs heaped

favours on ilie establishment, so that at the dissolution it was accounted

the most opulent abbey in Scotland.

It does not appear how soon any part of the building was adapted to

the purposes of a royal residence. The poems of Dunbar seem to show
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that the Abbey was inhabited by James IV. as a perr^anent residence.

It is ascertained, however, by an mscriptioDTupon the buiTding, that the

tower and high-roofed buildings, containing what are called Queen Mary's

apartments, were built by James V. Not long afterwards the whole

AjsiJbejy except the church, then a fine Gothic edifice, was burned by the

English, who (1644) landed and captured Leith, but were repulsed from

tEecity by a well-directed fire from the Castle. Both the abbey and
palace recovered from the effects of this disaster, to become the principal

residence of the court, and the scene of important public transactions

during the reign of Queen Mary, that unfortunate princess of much-
questioned character for whom austere Scotland has since had such a soft

place in its heart, thougH one side of it was so hardened against her in life-'

time."

'^The most romantic and famous story of this period is the murder of the

royal minion RigaQ- Daynley, who headed the conspirators, entered

Hrst, ana castinghis arm fondly round the Queen's waist, seated himself

beside her at table. Lord Buthven followed in complete armour, looking

pale and ghastly, as one scarcely recovered from long sickness. Others

crowded in after them, till the closet was full of armed men. While the

Queen demanded the purpose of their coming, Kizzio, who saw that his

life was aimed at, got behind her and clasped the folds of her gown, that

the respect due to her person might protect him. The assassins threw
down the table and seized on the unfortunate object of their vengeance,

while Darnley himself took hold of the Queen, and forced them asunder.

It was their intention, doubtless, to have taken the favourite out of Mary's
presence, and to have killed him elsewhere ; but their fierce impatience

hurried them into instant murder. George Douglas, a natural brother

of the Earl of Morton, set the example by striking Eizzio with the dagger

which he had snatched from Darnley's belt. He received many other

blows. They then dragged him through the bedroom and ante-room, N
and despatched him at the head of the staircase with no less than fifty-six y

wounds.
"
The whole of the palace, except the double tow^_with the adjoining

building_coiilainlng Queen Mary s apartments, was"again burne^__atjbhe
jcIose_of the Civil War. Charles IJ. showed a liberal attention to the

condition of his ancient metropolis, and he it was who erfijjted the present

palace, consisting of a quadrangle, with piazzas, in the French taste of Louis

xW.'s reign. James II. of England resided at Holyrood for a time before

his accession to the" t^irone, and by stately and formal courtesy towards
the proud aristocracy of Scotland, laid the foundation of that attachment
to his person and family which afterwards showed itself in unsuccessful

insurrections. As Duke of York and Albany he bequeathed his name to
" The Duke's Walk," a level space extending from the back of the palace
to the verge 6f the park, once shaded with lofty trees. In the eventful
years 1745-46, Charles Edward Stuart occupied the palace both before and
after the battle of Prestonpans. At the end of last century it served to

accommodate the exiled Comte d'Artois, afterwards Charles X . of France,
with the emigrant nobility affiched to his person. ^WEen again driven
from his country by the Revolution of 1830, the same unfortunate prince
and his family found refuge here once more until 1832. George IV„ on
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his visit to Edinburgh in 1822, held levees in the palace, and it may still

be used as an occasional royal residence. The King and the Duke of

\ Edinburgh lived here while attending the University.
Qnn^^ a y^ar. in May, the palace wakes up to receive the Lord High

Commissioner to the Assembly, who, with more or less state, plays the

pai-t of Viceroy for a fortnight.

Another ceremony which takes place at General Elections in the Picture

1. The Picture Gallery.

2. Lord Damley's Rooms (formerly hold

by the Duke of Hamilton).

3. Room built by Charles II.

4. Queen Mary's Apartments,

5. The Chapel-Royal.

1 Private SuppLng-
Room.

2 Dressing-Rooro.
8 T3ed-Room.
4 BecL
& Audience Cham-

ber.
6 Bed of Chas, I.
" Rizziofell deadj
3 Stair by which

conspirators
entered.

Gallery, before an audience chiefly of ladies, is the assembling of some
dozen peers to elect sixteen of their order as representatives in the House
of Lords. This })eerage ought to be a select body ; for the sovereign, who
can make belted knights by the score, can now no more create a Scottish

peer than an honest man, as was arranged at the Union. Many of the

Scottish nobility sit in the House of Lords by other titles, as peers of the

United Kingdom.
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Order in which visitors are conducted by the guides, whose services, however
ar& not necessary :—

The Picture Oallery, the largest apartment in the palace, measures 160

ft. Sy'Jiy. It is fiung with some hundred portraits of Scottish kings,

real or apocryphal, most of which are unworthy of notice, having^

been manufactured in the ,17th century by the same painter. An
exception must be made for the four pictures occupying two sides of

screens at the end of the gallery. This double diptych is supposed to

have been executed by an artist of the Van Eyck school as altar-piece for

Trinity College Church, and was given back from the royal collection at

Hampton Court. The paintings, fine and well-preserved specimens of

15th - century work, represent James III. add his queen, Margaret of

Denmark, at devotions ; and on the reverse side, the Holy Trinity, and the

Provost of the Church.
On the same floor are Lord Darnley

'

s Rooms, containing tapestries

(the prevailing design on which is nude boys cjjmbi^g_J;rees), and also

several portraits—among which are one taken to De young Jjord Darnley
No. 105 ; Charles II. in armour, No. 107 ;

Queen Mary, No. 115 ; and
Anne of Denmark, Queen of James VI., No. 108. In the handsome
room to the left, amongst other portraits, are one of James VI., No. 122

;

and one of Douglas, eighth Duke of Hamilton, No. 124 ; also two ancient

tapestries (one representing the appearance of a flaming cross to

Constantine the Great). The bedroom contains several more portraits

{e.g. first Duke of Hamilton, No. 131), pictures, and tapestries. Lord
Darnley had access from these rooms by a private stair to the Queen's

above.

Queen Mary's Apartments are the most interesting in the palace, and
remain much inl;lie same state as when occupiea Dy her. Passing through
the Audience Chamber (where stands the bed of Charles I., on which
Piince Charlie slept in 1745-46), we enter Queen Mary's bedroom, with an
ancient bed and other furniture. The roof of this, as of the previous

room, is divided into panels, on which are painted various initials and
coats-of-arms. On one side of the room is the door of the secret passage

by which the conspirators against the life of the Italian Kizzio (1566)
entered, and adjoining is the little private supper-room where they found
their victim. He was dragged out from this to outside the door of the

Audience Chamber, and despatched at the head of the staircase. On the
flooring is shown a dark spot in which the eye of faith still sees the stain

of his blood.

The, Chapel Royal is entered at the farther end of the piazza on the
same side, rhe fragment which remains forms the nave of the ancient
church, and amidst the additions of a later age, the original work of the
12th century may still be traced. The west front, although partly the
work of diff'erent periods, is on the whole in the most beautiful style of

Early English ; and its sculptured arcade, boldly - cut heads, and rich

variety of ornament in the doorway, are much admired. The windows
above are additions of Charles I., who appears to have been desirous to

use the chapel for the Episcopal service of the Reformed church ; and he
was crowned in it in 1633. James VII., by an ^tt^mpl t.n r.ftlfihratft.j^f^ft^.'t
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within its walls, roused the popular displeasure, which vented itself upon
the building.

The chapel contains several interesting tombs and monuments. In

the belfry tower (a), at the N.W. comer, is a well - executed marble

monument to Lord Belhaven (1639). A row of tombs of several members
of the Scottish nobility and others are ranged along the north aisle. In

j
the royal vault (d) were deposited the remains of Dayid^II., James II.,

I
James_y, and Magdalea, his queen, Henry Lord Darnley, andr~other

Lillustrious persons. '15arnley's body is saidnioTiave been disinterred by
order of James VI., and reburied at Westminster Abbey ; but according

to Dean Stanley {Memorials of Westminster Abbey) it more likely remains

GROUND PLAN OF HOLYROOD ABBEY CHURCH.

C. End of Nave—now closed.
D. Royal Vault.

A. Belhaven Monument.
B. Tombs of Noblemen.

V-
J

y
\<

here. On the removal of Trinity College Church, a body, believed to be
of its foundress, Mary of Gueldres, Queen of James II., was reinterred

here. On the south wall may be seen a monument to Adam Eothwell,
Bishop of Orkney, who celebrated the unhappy marriage of Queen Mary
tvith James Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell, in the great hall of the palace,

according to the Protestant form then in use. Rizzio's grave is in the
passage leading from the quadrangle. A recent grave in the chapel is that
of the late Countess of Caithness, a devout spiritualist, who believed that
Queen Mary was re-incarnated in her person.

The gardens of Holyrood are now open to the public on

Monday afternoons.

ARTHUR'S SEAT

Behind, and to the side of Holyrood extends Holyrood
Park, in the middle of which rises Arthur^s Seat (822 feet), '*a

hill for magnitude, a mountain in virtue of its bold design,^

whose outline is compared to the form of a sleeping lion. How
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t came to be one of Arthur's many seats in Britain, no

antiquarian can tell. Round its base runs the excellent carriage

road called the Queen's Drive, making a circular walk of an

hour, which commands beautiful sea- and landscapes at almost

every turn.

The bold wall of rocks overlooking the city is the Salisbury

Crags. Along their curved face runs the walk known as the

Radical Road, a favourite resort of Sir W. Scott, which would

bring one down into the park above the St. Leonard's gate.

Strangers short of time or breath might take this walk as a

substitute for ascending Arthur's Seat ; but the first pull is a

little steep ; and not every foot is to be trusted on the steep

slopes below the path.

Between the Salisbury Crags and Arthur's Seat lies a valley

known as the Hunter's Bog, to be explored with caution when
it is being used as a rifle range. As one goes along the Drive

in this direction, a vault will be seen on the hillside containing

some fine old workmanship, which is the former shrine of St,

Margaret's Well, transferred here from Restalrig.

On the farther shoulder, overlooking St. Margarei^s Loch and

the Parade Ground, stand the ruins of St. Anthony's Chapel,

an old beacon for mariners, beside which is a famou£wisEing

well. There is a fine view of Edinburgh from the ruins, and the

scene is otherwise interesting from its association with incidents

1^ j^o.ntt.'ft Hp.art of Midlothian. Near the east park gate a pile of

stones, marking the spot where a man called Muschat murdered

his wife in 1720, was the meeting-place of Jeanie Deans with

Eobertson, " Gentleman George." By this gate, the park may be

left for the road leading by Jockos Lodge Barracks to Portobello.

Beyond S>t. Margaret^s Loch, the Drive mounts round the

eastern end of the hill, where it skirts another small loch called

Dunsappie. Then, lying below, to the south-east, comes the larger

Buddingston Loch^ a great resort of Edinburgh skaters, in the bed of

which some interesting prehistoric remains have been found. At
the village of Duddingston may be seen the house where Charles

Edward slept before the battle of Prestonpans, also a fine old

Norman church, of which Thomson, the well-known Scottish

landscape artist, was minister. Beyond the village is the

Duddingston station of the Suburban Railway. The mansions
and parks in the foreground are Duddingston House and Preston-
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Jleld. On an eminence about a mile to the south rises Oraig'

miliar Castle, a favourite residence of Queen Mary, which we
shall visit presently.

The road now takes the south flank of Arthur's Seat, passing

under a remarkable range of porphyritic greenstone columns

known as Samson's Ribs. Opposite this end of Salisbury Crags,

we may turn down to the lodge at St. Leonard's Hill, near

which is shown a cottage said to be Jeanie Deans's home. The
large new building here is the Messrs. Nelson's printing and

publishing establishment, by which one might cut across to the

Newington tram line for Princes Street. Else, the circuit can

be completed by passing beneath or along Salisbury Crags to

the Holyrood gate of the park.

No one who can should omit to make the ascent of Arthui^s

Beat, which need not take haK an hour. The usual way is by

St. Anthony's Chapel, keeping above the farther side of the

Hunter's Bog, and following a track that winds to the summit.

A somewhat easier but longer route is to attack the sloping back

of the hill from Dunsappie Loch. Edinburgh lads know a

shorter and steeper way up from the head of the Hunter's Bog
;

but this is not recommendable to those who have reached years

of discretion. In fine weather, some kind of modest refreshment

can usually be had at the top ; and the view from the English

border to the Grampians is simply superb.



THE SOUTH SIDE

Wa have already pointed out how the southern suburbs of

Edinburgh are tintdy situated below a range of heights, the

wildest parts of which have only of late been opened to the

public, so that their attractions may be overlooked by those not

equipped with, guide-books up to date.

Tram Eoute.—A good way of seeing the best part of Edin-

burgh for a few pence is from the top of the cars running at

the interval of every few minutes about the Old Town, as can

be done in an hour or so. To do this it will be necessary to

change once or twice, as the old Circular Route has been aban-

doned, but the changes are very simple. Take a cable car to

Morningside and change at Churchhill and Salisbury Place

{NeTvington), and so back to the General Post Office. The
stranger who prefers to walk may always take the tram-lines

for guide.

At the west end of Princes Street, by the Caledonian Station,

the car turns south up the Lothian Road. Presently comes

a wide opening on the left, where the Lyceum Theatre will

be found in Grindloy Street Then the line traverses a now
imposing quarter, intersecting the thoroughfare of Fountainhridge,

which to the left would carry us into the Grassmarket by the

West Port, scene of the Burke and Hare atrocities. A little

farther on, at ToUcross, the car coming from Princes Street via

the Mound and Lauriston joins us from the left and continues

to Marchmont Road, Presently the main line sends off

another branch to the right by Gilmore Place for Golinton Road
and the extreme western suburbs. It then holds on by the

Barclay U.F. Church (a striking building that does not go

without criticism) to mount upon the open Bruntsfield Links,
an annexe of the Meadows, still used for the short -hole

6
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garae of golf. From this high ground, there is a good view of

the city over the Meadows. Along Bruntsfield Links the tram

line makes a divergence westward, skirting MercMston to Morn-

ingside, Alerchiston Castle, home of Napier, inventor of logarithms,

has become a private school of note. Warrender House and

Grange House are two more old family mansions, now enclosed

among the growth of these southern suburbs.

At Gliurchhill^ where the road descends into the yalley below

the Braid and Blackford Hills, the tram route turns eastward,

passing through the pleasant but commonplace suburbs south

of the Meadows, by Grange Cemetery, in which are the graves

of the Free Church champions, Hugh Miller, Dr. Chalmers, and

Dr. Guthrie ; and so to Salisbury Place near the south-western

foot of Arthur^s Seat, which may here be reached by Park Road

and the St. Leonardos Gate. The tram now joins that from

Newington, and runs northwards by Glerk Street, Nicolson Street,

and the Bridges to the Post Oflfice.

To active and leisurely tourists we would suggest an ex-

tension of this route by taking the line of southern heights on

foot through Morningside. Instead of turning off at Church-

hill with the cable car line, follow the direct branch to

Morningside Drive, which runs straight on into the valley, at the

bottom of which is the Morningside Station of the Suburban

Railway. On the left, near the head of the descent, an inscrip-

tion commemorates the Boroughmuir or Bore Stone, where was

erected the Scottish Standard before the battle of Flodden.

Below this, such names as Canaan Lane and Jordan Lane have

suggested some puzzle as to their origin. The next rise of

ground brings us upon the heights, turned into a fine park.

The cable cars have lately been extended up this hillside, and

will carry one as far as the golf-links and the Braid Hills

Hotel, from which one may go to Swanston (see p. 100).

The Braid Hills are now laid out as the public golf-ground

of Edinburgh, apt to be crowded with players, who have to

take tickets and wait their turn. Near the pavilion there is

a modest refreshment-room ; and the new first-class hotel

declares itself a health as well as a pleasure resort. The
Mortonhall Golf Ground, beyond, is private. The continuation

of the ridge eastwards is the part to be sought by non-golfers.
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Blackford Hill, on whose furzy steeps many a " truant

boy," besides Sir Walter Scott, used to go trespassing in search

of birds' nests, has become one of the public pleasure grounds

for which Edinburgh is so well off. The direct access is by
following from Morningside Station the line of the Suburban

Railway, then a path running a little to the south of it. The
ascent makes rather a rough scramble, but will be rewarded

by a magnificent view from the shelter at the top ; or indeed

from any part of this rugged height looking boldly over to the

shores of Fife across the city " where the huge Castle holds its

state," as Marmion saw it.

From the back of Blackford, there is a pretty path

across the burn and by the Hermitage woods to the Braid

Hills.

Holding on along the top, with the city always in view,

and dipping down a little on the east side, we come upon the

buildings of the new Royal Observatory, that now stand here

in commanding isolation. The two turrets will attract attention

by their drum -shaped roofs, replacing the usual dome form.

This building contains the late Lord Crawford's valuable

collection of instruments bequeathed to the city, as well as

some of those from the old Calton Observatory, which latter

is likely to be turned to more popular use. The New
Observatory, which will henceforth control the electric clocks,

gun-fire, etc., of Edinburgh, is not open to the public ; but those

qualified to profit by it may be admitted on application to the

Astronomer-Royal for Scotland.

The road from the Observatory leads down to the eastern

entrance of Blackford Hill, by a red archway, which looks much
out of place here. This stands above the Blackford Station of

the Suburban Railway, gained by turning down to the left.

With the southern suburbs spread out like a map in front,

there is no danger of wandering astray ; one has only to hold

on till he cross the tramway line, or follow that of the railway

into the south-eastern suburb of Newington, seen stretching

southwards to the prominent church tower of Liberton,

the old Leper-tovmy which seems like to become a suburb of the

city one day, and is already the site of more than one of its

institutions, such as the "Original Ragged School," founded

by Dr. Guthrie.
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Beyond, on a wooded eminence to the south of Arthur's Seat,

appears Graigmillar Gastle, which the unwearied pedestrian may
take this opportunity of visiting. We warn him, however, that

though it appears to be little more than a mile off, it will turn

out an hour's tedious walk, in part between the high walls that

so disfigure Scottish roadsides, and without the help of any such

pleasant short cuts as would probably be found in England.

The weakness of the Scottish law of trespass it is, perhaps,

that so strengthens enclosures in this part of the world.

For Graigmillar^ take the road to the right from the Archway,
which leads into a high road running south from Newington.

Here there is a choice of provoking detours ; the plainest and
pleasantest way from this point, and not so much longer as

it seems, would be to hold on southwards across a hollow

(instead of turning back at an angle for the Dalkeith Eoad), at

the bottom of which the cross road should be taken that mounts
up to Liherton Ghurch Toiver. From this point, strike across

eastwards to the spire of the U.F. Ghurch, where the New
Dalkeith Road is crossed, and a byway keeps straight on for the

Old Dalkeith Road. Down this second highway, turn a little

to the right, then take the first road on the left, which leads up
to Graigmillar Castle, now well looked after as one of the

lions of the neighbourhood. The outer courtyard is open ; for

the inner court and precincts, the key must be got from the

custodian in the first cottage, as one turns out of the road.

[The castle consists of a strong tower or keep flanked with turrets, and
connected with inferior buildings. A date preserved on the rampart wall

|C \ refers its erection to the year 1427 ; but the first name connected with it

/L).'^ is that of John de Capella, who possessed it in 1374. John, Earl of Mar,
^ y younger brother of James III., was imprisoned here in 1477. James V.

occupied the castle occasionally during his minority ; and it was so often

the residence of Queen Mary, that the adjacent village, where her French

guards were quartered, acquired the name of Little France. A broad

stair conducts to the summit of the tower containing several arched

chambers, one of which is pointed out as Queen Mary's dormitory—

a

chamber measuring only 7 by 5 ft., and having one window. The
banqueting hall is lofty, and must at one time have been highly decorated.

Carved in the window seat is a half-obliterated diagram of a game called

" The Walls of Troy." The castle is surrounded by some fine old trees,

one, the largest plane tree in the Lothians, said to have been planted by

Queen Mary.

The road by which we reached Graigmillar will take us on,
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m ten minutes, to the Duddingston Station of the Suburban

Kailway, which offers the easiest way of getting to this ruin.

Hence we might go on to the Queen^s Drive, If, a little short of

the station, we were to turn to the left by the telegraph posts, a

mile or so of this road, without much to recommend it but the

view of hills on either side, would carry us into the Dalkeith

Road by Cameron Bridge, and a turning at once to the left, along

Craigmillar Park Private Golf Grounds, leads into the main

Roslin Road, where will be found the Craigmillar Park terminus

of the tram-line, and a few hundred yards townwards, at the

bottom of the hollow, the Suburban Newington Station, All

the cars hence run to the Post Office, a smart half-hour's walk.

If one were making for the middle or west end of Princes

Street, and wished to avoid the bustle of the Bridges, something

also would be saved in distance by turning a little to the left

from the tram route, and taking the parallel line of Causewa/yside,

which would bring one in by the east end of the Meadows.

Thus we pass Messrs. Ballantyne's large printing works, cross

the tram line running west through Grange, and keep on by
Sciennes (Sheens), a name recording the convent of St. Catherine_

of Siena, which had a short life here before the Reformation.

ATTSodern convent has been established farther west near

Morningside.

Along the south side of the Meadows an omnibus plies to

Slateford, which would be a help for gaining the far western

suburbs. Across this open space we can make obliquely for the

Meadow Walk traversing its centre north and south, and thus

pass by the Infirmary to George IV. Bridge and the Mound.

The way which we took along the face of Blackford Hill is

to be done only on foot. But one of the finest drives about

Edinburgh commands much the same prospect, going out by
Morningside, and passing behind the hill to Liberton to return

through Newington, or farther round by Craigmillar into the

Queen's Drive. Those who wish to see the south side of

Edinburgh to advantage and at their ease, in a couple of hours
or so, cannot do better than take a carriage for this round.



THE NEW TOWN SUBURBS

The North Suburbs are to be easily explored by help of the two
cable tram lines running from Princes Street up Hanover and

Frederick Streets. The former, taken at the Mound, carries us

in a straight line over the ridge of George Street, down Dundas
Street and Pitt Street. At the bottom of the descent it makes a

bend by the printing works of Messrs. Clark, with Canonmills
on the right hand, then crossing the Water of Leith, passes on

the left Tanfield Hall, where, after the Disruption, the Free

Church Assembly found its first humble quarters, now occupied

by Morrison and Gibb, well-known printers. Thence it runs

straight down the long line of Inverleith Row to Goldenacre,

from whence bya short walk we reach the northern suburbs of New-
haven and Trinity. These sea-side suburbs, which now are almost

part of Edinburgh, will be visited presently by way of Leith.

For the moment, let us make a diversion on the right of the tram-

way to a part of Edinburgh not often visited by strangers since

the Zoological Gardens here were swept away forty-two years ago.

To the east of Inverleith Eow, reached by a turning from it

beyond the grounds of Warridon House, or by following the

Water of Leith on its right side from the Canonmills Bridge,

and crossing the next bridge, lies the Warriston Cemetery,
finely laid out and commanding a good view of the city.

Alexander Smith the poet, Sir James Y. Simpson, the intro-

ducer of chloroform, and many Edinburgh worthies of the last

generation are buried here.

Opposite the cemetery, on the other bank of the stream, are

the Powderhall Grounds, a place of great resort for athletic

gatherings. The entrance must be reached at the other side,

from the Powderhall station of the N. B. line to Leith, or by the

line of Broughton Street, which leads down from the Theatre
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Royal into an elderly suburb, in which perhaps the chief feature

is the Catholic and Apostolic or Irvingite Church at the corner

of East London Street, remarkable for its internal decoration in

colour and always open to view. This suburb grows towards

Leith through Bonnington, hardly recognisable now by its old ,

name of " Bonny Town," which, like Broughton, was once a ^^
V^^eparate place, embedded in the expansion oFthe city. Past wo^

"/ St. Marifs Church, a curving continuation of Broughton Street 4Lo^i^

descends to the tramway line at Canonmills.

About the middle of Inverleith Row, on the west side, is

the entrance to the Botanical Gardens (open free till sunset

;

on Sundays after 11 a.m.), which are justly among Edinburgh's

chief boasts.

This garden is one of the oldest in the kingdom, having been founded

in 1670 by Sir Robert Sibbald, Regius Professor of Botany in the

University. Its first site was the district lying in the valley below the

North Bridge, still known as the Physic Garden ; but during the last

century it was removed to Leith Walk, and thence, about eighty years ago,

to Inverleith Row, since which it has been nearly doubled by the absorp-

tion of the Caledonian Horticultural Society's experimental garden, and
other purchases.

The garden now measures 27 Scots acres ( = 34 English), laid out with

great landscape gardening skill, and includes (1) a general collection

of hardy plants arranged according to their natural orders
; (2) a collec-

tion of British plants
; (3) medicinal plants

; (4) a bog garden and pond
for water plants ; (5) a rock garden

; (6) a pinetum
; (7) lawns, shrub-

beries, walks, etc. There are also greenhouses and hothouses, containing

extensive collections of plants of scientific, medical, horticultural, and
economic interest ; an excellent palm-house, and a museum,—all open to

the public.

The botanical teaching of the University is conducted here, with an

average of between 400 and 500 students each summer session. Adjoin-

ing the museum are the lectui-e-room and laboratories, the latter being

furnished with microscopes, etc., for students and private investigators
;

and near the centre of the garden stands the Herbarium, which can be

consulted on application.

The range of conservatories, in which recent improvements have been

made, ai-e at the north end of the gardens. The large Palm House here

is especially noticeable, as also the Rock Garden (near the south-east

corner, beyond the pond) showing hundreds of specimens of Alpine

plants. The old Winter Garden, at this end, seems to be in a somewhat
dilapidated plight.

Under the name of the Arboretum, the Botanic Gardens have now
taken in, on the west, the grounds of Inverleith House, which serves as

residence for the Professor of Botany and Regius Keeper. From the

eminence here one gets another fine view of the city and its environs, and
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the shady slopes, laid out with walks and seats, make a most pleasant

resort.

Through the Arboretum, we pass out to a broad road, across

which is the new Inverleith Park, that will be another orna-

ment to the city when the trees are grown. This is a place of

popular rather than fashionable resort, serving the north side of

Edinburgh for a playground, as the Meadows on the south ; but

it presents a lively scene on summer evenings when a band
plays.

On the farther side rises the conspicuously ornate pile of

Fettes College, which, though only a generation old, claims,

m some respects, to be the chief school in Scotland (see Intro-

duction).

Beyond Fettes College, will be seen the buildings of the

new Poorhouse, and to the south the woods of Corstorphine. In

front of the college a broad walk leads us down into a still, in

part, open road, where we soon come on the tramway from

Frederick Street, which might also have been gained by pass-

ing down between the Arboretum and the Park and following

the Water of Leith upwards for a few minutes to where the

cars cross it at Stochhridge. The present terminus is at the

corner of another broad avenue, leading along the west side of

the Park.

With these rails to keep us straight if necessary, we can

afford to wander a little here and there. The row of houses

beyond the tram terminus is Comely Bank, where a tablet on

No. 21 marks Carlyle's modest residence. By this road we
might walk out a mile or so to Craigleith Quarry, the huge

reservoir of stone from which Edinburgh is mainly built, and

there turn back on the Queensferry Road, seen all the way above

on the left till it converges witb the lower road through Comely
Bank. At various points there is communication between the

two ; and the upper route would take us to the west end over

Dean Bridge.

If we choose the Stockbridge tram for our guide, this pre-

sently passes the Academy Cricket Ground, once a pleasant sight

on the way, now enclosed by a hideous hoarding, perhaps in

the interests of gate-money for the sports and matches of which

it is the scene. A few minutes more brings us to the Water of

Leith at Stockbridge, to which the New Town makes a rapid
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social as well as physical descent A pennyworth of tram

through this suburb, then by the Royal Circus and Hoxoe Street

to Frederick Street, would save a mile's walk uphilL But if

one be in no hurry, a diversion may be made on either side by

crossing the bridge, then turning along the Water of Leith.

To the right, passing along an uninviting line of tenements,

we soon reach the entrance to the paved walk at the bottom

of the ravine below the Dean Bridge^ to which we can ascend,

passing under it to turn back through a distillery, and by the

old village of Dean, preserved here like a fly in amber. This

is a fine, though little-frequented promenade, the high banks

on either side laid out as gardens, and overhung by places and

terraces. Near the beginning of it stands a Grecian temple

enshrining St. Bernard's Well, a mild sulphur spa of which

one may drink oc? lib, for a penny,^th~a look at the^newspaper,

and much exhortation from the custodian as to the neglected

merits of this spring, that yet has earnest votaries. Lord

Gardenstone erected the temple, recently renovated and sur-

rounded with a miniature kur-garten through the liberality of

the late Mr. William Nelson, himself a regular morning client

of this water, though he lived at the other end of the city.

To the left of Stockbridge, a not quite straight but plain line

of communication leads to the tram by which we came down
Pitt Street for Inverleith Row. By the way, on the left side of

Henderson Row, are seen the classical buildings and " yards '' of

the EdinbusglLA^ademy^ Jthe "New Academy " as it was in

Sir Walter Scott's day, smcewhen, up to our own generation,

it was indisputably the first school in Scotland. Fettes College,

backed by a huge endowment, gave it a staggering blow, from

which, however, it appears to have recovered, and now numbers
about 400 pupils. Among its distinguished pupils have been

Archbishop Tait, F. Robertson of Brighton, Professors Clerk

Maxwell and P. G. Tait, R. L. Stevenson, Andrew Lang, and

a host of local worthies.

The Western Suburbs present few features of interest for

strangers, beyond those already mentioned. The most fashion-

able terraces and crescents stand about the two high banks of

the Water of Leith, the picturesque ravine below being open

only in tantalising glimpses. They are connected by the Dean
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Bridge^ and higher up by Belford Bridge, which from Falmerston

Place by the side of St. Mary's Cathedral leads over to the more
suburban quarter of Ravelston, where a good many villas have
been built about the grounds of the educational hospitals on
that side. Between these bridges, the left bank is crowned by
the Dean Cemetery, beautifully laid out, where lie buried

Lords Jeffrey and Cockburn, Professors Wilson and Aytoun,
with many local celebrities. From the Queensferry Road, over

Dean Bridge, the cemetery is reached by turning up to the left

by the little Dean Church, as soon as the road gets clear of its

terraces.

Corstorphine Hill is a long wooded ridge crowned with

a tower conspicuous in all views to the west of the city. The
tram running in this direction from Princes Street branches at

the Haymarket Station, where the left line turns up through

the suburb of Dairy to Colinton Road and the foot of the Craig-

lochhart Hills. The right branch passes Donaldson's Hospital,

one of the most sumptuous of Edinburgh's charity schools

(admission, Tuesday and Friday afternoons, by order from the

Treasurer, 61 Castle Street), to Coltbridge and Murrayfield, a

suburb whose growth threatens to destroy the road's open pros-

pect towards the Pentlands. From Coltbridge, where the Water

of Leith is again crossed, an omnibus, every hour or so, carries

us on some 2 miles to Corstorphine, a pleasant village with

an old church, more like the pride of some English parish than

is common in Scotland, among the grounds of several mansions.

Beside the road are Messrs. Laird's Nurseries and Winter Garden,

open to inspection.

The pleasantest way to Corstorphine on foot is to cross the

Dean Bridge, and take the Ravelston Dykes Road running im-

mediately above the broad Queensferry Road. Half an hour's

stroll brings us thus to the gate of Ravelston House, beyond

which a shady lane turns on the left, with the woods of Craig-

crook, once Lord Jeffrey's seat, in view to the right side. This

lane soon winds up to the point called Rest-and-be-Thankful,

where seats have been put for enjoyment of one of the finest

views of Edinburgh. The continuation of the right of way is

too much between high walls, but it would take us over the

hill into the village of Corstorphine, so as to return by the high

road on the other side, where the tram meets us at Coltbridge.

I
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This is a favourite Sunday walk of tlie Edinburgh west-

enders, who, a generation ago, hardly thought it becoming to

extend their Sabbath ramblings beyond the Dean Cemetery, or

some other picturesque buiying-ground that seemed to give a

religious flavour to the strolL

Southward of Corstorphine, beyond the railway line, is

Saughton Park, of about forty acres, bought by the town in

1902, and laid out as a golf course of nine holes. On part of

this the 1908 exhibition is being held. It is to be reached

by any of the trains running through the working suburb of

Gorgie to the terminus, or by a temporary station on the

railway.



LEITH AND THE FORTH

Leith, the Piraeus of the modern Athens, though a separate

borough with a population of nearly 70^000 , is joined to the

cify"^ the broad thoroughfare of Leith Walk, which takes one

in less than 2 miles from Princes Street to the sea. To tell

the truth, Leith is not more interesting to the ordinary tourist

than most other busy ports ; unless for a certain picturesqueness

in a mingling of solid and rather gloomy main streets with

dingy and squalid quarters, among which Quality Lane reminds

us that here once were homes of gentility. But it will probably

be visited, if only for a view of Edinburgh from the Pier Heads,

or to take advantage of the pleasure steamers plying all day in

summer from the West Pier. (Hotels : Old Ship, Commercial,

—Baltic, frequented by foreign ship captains.)

Leith may be reached by frequent trains from either station
;

or by the trams running down Leith Walk, from Princes Street

They start at various suburban points, and the stranger must

note their destination for one or other part. The trams for

Newhaven run into Leith by Great Junction Street, turning off

to the left at the Ferry Road, where a short walk along the

line to the right would bring one to the Caledonian Station, and

by Commercial Street to the West Pier. The cars which pass

the entrance to this pier are marked Custom House or Commer-

cial Street, and run a little farther on to the west side of the

drawbridge over the Water of Leith, which forms the harbour.

On the other side of this is Bernard Street, to which run the

cars so marked by way of Constitution Street.

Cable cars pass the Theatre Royal, at the head of Leith Walk,

on their way to Pilrig Street, by a loop line via York Place.

They were formerly drawn by horses, but now all the haulage is

by cable. A little way down Leith Walk, the broad London Road,
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with Portobello as its first stage, goes off to the right under

the Calton Hill. At^Pilrig we reach the Leith boundary,

where electric cars continue the route as far as Leith, a

separate burgh. Most of the journey is somewhat monoto-

nous, nor, if we turn off to the west side of the harbour by Great

Junction Street, is there much to be seen beyond crowded

pavements and tall tenements.

By the eastern line, which divides at the head of the town,

we pass down Constitution Street, the chief thoroughfare, on

the right of which lie Leith Links, an extensive common and

golf-ground, where two mounds, locally known as the GianVs

Brae and Lady Fife's Brae, were turned to account as batteries

by Cromwell in 1656. On the left side of the street is South

Leith Church ; on the Links, entering from Constitution Street,

St James's Episcopal Chapel, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott.

The Roman Catholic Chapel stands back from the left side of

the street. Beyond the opening to the Links, on the right, are

the Municipal Buildings, St. John^s Church, the Post Office, the

offices of the chief Cable Companies, and the Corn Exchange.

At the foot of Constitution Street is the main entrance to

the docks by Constitution Place, where, from an unpretentious

little station, trains start for Portobello, to be reached also along

the shore by some 3 miles of dreary road, part of which was
once the main highway to London. The tram, turning to the

left, past a new statue of Robert Burns, takes us on by Bernard
Street almost to the drawbridge over the Harbour.

By going up the east side of the harbour, back into the heart

of the old town, one would come to the Tolbooth Wynd, much
renovated, but still showing some traces of the past, as in the

curious old sculptured tablet of the Association of Porters over

Sugar House Close. From the end of this, Charlotte Street would
carry us to Constitution Street or on to the Links ; but, if the

lions of Leith are our object, we should rather turn up Kirkgate

to reach the front of South Leith Church, a 1 5th-century one,

of a venerable dignity uncommon in Scotland. Opposite is the

Trinity House, containing some good portraits by Eaeburn,

D. Scott's well-known picture of Vasco de Gama rounding the

Cape, and models of ships, among them of the vessel which
brought Queen Mary over from France. Turning to the right,

one would soon reach Creat Junction Street, through a green

)
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opening that gives small hint of the knot of alleys improved
away here in our own day, relics of a time when Edinburgh
exercised such jealous lordship over her neighbour as to forbid

the making of streets broad enough to admit a cart. It is the

old grudge against this tyrannous mastery that still survives as

a strong sentiment of independence in the smaller town, standing

in the way of municipal amalgamation.

By turning down the same side of the harbour, the East
Pier is reached, which encloses it on this side. A walk of

half a mile or so along either pier, designed as they are for

business rather than for idle promenading, gives fine prospects

out to sea, up the Firth to the Forth Bridge, and on the large

island of Inchkeith, lying 4 miles off, occupied by a light-

house and strong fortifications. The two pier heads are con-

nected by a ferry.

Our goal is more likely to be the West Pier, for which, from

Bernard Street, we cross the drawbridge and hold on past the

Custom House to the pier gate almost opposite the North British

Station, or apology for such. From the gate it is a walk of a

few minutes to the starting-point of the steamers, which, how-

ever, may be reached by cab.

The Galloway Pleasure Steamboats are a very popular institution

in Edinburgh, not enough known to tourists. The sailings will be found
advertised every morning during the season on the front page of the

Scotsman and other papers. At very cheap fares may be had excursions

to the favourite watering-places of the adjacent coasts

—

Elie in Fife, North
Berwick in Haddington, etc. , which may or may not include a sail round the

Bass Rock or to May Island ; for the voyagers by these craft are usually

not so much concerned about time as to get plenty of sea air for their

money. As tide allows, trips run up to Stirling, a journey made somewhat
long by the windings of the Forth. Evening cruises in fine weather are much
patronised. There are sailings on Sundays, and extra ones on Saturdays.

The boats have saloons and refreshment bars, the latter, in more ways
than one, not altogether their most admirable feature.

At Leith the line of Commercial Street is continued past the

Caledonian Station and Leith Fort, now little more than a barrack.

From the Steamboat Landing a short cut may be made by

following the dock rails westward and taking a path along the sea-

wall to where the road crosses the railway. Thus, in a mile or so

we pass round the shore, with hardly any break of continuity

and still less show of sea-side amenity, to Newhaven, which
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with its harbour and knot of red-roofed houses projects into

the sea, forming a patch of picturesqueness in the Dutcli style.

This village is remarkable for a distinct community of

Scandinavian fisher folk, who rarely intermarry with their

neighbours. The Dutch-rigged figures of the women in their

picturesque costume are a feature of tlie Edinburgh streets,

where they act as fish-hawkers. Charles Keade's novel, Christie

Johnstone, treats a good deal of this peculiar people. The

inns liere {Peacock, Marine) have a reputation for fish dinners, as

at Greenwich, but a good deal cheaper.

The tramway through Leith runs by Ferry Road, a little

way above the sea, stopping a few hundred yards behind

Newhaven, whence a broad straight road leads down past the

Caledonian Station to the harbour. An omnibus plies along

the shore between Leith and Granton ; but, as has been said

(p. 70), it is necessary to walk to the terminus at Goldenacre

to catch a tram.

Beyond Newhaven, separated from it only by a bank laid

out as a public garden, comes Trinity, a suburb of snug

dwellings shut up in leafy lanes, the principal feature of which
used to be the Chain Pier, that old resort of Edinburgh

swimmers, where one could get a plunge in deep sea water at

any hour or state of the tide, e.g. at daybreak of the New Year,

as was the way with some hardy youths. But of late years its

popularity became trenched upon by the public and private

baths 80 much in vogue here ; and even schoolboys deserted it,

unless when a race w^as in question. Finally, in 1898, thia

structure, already somewhat dilapidated, after a useful life ol

more than three-score and ten years, received the coicp de grace

from an October storm, and we hear of it as not likely to be

rebuilt ; nor is it yet settled what may take its place.

The shore now becomes monopolised by the embankment of

the N. B. Railway, which has a station at Trinity. Turning up

under the railway, we find the road continued behind it to

Granton, only a few minutes off. By the Wardie Hotel a passage

mounts up to the broad Granton Road, which would carry us

southwards to the Caledonian Station of that name, where there

are hourly trains for Princes Street; or, making a turn to the

left at the head of Granton Road, we should reach the tram
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terminus, for which, from Trinity^ we take all the turns to the

left, these roads running inland towards the Ferry lload^ which
crosses the end of Inverleith Kow at Goldenacre^ where the cable

cars from the Mound come within a mile of the sea.

At Wardie, the east end of Granton, a small archway opens

through the embankment, the sea-face of which here serves as

a democratic bathing -place. A few steps farther on another

opening lets us on to the long and strong Breakwater, that makes
an airy promenade. From this, and best from the bend nearly

half a mile out, swimmers get a capital early morning plunge

when the tide suits ; but on alternate weeks, at any becoming

hour, the sides will be found rather too well fortified by a

slippery glacis of seaweed.

The Breakwater forms the east side of Granton Harbour^

made at great cost, and by no means deserted, though it has

not answered the expectations of its projectors, especially since

the Forth Bridge replaced it as main crossing of the N. B. Rail-

way. From the station on the pier steamers still run across

to Burntisland in Fife ; and a line of good boats plies to London.

The Granton Hotel is behind the pier, where the main road from

Edinburgh debouches. Sailing and rowing boats are to be hired

in the harbour.

We can follow the shore for a mile or so, past the grounds

of Caroline Park, formerly a seat of the Duke of Argyll (who

charged Jeanie Deans to send him a Dunlop cheese to Caroline

Park), now used as a printing-ink and chemical manufactory
;

then by the fragment of Royston Castle to the old flooded quarry,

formerly used as a marine station for scientific research. But

this stretch is not very interesting, and after a time the road

fails us, though we could keep the sea-side all the way up to

the Forth Bridge.

,^^^ THE FORTH BRIDGE

\ -T The trip to this famous triumph of science is most commonly

sjj^ V^done by the large brakes, with their red-coated drivers, that ply

frequently in the season from Princes Street, at a charge of Is.

(return double) for the drive of 9 miles. The railway, of course

^ {Waverley Station), would carry us more quickly to Queensferry.

6- ^/ The road goes out by the Dean Bridge and the new Queensferry

-f
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Eoad, looking over to the sea beyond Fettes College, and

drop|)ing towards Craigleith Quarry. On the left are passed

the woods of Corstorphine and Craigcrook. Leaving on the

right the village of Davidson's Mains, otherwise known as

Muttonhole, which seems like to be swallowed up in the suburbs,

we come by Barnton, terminus of a new Caledonian branch

line, to the Almond River, crossed about a mile above its mouth

by Cramond Bridge, scene of the old story of an adventure

of James V. The banks of this river are well worth

exploring, and so is Lord Eosebery's park of Dalmeny, which

now borders the road on the right for some 3 miles. On
the left are Craigie Hill and the village of Dalmgny with a

small but fine Norman church. Then the coacEdescends to

Queensferry. stopping at the Hemes Inn (scene of Chapter II.

in Scatt's Antiquary) which lies below the south end of the Forth

Bridge.

The Forth Bridge, such a striking object from many points of the

country about Edinburgh, was formally opened for traffic by the King, then

Prince of Wales, March 1890. Boldly designed by Sir John Fowler and
Sir Benjamin Baker on the ancient and simple principle of the "canti-

lever " (or balancing brackets)—which combines the support of an arch

with the tension of a suspension bridge—it took seven_jears to build by
4000 men, costing over £3,000,000, and not a 'tew lives, besides the

wonderful resource, ingenuity, and energy that overcame the stupendous

physical difficulties of so gigantic a work. It consists of two huge steel

girder bridges of 1710 feet span, besides smaller ones on each side, able

to withstand the enormous pressure of 112 lbs. on the square foot.

Several of the principal piers or foundations of these great spans had to be
built up from the bottom of the sea with great "caissons," or metal cases,

gradually filled with concrete and sunk. The northern central pier partly

vests on Inchgarvie Island. From the base of the deepest pier to the top

of the cantilevers is 450 feet, and the clear space under the centre spans

above the surface of the water is 150 feet. The total length, including the

approach viaducts, is over a mile and a half.

At the point where the Forth Bridge crosses the Firth a

tongue of land projecting from the northern shore narrows the

Forth to half its usual width, and affords safe anchorage on its

western side in the Bay of St. Margaret's Hope. This bay,

land-locked, and protected by the uplands of the Lothians on
the south and the Ferry Hills on the north, has been chosen

as the site for the new naval base. The transformation will

be great. In days to come this quiet bay may rival Ports-

a
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mouth or Chatham in its world-wide importance, and even

surpass them by reason of its strategic suitability and proximity

to the Fife and Lothian coalfields.

The opportunity might be embraced of going on 5 miles

beyond to Dunfermline (Hotels : Gity ArmSy Royal, etc.), once

residence of the Scottish kings, now a thriving place of linen

manufacture, but still preserving the remains of the Palace

where Charles I. was born, the Monastery, destroyed by; the

English in Edward I.'s reign, and the Abhey~Church in which
Malcolm Canmore, his queen Margaret, Robert Bruce, and
other Scottish princes were buried. The ruins of the latter are

in part replaced by a modern Parish Church.
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A. Grave of King Robert the Bruce. D. Site of Ancient Abbey Cross and

B. Royal Burial-place. Wallace's Mother's Grave.

C. Tomb of St. Margaret. E. Entrance from St. ^Margaret's Place.

N.B.—The dotted lines indicate th6 walls of the old Abbey Church,

so far as traced.

The Cliurch, in 1560, fell a sacrifice to the blind zeal of the early

Reformers, who demolished all except the nave, which they converted into

a place of Presbyterian worship. It is of Norman architecture, and con-

sidered a fine example of that style,—massive and plain, yet lofty and
elegant. There is a beautiful western doorway, and some of the piers of

the nave are ornamented as in Durham and Peterborough. In the windows
are good specimens of stained glass, which have been inserted from time to

time of recent years ; and on the walls a few interesting ancient monu-
ments—a particularly fine one being that erected in 1702 by Queen Anne
to William Schaw, the king's architect. The remains of the Church were

some years ago roofed, repaired, and in great part restored by Government,
and placed, vvdth the Monastery and Palace, under the charge of a custo-

dian. From the tower there are fine views, particularly of Edinburgh and

the valley of the Forth.
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In the new church some beautiful monuments are erected to members
of the family of the Bruces of Broomhall (Earls of Elgin). One of these, bj
Foley, to General Kobert Bruce, some time Governor of the young Prince

ofAVales, is deservedly admired. The three panels are illustrative of a

journey made by the King when Prince of Wales and General Bruce to

the Holy Land. In this transept there is also a fine monument by Miss

Grant to Lady Augusta Stanley, wife of Dean Stanley of Westminster.

The Town House of Dunfermline contains some pictures

worth seeing, among them a huge cartoon, " The Spirit of Re-

ligion," presented by the artist, Sir Noel Paton. Not far from

this, in a deep glen, is the caye oratory of St. Margaret. The
Free Library was given by Mr. Andrew Carnegie.
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The trains to Glasgow, from the other end of the Forth
Bridge, would carry us to Linlithgow {Star and Garter Hotel,

C. etc.), another old seat of Scottish Royalty, a little way back
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from the south bank of the river. Linlithgow is a town of

about 4000 inhabitants, which has lost some of its interest by

the disappearance of old houses like that from which the Eegent

Moray was shot. From the station, along the main street, after

a few minutes, turn up to the right for the ruins of the Palace,

rising at the edge of a considerable lake.

Linlithgow Palace is a quadrangular building, externally rather heavy
from the want of windows, but the interior is of more elegant construction.

Above the principal gateway was the Parliament Hall, begun by James
IV., finished by his successor. The west side is the most ancient, and
contains the room where Queen Mary was born, 7th December 1542. The
north side of the quadrangle was built by James VI. shortly after his visit

to Scotland in 1617. In the centre of the court are the remains of the

elaborately-carved fountain erected by James V., reproduced in front of

Holyrood Palace. The palace was reduced to its present ruinous condi-

tion by the English dragoons under General Hawley, during 1745-46.

The adjoining church of SL MichaeVs, founded by David I., is one oi

the few specimens left of the ancient Scottish parish church. The
interior, after undergoing various disfigurements, has now been restored

to something like its original state. It was in an aisle of this church that

James IV. saw the strange apparition which warned him against his

fatal expedition to Flodden Field. A fine stained - glass wiudow has

recently been placed in the church by the officers of the " Challenger

"

expedition, and others, to the memory of the late Sir Wyville Thomson,
the eminent naturalist, who belonged to this neighbourhood.

From Linlithgow we can return direct to Edinburgh

(18 miles), by the main line.

Should the stranger be disposed to find his way back from

Queensferry on foot, a lovely walk may be taken through the

park of Dalmeny, where there is a public footway ; but an order

is required for carriages, and dogs are not admitted. Pass along

the shore to the Lodge, and enter by the wicket gate, then

on by 3 or 4 miles of leafy avenue, between the sea and a

fine expanse of slopes and thickets. About half-way is passed

Barnbougle Castle, restored by Lord Eosebery, then on the

other side the modern mansion of Dalmeny. The drive would

carry us on to the lodge gate, from which by the road ovei

Cramond Bridge it is about a mile to Barnton Station, where

are hourly trains for Princes Street to serve the latest offshoot

of Edinburgh villadom, rapidly growing round its golf-links.

But a pleasanter if rather longer way is to follow the shore,
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striking off from the drive just beyond Barnbougle, to the mouth of

the river (5 miles from Queensferry Pier), opposite which Gramond

Island, occupied as a farm, may be reached on foot at low water.

Here there is a ferry (free). One may now take the road for

Barnton, up the right bank of the river, or follow the shore to

Granton, some 3 miles, the last of them rather rough walking.

Either in going to or returning from Qtieensferry, one might

use the pleasure steamers mentioned as plying from the west

Pier at Leith. One of the most popular of their trips is that

to Aherdour, whence niost of the boats go on to the Forth

Bridge, and bring one back to Leith, all for sixpence ; or some

make first for Queensferry, going home by Aberdour, a round

done in a little over two hours.

Aberdour (Hotels : Woodside, Aberdour, Star, Forthview

Temperance, etc.) is a very pretty little resort on the Fife coast,

a few miles up the Firth. It has always been a great goal for

trippers, but the railway now brings summer visitors from all

parts ; and it would not be easy to find a quiet family water-

ing-place with so many charms of wooded crags, safe shores,

and pleasant inland walks.

The bay is shut in by the island of Inchcolm, on which

stands prominent the old abbey in good preservation and still

partly occupied, to be visited by boat from Aberdour. The
pier where we land lies under Hawk^s Crag, a picturesque

eminence, to the east of which what used to be a very pretty

shore walk, now somewhat spoiled by the railway, leads in a

little over 3 miles to Burntisland, Behind the pier rise the

ruins of Aberdour Castle, The village is to the west of this,

standing back from the sea, behind a front of woods and
gardens down to the very edge of sloping rocks well adapted

for bathing, as are the White Sands on the farther side of

Hawk's Crag. At the western end is the entrance to the

grounds of the Earl of Moray's seat Donibristle, open to the

public Tuesdays and Thursdays. A fine avenue leads to the

house, the only romantic feature of which is the charred shell

of the central portion destroyed by fire three times, till the

owner accepted what seemed a decree of fate. The two wings

are joined by a subterranean passage. The grounds also con-

tain the ruins of Dalgety Church and its old tombs.
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Donibristle and its demesne are well seen from the steamer

on its way from Aberdour to Queensferry. Higher up, Inver-

keithing appears in a bay. But now the boat turns to the

southern shore, passing under the Forth Bridge, by the little

island of Inchgarvie, to make for the harbour-pier in the town,

where we might land to return some other way, as already

suggested. If we stick to the boat it carries us back in sight of

the woods of Dalmeny and BarnhougleiGastle, then past Gramond
Island and the mouth of the Almond River, and by Granton to

Leith.

The Bass Eock. Another excursion that may be recom-

mended to the reader fond of sailing is any of those towards

the mouth of the Firth, which will take him round the Bclss

Rocky in view of the ruins of Tantallon Castle, and of North

Berwick Law on the shore. By rail, or by boat, he can reach

North Berwick (Hotels : Marine, Royal), which its fine golf-

links have made the most fashionable summer resort about

Edinburgh, a little over 20 miles off. Here, a boat may be

taken for the Bass, in favourable weather, or from the inn at

Canty Bay (10s.). This prominent cone of rock (420 feet) is

thickly inhabited by sea -fowl, especially solan geese. The
Castle, now demolished, was formerly used as a state prison,

that won an evil name through the sufferings of persecuted

Covenanters ; and it figures in R. L. Stevenson's romance of

Catriona.

POETOBELLO AND MUSSELBURGH

Let us now take the shore eastwards from Leith. To
Portohello, the miniature Margate of Edinburgh, trams run

frequently, passing round the Calton Hill, through Ahbeyhill,

and by the side of Jocli^s Lodge, politely called Piershill, where

the cavalry barracks are. Behind them is the little village of

Restalrig, once a place of some importance, as may be seen

from the remains of its fine old church, the parish church of

Leith, which lies about a mile from it over the Links. Near

Restalrig is a small lake known as Lochend ; and here was once

the well of St. Triduana, celebrated as a miraculous cure for

blindness, which did not save it from being destroyed by the

North British Bailway. Up to Piershill, the road hardly gets

clear of the town, and the rest of it is rather dull.
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There are countless trains from the Waverley Station^ those

that go by Haymarket fetching a compass round Arthur's Seat

(see p. 62), the others taking much the same line as the tram, to

enter Portobello by the hideous group of brick and bottle works

at its western end. From the station it is an easy quarter of an

hour's walk to the end of the Pier, where a plunge may be had

up to 9 A.M. (or all day on condition of wearing a costume).

There are also bathing machines and safe family paddling on

the flat sands ; but the water here seems of questionable purity.

Portobello (Hotels : Queen's Bay^ Eoyal, Argyle^ etc.) has

such a fine name that one would fain advise strangers to leave

it " unseen, unknown." " We have a vision of our own. Ah,

why should we undo it 1 " It is indeed rather a snug place of

several thousand inhabitants, with some touches of pretension

in the architecture of its long sea front. The Marine Gardens

(admission 6d.), open for the six months of summer, include

skating-rink, bandstand, and other entertainments of the

Exhibition type. Portobello is now incorporated with Edin-

burgh ; the parade has been enlarged, and extends the whole

length of the sea-front. It is also adorned with a sumptuous

Baths Establishment.

At the east end, Portobello runs into Joppa, a rather more

choice suburb, with a station of its own, near which a private

mansion has recently been adapted as the first-class Queen's Bay
Hotel, T*his has some notable points, such as the iron railing

copied by a local workman from the Scaliger monument at

Verona. Behind, is an unlovely expanse, fringed by a dozen

isolated houses known as the "Twelve Apostles." The best

feature in the view is Arthur's Seat, under the southern slope

of which a walk back may be taken (three or four miles) by
Duddingston Loch and the Queen's Drive, followed in either

direction to enter the city by St Leonards or at Holyrood.

Electric cars connect Portobello with Musselburgh
(3 miles), also reached by rail. The road for some distance runs

pleasantly by the shore, coming to the Esk through the long

hamlet of Fishtrrow, several of whose houses are said to be

built on Roman foundations, and which is to Musselburgh
what Westminster is to London. Thus we cross into the ancient

town, whose most celebrated modern citizen is commemorated
by a statue near the bridge to Dr. David Moir (the " Delta " of
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Blackwood^s Magazine)^ author of Mamie Waugh and other

works famous in Scotland long before the " Kailyard " school of

fiction came so much into fashion beyond the Border. Here the

station lies to the right, a little way up the river ; on the left

from the bridge we turn down into the long street of the

borough.

This place {Musselburgh Arms Hotel) is chiefly visited for its

good golf-ground, which brings Edinburgh families to spend the

summer in the villas bordering it. These links are also the

Edinburgh race-course. The ancient Chapel of Loretto has been

replaced by Loretto School, one of the best private schools in

Scotland. At the east end of the town stands Pinkie House, a

fine Jacobean mansion, consisting of two sides of a quadrangle,

with an elaborately beautiful fountain in the centre, and some

interesting apartments, especially the Painted Gallery, 120 feet

long. Near this was the battlefield of Pinkie. That of Preston-

pans lies 3 miles east ; and about the same distance south-

east is Carberry Hill where, in 1567, Queen Mary surrendered

to the insurgent nobles.

Behind the town, on higher ground, are the parish church

and railway station of Inveresk, a military post of the Komans,

by whom the oldest of Musselburgh's three bridges i» believed

to have been built.
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Besides having the sea and a group of mountains at its doors,

Edinburgh is fortunate in some very fine river scenery close at

hand. Of several streams within a dozen miles, any one of

them worth exploring, the most beautiful and famous is the

North Esk, which, descending from the Pentlands to join the

South Esk below Dalkeith, falls into the sea at Musselburgh.

This name, given to so many rivers, is of course the same as

Usk, Exe, Axey and other Celtic words signifying water, whiskey

among them, which is a contraction of the Gaelic uisge-heatha

(usquebaugh) answering to eau de vie.

The banks of the North Esk are not only most picturesque,

but associated with the memory of many authors who have had

their home or sojourn here—Drummond of Hawthornden, Ben
Jonson, Allan Ramsay, the Tytlers of Woodhouselee, Scott,

De Quincey, "Delta," and Mrs. Oliphant, whose novel,

Valentine and his Brother, gives some tempting glimpses of

Eskside. Poets and novelists seem now to have deserted this

river; but it keeps up its connection with literature, less

laudably, by means of the paper mills that too much disj&gure

some parts of it. One of the desecrators, indeed, under the

name of " John Strathesk," is himself known as an author for

his Bits from Blinkhonny, a good specimen of what may be

called the " Early Kailyard School."

The most romantic spots here are Roslin and Hawthornden,
which make the favourite excursion for all Edinburgh tourists,

once they have seen the city and can get a fine day. The
distance to Roslin is under 8 miles by the high road that

goes out by Newington. The trip is usually taken by the

coaches plying from the east end of Princes Street, whose red-

coated drivers are always on the look-out for custom. This
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makes a drive of a little over an hour. It is not, however,

advisable to bind oneself to one particular coach by taking a

return fare, as nothing is saved thereby, and the time at

Eoslin is limited. The coaches go and return by different

roads. While at Roslin, an hour and a half or two hours is

not at all too long, especially if the glen at Hawthornden be

explored.

ROSSLYN CHAPEL (1446).

There are several railway stations within about 2 miles of

RosliUj return tickets to one being available at any of them, all,

though on different lines, belonging to the N. B. R, Co. {Waverley

Station) : Roslin, on the Glencorse line ; Rosslyn Castle, on the

Penicuik line ; Hawthornden and Rosslynlee, on the Peebles line

;

Polton, terminus of a branch. For the relative positions of these

we must refer our readers to a map, the several circuitous rail-

way routes forming a labyrinth to which it is difficult to give

any clue.

The best station to arrive at is Roslin, from which we pass
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through the village to the Royal Hotel and the Original Inn

opposing each other at its foot, where the coaches atop. Hence

guide-boards show us the way to the Chapel, open on week-days,

10 to 6, at a charge of Is., and on Sundays for the services

(Episcopal) at noon and in the afternoon. If we wish to gain

the river bank, without visiting the Chapel, a path to the right

Tli£ PRENTICE PILLAR, ROSSLYN CHAPEL.

just short of it must be taken ; the road beyond the Chapel is

private. This path leads to the Castle close at hand, where 6d.

is charged for admission ; but by passing under the drawbridge,

we can gain the open path along the left bank of the river as

marked on the accompanying plan. The name Eoslin, it will be

noticed, is spelt more elaborately in the Castle and the ChapeL

Rossl3rn Chapel, one of the richest gems of Gothic architecture in

Scotland, remarkable for the bold variety of its decoration, was founded
1446 by William St. Clair, Earl of Orkney and Lord of Rosslyn. Only
the chancel was completed, and the transept begun, of what had been
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originally designed as a stately Collegiate Churcli. At the Revolution of

1688 part of it was defaced by a mob from Edinburgh, but it was repaired

in the following century by General St. Clair. The 3rd Earl of Rosslyn,

following up the work of his predecessor, completed the repairs with

scrupulous attention to the preservation of their original character, and
the late earl continued the work in various ways. The 3rd Earl, grand-

father of the present peer, built the small Chapel at the west end ; he is

buried in the churchyard, while many of his ancestors lie within the

Church, buried in their armour. The most remarkable feature of the

Church is the richness of its detail both within and without. This exuber-

ance shows French or Spanish influence. The stone ceiling, a wonderful

piece of work, passed intact through the riots.

Of the elaborate details, the most celebrated feature is the " 'Prentice's
Pillar " with its finely-sculptured foliage. The legend goes, here as else-

where, that the master-builder, unable to execute the design of this pillar,

proceeded to Rome to study. During his absence the apprentice went on
with the work ; and the master, stung with envy at finding it completed
on his return, struck this presumptuous rival dead with his mallet.

Beneath the pavement of the chapel lie the Barons of Rosslyn, all of

whom, till the time of James VII., were buried in complete armour. The
grave of a 14th-century ancestor of the founder (William St. Clair)

is covered by a sculptured stone, representing the knight with a dog at

his feet ; the story being that in a rash moment this St. Clair staked bis

head to King Robert the Bruce against the estate of Pentland that his

favourite dogs, "Help" and "Hold," would pull down a deer before it

crossed the Glencorse burn, as they did after an exciting chase, and the
baron, out of gratitude, built the chapel of St. Katherine, now submerged
beneath the waters of the Compensation Pond in Glencorse.

The superstitious belief that on the night before the death of any of

the Lords of Rosslyn, the Chapel appears in flames, is the subject of

Scott's fine ballad of " Rosabelle " :—

Seemed all on fire that chapel proud,
Where Rosslyn's chiefs uncoffined lie,

Each baron for a sable shroud
Sheathed in his iron panoply.

The ruins of Rossl3m Castle stand upon a peninsular rock overhanging

the picturesque glen of the Esk, the only access being by a bridge thrown
over a deep incision in the solid rock. The castle was long the seat of

the St. Clair family, whose titles. Sir Walter Scott remarks, at one period

of history would have wearied a herald, yet who were perhaps not so

wealthy as an English yeoman. The oldest part is the Tower, built in

the beginning of the 14th century.

The family name came from France in its original form Saint Clare.

Sir William Sinclair, in the reign of Alexander I. (1107-1124 a.d.),

obtained from that monarch the barony of Rosslyn. His great-grandson

Henry, the second of the St. Clair line of the Earls of Orkney, built

the great keep or south-west tower. A succeeding baron, William, was
one of the subscribers to a letter sent by the nobility of Scotland to the

Pope, asserting the independence of their country ; while William, who
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founded the chapel, filled some of the highest offices in the state under

James II., and was himself nearly related to royalty. The large additions

which he made to the castle exhibit many French features. In 1455
James II. gave Sir William the earldom of Caithness in exchange for

Nithsdale ; and afterwards, in consideration of the elegant buildings he
had erected, conferred upon him the dignity of Grand Master Mason of

Scotland, a title which remained in the family till 1736, when it was
given over to the Scottish masonic craft. In 1544 the castle was burned
by the English forces of Henry V

I

II. It

was partially restored after 1580^by Sir

William St. Clair, whose arms, as well

as those of his wife, are seen on a shield

over the fireplace of the great hall. The
building was continued by Sir William
of Pentland, his son. The ceiling of the

dining-room, which is richly decorated,

bears in the centre panel the Rosslyn

arms, and the date 1622. It is immedi-
ately after this that the castle seems to

have been in its most complete condi-

tion. The north-west side was battered

down and the castle plundered by General

Monk in 1650. A partial restoration

was afterwards effected, but it was again

attacked and plundered by a mob in

1688, and is now in a very ruinous

condition.

The neighbouring moor of Rosslyn

was the scene of a celebrated battle,

fought in 1302, in which the Scots,

under Comyn, then guardian of the

kingdom, and Simon Fraser, defeated

three detachments of the English in

one day.
BT. CLAIR S GRAVESTONE.

Before going on to Hawthorndeu, tlie visitor should descend

to the open space by the riverside above the Castle. This arena,

known as the ^*Stanks^^^ {Etangs\ was in the 16th century an

open-air theatre for plays acted by gypsies, who in the early

weeks of summer used to hold a great yearly gathering here

under the patronage of the Rosslyn family. From this point,

one might make one's way up the meandering and grandly-

wooded course of the river, passing near Glencorse Barracks,

BeeslacJc, which was used as the headquarters of Mr. Glad-

stone in his Midlothian campaigns, then to Penicuik, past

the paper mills to which it owes its prosperity. A visit to

Penicuik by its picturesque railway line might be undertaken
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another day, or might be combined with an excursion through

the Pentlands as suggested under that head.

But tourists here for a single day do right to turn down the

stream for Hawthornden, by a path winding along the high

wooded bank of a grand glen, where one might believe oneself

far from any town, but for the foulness of the water that drains

from those obtrusive mills. This ravine, which seems belittled

by the name den^ in Scotland often used for smaller hollows,

is a scene to linger in for hours, and so long as we keep to the

left bank, we have a right of way to follow for some miles.

Driving is out of the question here ; and there are parts of the

steep path where one must look to one's footing.

The mansion and grounds of Hawthornden are on the other

bank, gained, after haK an hour's walk, by a foot-bridge where

Is. must be paid, and the same toll is levied, at the lodge beyond,

on visitors entering by that side from the Hawthornden Station,

about a mile from the river. This payment entitles one to stroll

through the grounds ; but the curious Gorton caves (on the right

bank, near the remains of an old bridge a little way above the

present one) are not, we understand, open to the public.

Hawthornden is not a very picturesque or imposing mansion in itself,

built as it was with an eye to defence rather than convenience, but it has

a fine situation on a precipitous cliff, and the interest of having been the

home of William Drummond, the poet, born here 1585, who died in 1649,

of grief, it is said, for the death of Charles I. The modern house is the

work of various periods, the nucleus being a ruined tower beside the

entrance. Drummond is noted as the first Scottish poet who wrote in

modem English. The melancholy tone of his works is attributed to an
unhappy love romance. A seat in the rock, near the house, is called the

Cypress Grove, after his moral treatise on the vanity of human life, said to

have been composed here. Another seat is pointed out as the place of the

celebrated meeting with Ben Jonson, who, in the year 1618, undertook a

journey to Scotland on foot, partly with a view of spending some time

with Drummond ; and much of the obloquy against Jonson is said to

have arisen from the publication of Drummond's notes of their con-

versations.

Under the mansion lie several subterranean apartments scooped ©ut of

the solid rock, and curiously connected with each other by passages of

disproportionate length. A spring-well, hewn out with much labour,

shows that they were designed for more than a brief space of retirement.

Whether they are the rude dwellings of an aboriginal race, or were con-

structed at a later period, as a temporary retreat, we may suppose that

necessity alone could reconcile human beings to such dreary mansions.

Tradition makes Bruce find a refuge here ; as the Gorton cave, higher up^
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is associated with the name of Wallace. There are many similar caves in

Scotland, as upon the banks of the Teviot, the Jed, and other rivers.

A stroll througli the grounds of Hawthornden is well worth

a shilling ; but if we do not care to pay tax to the poet's

descendant, the patli takes us on along the left bank, to an

overhanging projection of which we can descend presently for a

good view of the house on the opposite cliff.

This shaded footpath gains the top of the bank, and after a

time cuts across the head of a long bend in the river to make a

turn on the left by the Hewing Cottage, said to be so called from

some slaughterous memory of the old battle-field. Beyond

this, we might turn back by a road for Koslin, about 2 miles
;

or, holding always to the right, we presently regain the high

bank at a part where recent frosts or slips have made the

passage along its broken edge a matter of caution, and from it

descend among the knot of chimneys where a bridge would

carry us across to Polton Station,

But we may still hold down the left bank by a path which,

for a time, makes a change for the worse. It improves, however,

after a mile or bo, as it rises on the high ground about Lasswade,
another place of paper mills and of suburban residences.

Coming among these, one must keep one's eyes open to follow

the path between iron railings ; but if one strayed up by the

road, turning to the left from the river, this divagation might be

rewarded by a sight of the partly-thatched cottage, opposite the

gate of Dunesk House, where Scott spent some of the happiest

years of his early married life. De Quincey's house was on

the other side of the river, nearer Polton.

The path takes us on before Dunesk House to Lasswade

Church and churchyard, enclosing a fragment of the old church,

and beside it the tomb of the Drummonds, over the entrance to

which a memorial tablet to the poet has recently been erected,

roses being trained upon the roof in allusion to his own epitaph

now inscribed

—

Here Damon lies, whose songs did sometime grace

The murmuring Esk. May roses shade the place !

About Lasswade we could find more than one railway

station to help us home. If we would still trace the course of
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the Esk, we must now take leave of its romantic banks, crossing

the bridge to follow the high road (2 miles) to Dalkeith. The
left side is taken up by the grounds of Melville Castle.

Dalkeith (Hotels : Cross Keys, Harrow C.) is a considerable

borough, containing a fine old parish church partly in ruins.

From Eskhank Btation, by which we come in on the Lasswade

road, it is a long walk through the town to the farther extremity,

where is the entrance to Dalkeith House or Palace, one of the

chief seats of the Duke of Buccleuch, built on the site of a

castle of the Douglas family. The house contains some good

pictures, which, as well as the adjacent grounds, are open to

visitors in the absence of the family on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. The renowned gardens are also to be seen on the

same days by application at the gardener's lodge. On Sunday,

11 A.M. and 3.30 p.m. there is service at St, Mary's Chapel

within the park. Motor-buses run nearly every hour from

Edinburgh.

The North and South Esk meet in Dalkeith Park. On the

latter, near Dalkeith, are the grounds of Newbattle Abbey
(Marquis of Lothian). The house contains a very fine collection

of pictures and carvings, shown to strangers on Wednesdays and

Saturdays in the absence of the family. Under the drawing-

room is the Cry]pt of the old Abbey, another of David I.'s

legacies to posterity. Recent archaeological discoveries here

will enhance the interest of a visit. The Park, open daily, is

renowned for its grand trees, one of them said to be the largest

beech in the kingdom.

At Dalkeith and at Eskhank there are stations ; and we can

also return to Edinburgh, if it so pleases us, by Gilmerton,

where a curious cave, hewn out of the sandstone rock by a

blacksmith of last century, is supposed to have given Scott the

hint of Wayland Smith's subterraneous forge in Kenilworth.

At Burdiehouse, in the same vicinity, there are some extensive

limestone caverns. A rather shorter road from the lower part

of the town passes near Craigmillar Castle on its right. If one

were bent on following the Esk to the sea, the rather dull road

of over 4 miles to Musselburgh goes off to the right a little way
short of the Palace gates.



THE PENTLAND HILLS

This is the name of the miniature mountain chain that rises so

boldly to the south-west of Edinburgh, throwing out foothills

to the very edge of the city. It extends for 16 miles, at several

points to be crossed by a couple of hours' walk ; and more than

one of its summits rise to nearly 2000 feet. Somewhat bare

and stern in their salient features, recalling the Covenanters to

whom they gave refuge, the Pentlands enclose many a pleasant

nook, and several picturesque lakes and water-courses turned

to prosaic account for the water supply of the city and the

mills of the Esk. This region is not enough known to strangers,

nor even to most citizens of Edinburgh ; and a few pages may
well be given to indicating, in outline at least, some of its chief

attractions.

One of the best-known points is the so-called Habbie's Howe,
reached within a little distance by a good road that passes

round the north-east corner of the Pentlands, and strikes off

up the Vale of Glencorse, past the Gompensation Fond. This

lovely spot, with its ravine and waterfall, is often the goal of

a drive ; but it is not the real Hahhie^s Howe identified with
Allan Ramsay's " Gentle Shepherd," the scenery of which is

the North EsJc, below Carlops {Hotel)^ another favourite point

some miles farther on the main road, the nearest station being

Broomlee, whence also may be explored the neighbourhood of

West Linton {Inns\ a high-built village rising in repute as a

health resort.

Colinton on the north-west is a good point for exploring

the other side of the Pentlands, reached by frequent trains from
Princes Street Station, and only some 2 miles or so from the
Colinton Road terminus of the tramway. The high road passes

between the Oraiglockhart Hydropathic Establishment and the

7
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village of Slateford, wliicli might also be reached by boat or

along the banks of the canal. Colinton lies in a finely-wooded
ravine of the Water of Leith, that would put to shame Dr.

Johnson's dictum about the trees of Scotland ; but the neigh-

bourhood is unfortunately too much disfigured by mills.

About a mile to the south-east of the village lie the woods of

Dreghorn Castle, and directly south Bonally Tower, formerly the

residence of Lord Cockburn.

From Colinton the high road runs on along the foot of the

hills, by the course of the Water of Leith, which rises at their

north-western end.

Near Ourrie, 5^ miles from Edinburgh, are the ruins of

Lennox Castle, originally the property of the Earls of that

name, and frequently the residence of Queen Mary. Farther

on, along the same road, then turning down from the hills, we
reach Dalmahoy, the seat of the Earl of Morton, who repre-

sents the Lochleven branch of the great family of Douglas. Dal-

mahoy House contains interesting papers regarding Queen Mary,

among them the warrant for committing her to Lochleven

Castle, 16th June 1567. Here also are preserved the keys

that were thrown into the loch on her escape from Lochleven

Castle. Adjoining Dalmahoy, on the west, is Hatton House, a

fine old mansion, some parts of which are of very ancient date.

Through the grounds of Dalmahoy one might strike down to

the canal, the banks of which would be a plain guide for some

three hours' walk to Edinburgh ; or, a couple of miles farther

north could be gained Ratho Station, where there are frequent

opportunities of catching one of the main line trains from

Glasgow or Stirling.

For exploring the recesses of the Pentlands a special guide-

book would be useful ; and such a one we can recommend in a

shilling brochure published under the auspices of the Scottish

Rights of Way Society, which is eminently practical as well as

heartily appreciative.^ This Society has done good service in

opening up and marking out ways that were formerly matters

of dispute or hardly known except to a few. Bartholomew's
" Pedestrian's Pocket Map of the Pentland Hills," with its

1 The Pentland Jlills, their Paths and Passes, by W. A. S. (J.

Bartholomew & Co. ).
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traced paths and list of itineraries, would also be a good com-

panion here ; but the smaller map in the little guide-book by
" W. A. S. " is enough for most purposes.

By the help of these publications the veriest stranger can

enjoy several fine rambles through the Pentlands. We will

outline one in which we have tested our confrere's accuracy, and

which will take the reader right across these hills by perhaps

the shortest and easiest route.

To Glencorse.—From Colinton we ascended the road to

Bonally Tower, and round the western side of its grounds, by a

lane leading on to the open hill-side. Here one of the Scottish

Rights of Way Society's welcome direction-boards showed the

way to Glencorse, marked throughout by white posts. Passing

the Bonally Pond on the right, we reached the head of the

glen running southwards, where we were more than 1200 feet

above the sea. Here one is well told to " look across the lower

part of Glencorse, with its picturesque Compensation Pond (in

whose placid waters are submerged the ruins of the ancient

Chapel of St. Katherine), and away over the plain in the south

towards the Moorfoots ; but the near view to the west is what
at once commands attention. There, in all its grace of outline,

shown to the very best advantage, stretches the main southern

range of the Pentlands. To the left, rising steeply up above

the Glencorse Pond, stands Turnhouse Hill, on whose eastern

slope was fought out with the Covenanters, 220 long years ago,

that fatal fight of Bullion Green. Next come the broad gray

fronts and shoulders of Cairnethy and Scald Law (1893 feet)
;

and then the eye is led on by beautiful lines of grassy slope

and heathery ridge, until it rests upon the sharp and culminating

peak of Kips in the west. Truly a most lovely Highland scene,

and yet within a few miles of the metropolis !

"

Our path led on to the carriage road up Glencorse, where we
were 4 miles from Colinton. Here we might have turned
westward to follow the water up to the pseudo Hahbie^s Howe

;

or, in the other direction, have soon gained, at Flotterstone Bridge^

the high road, which in 6 or 7 miles or so would take us
back to Edinburgh by Morningside, o? southwards on to Garlops

by the old Carlisle coach road. Going south on this road, one
might turn off to the left in a mile or so for Penicuik ; following

it towards Edinburgh about as far on, a turn to the right would
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take one to Glencorse Station near the Fishei'^s Tryst Inn ; then

we could wander on some 2 miles more for Roslin and the

leafy banks of Esk, a rich contrast to the scenery we had left

an hour behind.

On the main road to Edinburgh one diversion must not be

overlooked. Soon after rounding the bold end of the Pentland

ridge, and just before commencing the steep descent of some

2 miles to Morningside, a road to the left leads (^ mile) to

Swanston Farm and Cottage, the summer home in boyhood

of R L. Stevenson, Edinburgh's latest and not least famous son

of letters, who loved the Pentland scenery so well. Here a fine

view is obtained over the Firth of Forth. The pedestrian need

not retrace his steps, as from Swanston there is a direct way
down, by cart-road and field -path, past Gomiston Park and

farmhouse to Morningside. On crossing the Braid Burn at the

foot of the hill we may either bear to the left for the road to

Craiglockhart, or turn to the right down the burn and rejoin

the high road just at the beginning of the houses, not five

minutes' walk from the Morningside Suburban Railway Station

and tramway.







MELROSE, ABBOTSFORD, DRYBURGH, etc.

In our Introduction it has been pointed out how Edinburgh

is within reach of many famous and beautiful scenes, to which

if we conducted the reader, this would grow into a guide-book

for half of Scotland. Referring him to our general Guide to

Scotland, we will conclude with one specimen of the longer

excursions, the one most likely to be taken by visitors, both as

lying on a main route from the south, and as closely associated

with the memory of him who has done so much to make
Edinburgh a place of pilgrimage. What may be called Sir

Walter Scott's country, " where every field has its battle, and

every rivulet its song," is about an hour's journey from Edin-

burgh, by fast train, on the Waverley Route to Carlisle ; and all

the trains in either direction stop at Melrose, where there is

ample accommodation for tourists. From the train going south,

between the stations of Fushiehridge and Tynehead, may be seen

to the left Cricliton Castle, and to the right Borthwick Castle,

the latter restored of late, and each to be visited from either

station in about an hour's walk ; while by following the course

of the stream one can pass from one to the other in about

half an hour. Farther on, the railway reaches Gala Water, a

tributary of the Tweed, which gives its name to the manufac-
turing town of Galashiels (Hotels: Abhotsford Arms; Commercial
C, etC;—pop. 12,822). This is one of the most thriving seats

of the Scotch woollen manufacture, comprising tartans, tweeds,

and shawls. The higher ground is traversed by the remains
of an ancient wall, fiU})posed to be the Catrail, the old British

barrier, and near it, at EinJc, on an eminence, is a British camp.
Galashiels is connected by a short railway branch (6 miles)

with Selkirk, and the Ahbotsford-ferry station on this line is the
nearest to Abbotsford, more usually visited from Melrose.
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MELROSE

Hotels: George, Abbey C, King's Arms, Waverley (Temp. C), many smaller.

Hydropathic about a mile westward.

This smart and openly-built town of under 2000 inhabitants

stands near the banks of the Tweed, surrounded by hills and
pretty pastoral scenery, a situation that does not allow airiness

to be reckoned among its merits ; but it is one of the few

places in Scotland that has some reputation as a comparatively

mild winter resort. The red stone of which many houses here,

like the Abbey, are built, gives an unusually warm look to

Melrose and its dependencies Dingleton, Darnick, Gattonside, and

NevMead. The nucleus of the scattered town, with the chief

hotels, will be found just below the railway station, where, on

turning into the market-place, with its old Gross^ an opening

at the farther corner gives us at once a glimpse of Melrose's

chief lion, the ruins of the Abbey, unfortunately on this

side too much shut in by other buildings, some of which,

in the careless old times, were allowed to steal fragments of

their neighbour's magnificence. This is more or less the

original of Scott's Monastery of Kennaquhair ("Know-not-
where"), a pleasantry of nomenclature repeated in Carlyle's

Weissnichtwo. The custodian's house is at the back of the

Abbey Hotel, where, any day except Sunday, the key may be

had for 6d. ; the economical visitor might survey the exterior

gratis by walking round the churchyard enclosure. As we
know on the poet's authority, though he confessed not to be

speaking from experience, the proper time to see Melrose

aright is by moonlight ; but at all times it makes an impressive

spectacle, as the best Scottish example of ecclesiastical architec-

ture in its golden age.

The Abbey of St. Mary, founded by David I. in 1126, was the home
of the first Cistercian community in Scotland. The style is a mixture of

the Second Pointed and Flamboyant, the Church built in the usual form

of a Latin cross, with a square tower in the centre. The ruins, a sad

relic of successive acts of violence, are entered by the Nave, intersected by

what was formerly a Rood loft. The Transept, with its elaborate carving,

is the finest part. The Chancel retains its beautifully fretted stone roof,

and east oriel window, though much defaced. The south doorway and

the tracery of the south window are also to be specially noticed.

In the Aisle of St. Mary is the tomb of Michael Scott, the wizard. A
large slab of polished marble near the cast window is believed to cover
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tbe remains of Alexander II. Robert Bruce's heart came to be interred

here, after Lord James Douglas's unsuccessful attempt to caiTy it to the

Holy Land ; and this also was the burial-place of the Douglas who fell

at Chevy Chase, and others of the same great family. Sir David Brewster

was buried in the churchyard, at the east end of which is the tombstone

erected by Sir W. Scott to his faithful servant Tom Purdie.

Passing beyond the Abbey, and making a sliglit circuit either

to right or left, we come in a few minutes to the Chain Bridge

over to Gattonside. This footbridge gives a good look up and

down the Tweed, which, when in flood, makes a miniature

Niagara of the dam just above. Down the stream, about two

PLAN OF MELROSE ABBEY.

miles, is seen the railway viaduct at Leaderfoot^ where also a

road bridge crosses. There are pleasant footways on both sides.

For an hour^s saunter, one might take the path up the right

bank, passing by the edge of an elevated green, behind which

lies the Parish Church, then holding on below the Hydropathic

to reach, in a mile or so, the Stone Bridge, which may be crossed

for a walk back by road to Gattonside, and must be crossed if

one be driving from the one place to the other, Melrose having

no immediate bridge except that one for foot passengers. So

much of Melrose may be seen in an hour or two. In summer
a brake awaits the forenoon trains arriving about the same

time from north and south ; this will carry tourists round to

both Abbotsford and Dryburgh.
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Abbotsford ^ lies about 3 miles up the river on the right

side. The high road leads past the Hydropathic. Where it

is joined by the riverside footpath above the Stone Bridge, a

guide-post shows us the Selkirk Eoad to the left, which soon

opens up views of the Gala Water valley and the chimneys of

Galashiels on the opposite side of the Tweed. A byroad

running off almost at once to the right would pleasantly add

a little to our walk, follow^ing the bend of the river more
closely ; w^hen it has crossed the railway this becomes a field

path leading by two farms to a lane along the wooded bank
till Abbotsford appears among the plantations, by the side of

which we must strike up to the high road running behind

the mansion. There is a shorter footway from Darniclc, the

village beside the Hydropathic.

A board at the corner of the grounds informs strangers how
to proceed in visiting a mansion which, it is declared by
a later Sir Walter, the novelist of our own generation, " would
make an oyster enthusiastic.'' Admission from 10.30 to 5 p.m.

in the summer months, a charge of Is. being made. Visitors

are conducted through the Study, the Library, the Dravnng-

room, the Armoury, and the Hall, ornamented with portraits,

relics, heraldic blazons, the various feudal '* properties '' that

were the Delilah of this great writer. The pictures are chiefly

in the dining-room, which is not show^n. The old door of the

Edinburgh Tolbooth has been built in at the west end of the

house.

The best view of Abbotsford is from the other bank. What
strikes one is that Scott's imagination somewhat glorified this

riverside, and that he might have chosen a finer site for his

" lordly tower," now overlooked by several smug villas senti-

nelling the chimneys of Galashiels that bristle in the valley

opposite. The place was his own creation, and almost all the

trees were planted by himself.

Some 5 miles down the stream from Melrose, upon the

other bank is Dryburgh Abbey, whither, if not for its own
ruined grandeur, many a pilgrim's steps are bent to the grave

^ Abbotsford : the Personal Relics and Antiquarian Treasv/res of Sir

Walter Scott^ described by the Hon. -\Irs. Maxwell Scott. (A. and C,

Black.)
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of the poet and novelist who has made this countryside classic

ground. There is a choice of roads, and the route is usually

varied for driving parties. The shortest way is by the road

going out beside the railway to St Boswells (station), where a

guide-post directs to the Chain Bridge over the riverj a rather

shorter cut to which could be shown through the village. A
mile longer, but less steep, is the road leaving Melrose between

the Abbey and the river, for which a footpath might be taken

on the other side of the Abbey, coming into the road at New-

steady a village notable for the sundials displayed by several of

its old houses. A mile farther on is reached the Leaderfoot

Bridge, which one might cross to take the hill road by Berner-

bide, for Dryburgh, or keep along the right bank 2 miles to

St. Boswells, where there is a Eailway Hotel. The Abbey stands

on the left side of the Tweed; and admission (Is.) must be

sought at the Lodge near the principal gate.

" The hoary Abbey of Dryburgh, surrounded with yew trees as ancient

as itself," dates, like Melrose, from the reign of David I., and it also

tells its own tale of hostile incursions and reforming fanaticism. Beside

the cruciform church, of which the principal remains are the west gable

of the Nave, the ends of the Transept, and part of the Choir, the ruins of

the monastery still stand in considerable fragments, with an ivy-grown
circular window for their finest feature. In St. Mary's Aisle, the most
beautiful and interesting part of the church (north transept), Sir Walter

Scoit lies buried beside his wife, his eldest son, and Lockhart his son-in-

law and biographer.

Behind Dingleton, the quarter of Melrose lying south of the

railway, rise the Eildon Hills, three conspicuous cones, two

of them over 1300 feet in height. On the northern one is an

ancient Gamp ; and here is believed to have been the Eomau
station Tremontium. The thiee hills are fabled to have been

cleft by the wizard Michael Scott ; they were also associated

with Thomas the llhymer, the ruins of whose abode are shown
at Earlston on the other side of the river. Any of the summits
commands a very extensive view. On the shoulder of the

ridge is a good golf-course, reached by passing beside the large

buildings of the asylum. At the back nestle the woods of

Eildon Hall, and below, to the south-west, stretches Bowden
Moor.

There are some lovely nooks hereabouts, such as the

Rhymer's Glen, between the Eildon Hills and Abbotsford,
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where Sir Walter, like old Thomas of Ercildoune, met many
an airy fancy; then on the other side of the river, Fairy

Dean, up the course of the Allan Water, understood to be
** Glendearg,'' scene of the White Lady of AveneFs appearances,

reached by crossing the stone bridge above Melrose, and

presently taking a gate on the right of the road upwards.

Should our reader spend more than a day or two here, he

would find Smailholm Tower and Flodden Field each 8 miles

away ; Newark Castle, 11 m. ; Jedburgh, 14 m. ; Kelso, 16 m,

;

nor are these all the ruins and scenes famous in Border history

within reach of Melrose by road or rail i

-^ See T?ie Scott Country, by W. S. Crockett (A. h C. Black)»
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ADVEETISEMENTS.
Hotels arranged Alphabetically according to Locality.

DINNEFORD'S

MAGNESIA
Approved by the Medical Profession for over

70 Years as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH,

HEARTBURN,

HEADACHE,

GOUT, AND

INDIGESTION.

CI

m

00

SAFEST and MOST EFFECTIVE

APERIENT

FOR REGULAR USE.



2 ABERFELDY ABERFOYLE AMULREE.

ABEEFELDY, PERTHSHIKE.

WEEM HOTEL, TAY BRIDGE.
THHIS well-known family Hotel is situated one mile from Aberfeldy. The Hotel is commodious, has been

refurnished, and comfortably fitted up, so that families in quest of quiet and comfort may depend
on procuring every possible attention. The Hotel situation is acknowledged on the highest authorities
to be one of the best in Scotland, being thoroughly protected from all directions, and having a due south
exposure. Families boarded by the week or montii. Complete posting establishment. Endless drives

;

magnificent scenery. Episcopalian and Presbyterian Ch\irches. Conveyance wiU meet parties at Aber-
feldy Railway Station (one mile distant) on their giving timely notice. Charges strictly moderate.
Letters and Telegrams punctually attended to. ROBERT MENZIES, Proprietor.

An excellent Golf Course inrithin a short distance of the Hotel. Also
Tennis. Salmon and Trout Fishing on the Tay free to Visitors.

Accommodation for Motors. Holds official Appointment of the Scottish Automobile Club.

ABERFELDY.

STATION HOTEL.
/CONVENIENT Centre for Visiting the Birks and Falls of Moness, Fortingall,
^ Glenlyon, Loch Tay, Kenmore, etc. Visitors will have every attention paid to

their Comfort and Convenience, combined with Strictly Moderate Charges.

Trout Fishing on the River Tay.
Complete Posting Establishment. Excellent Golf Course. Garage.

Telephone No. 9. ROBERT MENZIES, Proprietor.

ABERFOYLE.

BAILIE NICOL JARVIE HOTEL
FIRST-CLASS accommodation for Visitors. Coaches to and from the

Trossachs daily in connection with Steamer on Loch Katrine. Boats
on Loch Ard and Loch Chon for Fishing and Pleasure. Billiards. Golf.
Croquet. Posting. Garage. Petrol.

Aherfoyle Railway Station, Post and Telegraph OffijC4s two minutes'
Walk from Hotel,

Telegrams—"blair, hotel, aberfoyle." A. BLAIR, Proprietor.

AMULREE (near Dunkeld), PERTHSHIRE.

AMULREE HOTEL.
UNDER NBW MANAGEMENT.

900 feet above sea level. Situated near Sma' Glen, one of the most
beautiful situations in Scotland. Trout Fishing on Loch Freuchie and
River Braan free to Hotel Guests. Special Terms for Easter.

BOATS. POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. TERMS MODERATE.
ACCOMMODATION FOR MOTORS. PETROL.

ROBERT DONALDSON, Proprietor.
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ANGLESEY.

RED WHARF BAY.
BRYNTIRION BOARDING HOUSE.
Beautifully situated. South aspect. Quiet and bracing. Commanding nice views.
Six mins. Station. Tennis, Qolf, Sea fishing.

Telegrams, "Thorp, Bryntirion, Pentraeth."

A BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR.NORTH WALES.
(In the <' Beautiful Britain" Series.)

Square Demy 8vo, Cloth, containing 12 Full-Page Illustrations in Colour.
Price IS. 6d. net. (By Post, is. lod.)

Of all Booksellers. Published by A. and C. BLACK, 4 Soho Square, London.

ARISAIG.

ARISAIG HOTEL.
THIS Hotel has been entirely rebuilt, and now contains magnificent Dining and

Drawing Rooms, and a Spacious Entrance Hall. The Bedrooms are airy and
well lighted. The Lavatories and Sanitary arrangements have been carried out on
the most improved principles. The entire Hotel has been luxuriously refurnished.

Arisaig is reached by the West Highland Railway ; it is on the Northern shore of
Loch na Ceiltein on the Western seaboard. It is beautifully wooded, with good roads
in all directions for walking or driving.

Day Traiu and. Steamboat Excursions. 9-liole Gtolf Course about ^ m. from Hotel.

Boating. Pleasure Drives to Prince Charles' Cave, Lochmorar, Loch-nan-Uamh, &c.
Boots meets all Trains. Post and Telegraph Office close to the Hotel.

MALCOLM MACLURB, Lessee.

BANAVIE.

LOCHIEL ARMS HOTEL
Junction of Caledonian Canal Steamers and West Highland Railway.

ENTIRELY RECONSTRUCTED. LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY THROUGHOUT.
"From BANAVIE, the views of our exalted friend Ben Nevis are magnificent. The Banavie Hotel

is excellent ; the house is up-to-date in every respect ; the service is excellent. So to travellers by this
route I say, 'Put iu here—the BANAVIE.' C'est mon a?7S."—Sir F. C. Burnand in Punch, 26th
September 1900. Fine New Seaside Golf Course.

FINEST RESIDENTIAL HOTEL IN lYEST HIGHLANDS.
Special Boarding Terms for Families. Motor Bus Meets Trains and Steamers at

Fort-William. Large Garage, LP. Petrol and Oils Stocked.
WILLIAM KRUPP.

i^- CAUTION-BiB^ NBVIS CAN BB SEEN FROM BANAVIE ONLY,

BANGOR.

CASTLE HOTEL.
FIRST CLASS FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL (opposite Cathedral).

R. A. C. Hotel Bus meets Trains.

Telephone No. 181. B. KERFOOT, Manager.
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BARMOUTH, N. WALES.

The Riviera of the United Kingdom. Summer and Winter Residence.

THE CORS-Y-GEDOL HOTEL, THE MARINE HOTEL,

ST. ANN'S MANSIONS (Private Boarding House).

All facing the sea with a south-west aspect.

Specially reduced charges for the Winter Months, October to June inclusive.

GOLF LINKS, TARIFF ON APPLICATION.
P.O. Telephone—No. 2.

BATH.

ROYAIi HOTEL.
"PIRST-CLASS Family Hotel. Newly Decorated. All Modern Im-
-- provements. Passenger Lift to all Floors. Private Garage with Pit

adjoining Hotel. Noted for First-Class Cuisine. On Official List of R.A.C.

Telegrams: "Primus, Bath." Telephone: *' 125, Bath."

Personal supervision by the Proprietress

—

Mrs. J. B. HUGHES.
Also CoBOURG Hotel, Tenby, S. Wales.

MIDLAND STATION HOTEL,
BELFAST.

(Under the Management of the Midland Railway Company.)

Most comfortable and convenient Hotel in Belfast.

Beautifully furnished. Electric light throughout.
First=class Cuisine. Moderate charges.

Telegrams: "Midotel, Belfast." Telephone, Nos. 4181, 4182.

Full particulars on application to

F. AUDINWOOD, Manager, Northern Counties Committee's' Hotels, etc.

BEXHILL-ON-SEA
BRIGHT, BRACING, AND HEALTHY.

Fine open-air Band and Concert Colonnade on the Central Sea Front, also Kursaal.
High Class Bands. Fine Golf Links

;
pleasant Park close to Sea. Nice Tennis,

Croquet, Hockey, Cricket, and Bowls Grounds. Safe Sea Bathing. Extensive Sands
for Children. Excellent Sea Fishing and Prawning. If Hours from London—Two
Railways. Numerous Rural Retreats, Castles ; also St. Leonards, Hastings, and
Eastbourne clos^^ at hand by Rail, Motor Rail, and Trams.

For Furnished and Unfurnished Houses to Hire or to Buy,
Call upon. Write, Telegraph, or Telephone to

JOHN BRAY & CO., 5 Devonshire Place. (Established 1864.

Seaside and Western end of L,B. & S.C. Railway Station.
Telephone-^Bexhill, No, 14. Also at St. Leonards-on-Sea. Telegrams—" John Bray, Bexhill.

i
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BIDEFORD.

THE LEA DING HOTEL .

ROYAL HOTEL.
Central for Clovelly, Westward Ho ! and all N. Devon.

FIRST-CLASS Family and Residential Hotel. Entirely New Management. Strictly

Moderate Terms. Fine Palm Court Lounge. Electric Light and every Modern
Convenience. Large Garage. Motor Cars and Carriages for hire.

Apply MANAGERESS.

BOURNEMOUTH.

BOURNEMOUTH HYDROPATHIC.
Ozonated Sun Lounge facing Sea, Fines, and Promenade.

SITUATED in by far the prettiest position on West Cliff, amongst
pines and magnificent scenery. Near Winter Gardens, Pier, Golf

Links, and best bathing part of Beach. Carlsbad, Vichy, etc. Waters.

Resident Physician. Massage : Nauheim, Light, and Electric Baths.

N,B,—Turkish, Sea-Water Baths, Billiards, and Gymnasium Free.

"High Frequency Installation." Telegrams: "Hydro, Bournemouth."

Book to Bournemouth West. Prospectus from Secretary.

BRAEMAR, near BALMORAL.

FIFE ARMS HOTEL.
FIRST CLASS.

Patronised by the Royal Family and the Court.

SITUATED at the base of the Grampian Mountains, 1150 feet above
sea-level, and surrounded by magnificent scenery.

THE HOTEL is luxuriously furnished, and equipped with all modern
improvements, including Electric Light and Passenger Elevator.

There is an excellent Golf Course within five minutes' walk. Lawn
Tennis Court and Bowling Green adjoining the Hotel.

SALMON FISHING ON 7 MILES OF THE DEE.

Motor Car Service from Ballater.

Coaches during the Season to Blairgowrie.

Posting in all its Departments. Motor Garage.

L. MACDONALD, Proprietor,
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BRAY HEAD HOTEL, BRAY
Situated under Bray Head, and commanding magnificent

views of Dublin Bay.

REMODELLED, REDECORATED, and REFURNISHED.

SANITARY ARRANGEMENTS NEW.
Inclusive Terms from 2^ Guineas per -week.

BRIDGE OF ALLAN.

CARMICHAEL'S HOTEL.
EVERY COMFORT FOR TOURISTS AND VISITORS.

SPECIAL BOARDING TERMS.
POSTING. GOLFING. CYCLING.
Motors for Hire. Hotel 'Bus meets all Trains.

J. CARMICHAEL, Proprietor.

BRIGHTON.

CHICHESTER MANSION
PRIVATE HOTEIi, EN PENSION, MARINE PARADE.

OVERLOOKING Palace Pier. Unrivalled position. Close to Theatres,

Concerts, best Shops. Handsome Dining Room, Drawing Room,
Billiard and Smoking Rooms, all facing Sea. Comfortable Lounge.
Omnibus to Golf Links. Separate Tables. Two doors from Garage.

Telephone: 6960. Telegrams: "Mansio."
Terms from 7/6 day; 2 guineas week.

Proprietors, Mrs. SIMS & SON.

BUNDORAN, IRELAND.

THE CENTRAL HOTEL
(Late SWEENY'S).

THIS Hotel is beautifully situated, overlooking the sea, and combines
all the requirements of a First-Class Hotel, having been enlarged,

refurnished, and lighted by Electricity throughout.

Excellent Cuisine and Wines. Moderate Charges. Free Salmon and"

Trout Fishing. Golf Links 2 minutes' walk from Hotel.

TOM GORMAN, Proprietor. Telegrams : CENTRAL HOTEL, Bimdoran.



BUNDORAN BUSHEY.

BUNDORAN, Go. DONEGAL
THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL,

OWNED BY THE GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY CO. (IRELAND).

Lighted by Electricity throughout. Sea and Fresh Water

Baths (hot or cold).

Excellent Eighteen'bole Golf Links on Hotel Qrounds.
Free to Visitors staying at the Hotel,

Croquet ; Tennis. Lake, Kiver, and Sea Fishing ; Sea Bathing.

Motor accommodation. The Hotel commands fine views of Donegal

Bay and the neighbouring mountain ranges.

1914.

For terms, apply to the Manager at the Hotel.

Telegraphic Address—" NORTHERN, BUNDORAN.'

BUSHEY, HERTS. (16 miles from Euston.)

THE HAIili.
MAGNIFICENT COUNTRY MANSION HOTEL.

100 Rooms.
CHARMING Summer and

Winter Country Resid-

ence. By Day or Week.
First-class fully licensed

Plotel standing in beautiful

park of 120 acres.

Fine Cxolf Links (18

holes) in Park facing the

Hotel.

Turkish Baths, Swim-
ming and ordinary baths

FREE.

Tennis, Croquet, and Putting Green.
For illustrated Tariff apply—n. G. A. THIMM.

Telegrams: "Welcome, Watford." Telephone: 17 Watford.



BUXTON.

BUXTON.

THE BUCKINGHAM
High-Class Boarding Establishment.

Fine Position, Corner of St. John's Road,

Opposite Gardens Entrance.

Table d'Hote, 7.0. Separate Tables. Terms moderate.

N.T. 439. Mr. and Mrs. CHAS. MARSHALL.

BUXTON HYDRO HOTEL,
BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE.

(Official Hotel to R.A.C., A.A. & M.U., and A.C.U.)

260 ROOMS.
Near Mineral Baths, St. Ann's Well and Golf Links.

Overlooking Gardens.

, All Hydropathic and Electric Baths.

RADIUM Water Treatment for Diabetes, etc.

Amusements every evening.

ORCHESTRA. G-arage Adjoining.

Telescrams—" Comfortable."

Teiones-Nos. 211 and 212.
^' ^^- BOSWORTH, 3fana,er.

BUXTON, DERBYSIIIIIE,

First-Class Boarding Establishment.

The finest position in Buxton.

Electric Light.

Billiards.

%h\-m^.
n\MK^

v^Ql3
F̂our

minutes' walk from

Baths, Garden, Churches,

Stations, etc. Table d'H6te, 7.0 p.m.

SEPARATE TABLES.

Nat. Tel. 481. Telegrams—BALMORAL, BUXTON.
Mrs. lee, Proprietress,



CALLANDER—CARBIS BAY—CARLISLE. 9

From ANCASTER SQUARE, CALLANDER. Commencing APRIL, 1914.

Waugh's POPULAR DRIVES
To TROSSACHS, ABERFOYLE, and BALQUHIDDER.

Daily (Connecting with 11.20 Steamer), 9.15 a.m., TROSSACHS AND LOCH KATRINE, Ret. Fare, 2/6.

Mondays, Wednesdays, anA Fridays, 11.80 ,, TROSSACHS AND LOCH KATRINE, „ 2/6.

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, 10 ,, ABERFOYLE AND THE TROSSACHS, „ 4/6.

Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, 10.30 „ ROB ROY B GRAVE, BALQUHIDDER, „ 3/-.

iicats map be booked u'ith—JOKN WAUGH, Carriage Hirer, 140 Main Street,
' Telephone A'o. 22. o^" ISER BUCHANAN, 32 Main Street. Telegrams " WAUGH."

A DELIGHTFUL SOUVENIR OF "BONNIE SCOTLAND."THE TROSSACHS.
In Black's "Beautiful Britain" Series.

Containing 12 Full-Page Ulu-strations in Colour. Large Square Demy 8vo ; Cloth, with Picture in
Colour on the Cover. Price Is. 6d. net. (By Post, Is. lOd.)

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 Soho Square, London, W.
And obtainable through any /iooIcseUer.

CAKBIS BAY, CORNWALL.

THE CARBIS BAY HOTEL
( The only Licensed Hotel in Carbis Bay),

Close to the Beach and Station. Near the West Cornwall Golf Links
(the best in Cornwall).

SPACIOUS LOUNGE. WARM IN WINTER. BRACING IN SUMMER.
BATHING, &c. BOATING. FISHING.

GOOD CENTRE FOR DAILY EXCURSIONS.
Telegraphic Address, '* Comfort, Carbis Bay." Telephone 36, St. Ives.

Tariff on application to Manageress.
Book to Carbis Bay Station, G.A^.R.

carljslb7~
~

THE COUNTY & STATION HOTEL
FOR FAMILIES AND GENTLEMEN.

Is connected with the Platform of the Central Railway Station
by a covered way.

PORTERS IN SCARLET UNIFORM are in attendance
on arrival of principal Trains.

Lift. Garage. Lounge. Billiards. T. 119.

Telegrams—County Hotel, Carlislf.. J. W. MASON, Manager.
~

A DELIGHTFUL SOUVENIR OF "LAKELAND."

THE ENGLISH LARES.
By GORDON HOME.

Containing 12 Full-Page", Illustrations in Colour by A. Heaton Cooper. Large
Square Demy 8vo ; bound in Cloth, with Picture on Cover.

Price Is. 6cI- net. {By Post, Is. lOd.)
The volumes in this series deal with some of the most famous and picturesque parts

of the kingdom. They are the most inexpensive books of this character which have
ever been produced. Without being guide-books, the volumes in each case tell the
reader the things that are worth knowing and remembering about each place or district.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, and 6 Soho Square, London, W.
And obtainable of all Booksellers.



10 CHANNEL ISLANDS (also pp. 22, 28, 29) CHESTER—CHIRK.

SARK, CHANNEL ISLANDS.

DIXCART HOTEL.
(Established over 80 ITears.)

rpHE most beautifully situated hotel in the Channel Islands. In own extensive
grounds, which include the picturesque Dixcart Valley and Bay. Excellent

Fishing and Bathing. Verandah surrounding Hotel. Special Terms from October
to April. The only hotel fitted with Acetylene Light on the island.

Moderate Tarifif on application to the Proprietors,

Mr. & Mrs. OLIVER BRYANT.

SARK, CHANNEL ISLANDS.

HbTEL BEL-AIR.
On the most bracing spot in the Island. A first-class country hotel.

'PHE largest and only Hotel on the island with a sea view. Possesses excellent
-- sleeping accommodation ; large Public, Drawing, Smoking, and Dining Rooms
(separate tables).

Good Fishing and Bathing ; Croquet and Tennis. Terms moderate.

N.B.—ThQ Sark steamer leaves Guernsey at 10 a.m. daily (Saturdays at 11 a.m.)
during the summer months. Passage about one hour. Carriages and Porter from the
Hotel meet the Steamer.

CHESTER.

THE GROSVENOR HOTEL.
THE County Hotel. First Class. Situated in the centre of the City, close to the

Cathedral, •* Rows," and other objects of interest.

Large Coffee and Reading Rooms ; Drawing Rooms for the convenience of Ladies
and Families ; Smoking and Billiard Rooms. Magnificent Lounge. Electric Light
and Elevator.

Taxi-cabs, Open and close Carriages, and Posting in all its Branches. Motor
Inspection Pit and covered accommodation.

Omnibuses for the use of Visitors to the Hotel, and also the Hotel Porters, attend
the Trains. A Night Porter in attendance. Tariif to be had on application.

Nat. Tel., Nos. 705 and 706. Apply to Manager.

CHIRK HANDTTToTEL.
FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

O IX minutes from Chirk Station. One and a half miles from Chirk Castle, which is

^ open to Visitors on Mondays and Thursdays. Situated on Offa's Dyke, at base of

Ceiriog Glen ; surrounded by some of the most interesting Scenery in North Wales.

POSTING IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.
Fishing Tickets for the River Ceiriog Free for Visitors staying at the Hotel.

GOLF LINKS 4 MILES. HOME FARM PRODUCE.
CRICKET GROUND WITHIN 200 YARDS.

H. G. JONES, Propri£toT.



CHOLLERFORD CLIFDEN CLIFTON COLWYN BAY CONNEMARA. 1
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GEORGE HOTEL, Chollerford.
HUMSHAUGH-ON-TYNE.

"DEST centre for Roman Wall. Picturesque Scenery. Fishing. Boating. Carriages
for hire, also Motor Car.

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ JAMES SIMMONDS, Proprietor.

Telephone—4 Humshaugh.

CLIFDEN-ON-SEA, CONNEMARA.

RAILWAY HOTEL.
"17ISITORS to Clifden will find this hotel replete with every comfort and convenience.
' Certified Sanitation. Bath Rooms. Billiard Rooms, etc. Terms moderate.
Magnificent walks and drives. Invigorating Atlantic breezes. Sea bathing. Lake and
sea fishing. Good rough shooting. A week at Clifden equals a month at most places.
Marconi wireless station within a mile of the town. Address MANAGERESS

CLIFTON (Near BRISTOL)]

CLIFTON DOISTN HOTEL
The leading Family Hotel. Appointed to Royal Automobile Club.

Unique position overlooking the Clifton Suspension Bridge, the Leigh
Woods, and the Clifton Downs. Official residence of His Majesty's
Judges of the King's Bench, the only Hotel thus favoured. Own Garage.
Night Porter. Lift. Electric Light.

TAiAt^>iftTioo/(M2"^*S®™®^*) 550 Bristol. Telegraphic Address

:

xwepnoneB-^
(visitors) . 3111 BristoL " SUSPENSION," BRISTOL.

Tariff free on application to

GABRIEL E. KOPP, Lessee artd Manager for past 15 years,

COLWYN BAY, N.W.

IMPERIAL (STATION) HOTEL
FIRST CLASS. NEAR THE SEA AND PROMENADE.
HANDSOME Public Rooms and Lounges. Private Suites for

Families, at Special Terms. Boarding terms.

TARIFF MODERATE. GARAGE. GOLF NEAR.
" Poli-Tiko-Economic " Department now open.

Telephone, 182. Telegrams, " Imperial, Colw3m Bay."

liEENANl HOTEL
COUNTY GALWAY.

Ideal Place for a Month's Holiday.

EXCELLENT SPORTING HOTEL AT LEENANE, CONNEMARA.
a HOOTING. Fishing on Sea and Lakes. Delightful Daily Excursions. Excellent
^ Facilities for Bathing. Tennis and Croquet. Good Roads for Motoring.
Magnificent Scenery. Motor Cars and Horse Conveyances, Garage.

Motor Coaches from Westport and Clifden stop at this Hotel.

Apply R. HENRY McKEOWN,
MODERATE TARIFF. ProprUtor.



12 CONWAY DORNOCH DROITWICH.

DORNOCH—SUTHERLAND.
GOLF. GOLF. GOLF.

THE SUTHERLAND ARMS HOTEL,
Adjoining the celebrated Golf Links. Two 18-hole Courses.

Salmon and Sea -Trout Fishing free to Residents in

Hotel. En pension terms from 1 Os. per day.

GARAG-B. MOTOR CARS. POSTING.
WM. FRASER, Proprietor.

DROlTTWlCH

.

1^^«
Central for all Districts. 24 Hours from London, 60 Minutes

from Birmingham. Unrivalled BATHS of NATURAL BRINE
(RADIO-ACTIVE and RADIO -EIVIANATIVE) for Rheumatism,

Gout, Sciatica, Neuritis, Arthritis, Lumbago, etc.

LOVELY COUNTRY. GOOD HOTELS. DAILY MUSIC, GOLF, Etc.

Apply for Illustrated Booklet to Baths Director:—

J. H. HOLLYER, 32 Spa Enquiry Offices, Droitwich.

DROITWICH.
THE WORCESTERSHIRE BRINE BATHS HOTEL

150 Rooms. Ground-floor Bedrooms. Suites. Lift. New Smoking Lounge.
Library. Billiards. Large Grounds. 0pp. St. Andrews Brine Baths. Golf Links.

Stables Garage. Off. app. by A. A. MOD. INCL. TERMS. Night Porter.

Tel. No. 2. For '' Spa Tariff ' write-H, C . CULLEY, Mgr.
" A BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR OF THE '• SHAKESPEARE COUNTRY."

STRATFORD-'ON-AVON,
LEAMINGTON AND WARWICK.

By DIXON SCOTT.
Containing 12 full-page Illustrations in Colour by Fred. Whitehead. Large

Square Demy Svo, Bound in Cloth, with Picture on Cover.

Price Is. 6d. net. (By Post Is. lOd.)

"The book makes delightful reading, and nothing could be further removed from

the humdrum guide-book style."—A utomoUle JourTial.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, and 6 Soho Square, London, W.

And obtainable of all Booksellers.
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DUBLIN.
Charming situation, overlooking Stephen's Green Park.

Moderate Charges
Passenger Elevators.

Sttit^i^ HOTEL, DUBLIN.

RN
FREE OARAGE.

Suites with Private Baths.

Choicest Cuisine and IBTines.

DUBLIN.

JURY'S HOTEL, COLLEGE GREEN.
The most historic thoroughfare and the healthiest part of the city.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
ELEVATOR^

Bed and Attendance, 3s. 6d.

Telegra7ns—"JVRY, DUBLIN."

MODERATE TARIFF.
Free Garage.

Telephones—Nos. 503 and 513.

The most fashionable and central First-Class Hotel

In Dublin. Renowned for its Wines and

Cuisine. Orchestra daily.

Blectric Elevator.

wh^c^oN ^ "^ Terms Mod

\\OliV

Terms Moderate. Free Garage.

Telegrams—**Hibemia, Dublin."

Telephones—2205 and 703.

Tariff on Application to P. Q. BESSON, Manager.

DULVERTON

—

Junction Great Western Railway.

CARNARVON ARMS HOTEL.
A DJOINING good nine-hole Golf Course, and old-world garden, amidst
^^ meadows watered by the lovely rivers Barle and Exe, with

FIVE MILES PRIVATE TROUT FISHING.
WILD RED DEER HUNTING.

Tennis. Billiards. Home Dairy.

(BOOKLET FREE,)
Pboae 2, fTire—NELDER, DULVERTON.



14 DUNOON EASDALE.

DUNOON.

ARGYLL HOTEL.
THE ONLY FIRST-CLASS HOTEL IN DUNOON.

Commct/nding a Magnificent View of the Firth of Clyde, and is 2 minutes' walk from Pier.

PARTIES staying at this
Hotel can visit the

following places and return
same day, viz. : Arran, Kyles
of Bute, per Steamers '* Col-
umba"and "King Edward";
Inveraray, etc., per " Lord of
the Isles"; Loch Lomond,
Loch Katrine, Trossachs,
Gareloch, etc. Steamer and
Coaches leave the Pier and
Hotel daily for Loch Bck,
the favourite route for Inver-
aray and Oban, at 9.30 a.m.

Special Reduced Rates for

Parties staying a week or
longer. Patronisedby Royalty.
Magnificent New Lounge,
Dining Room, Billiard Room,
etc., Now Open.

TABLE D'HOTE AT 7 O'CLOCK.

J. C. FORREST, Proprietor.

Near to Golf Course and Bowling Green.

59 Telephone.

EASDALE—ON ROYAL ROUTE.

INSHAIG PARK HOTEL.
Situated amidst Beautiful Coastal Scenery.

Steamers call.

SEA & TROUT FISHING FREE TO VISITORS. BOATING. BATHING.

GOLF. GARAGE M^ITH PIT. POSTING.
Special charges for Boarding. ^ J. GILLIES, Proprietrix.

BOOKS ON EDINBURGH (''The Athens of the North.")

Containing 24 reproductions in facsimile from
pencil drawings (no text). Large Square Demy
8vo, with artistic cover, bearing label designed by
the artist. Price Is. net. (By Post, Is. 3d.)

EDINBURGH
A SKETCH-BOOK

BY

LESTER G. HORNBY
Containing 12

full-page illustrations in colour by well-known artists.

Large Crown 8vo,

PEEPS AT EDINBURGH
By ROSALINE MASSON.

PEEPS AT
SIR WALTER SCOTT

BY
ELIZABETH GRIERSON.

Cloth. Price Is. 6d. net. (By Post, Is. lOd.)

Containing 12 full-page illustrations in colour. >

Large Crown 8vo, Cloth. Price Is. 6d. net.
(By Post, Is. lOd.)

PUBLISHED BY ADAM AND CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.

And obtainable »f all Booksellers.
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EDINBURGH.

DARLING'S REGENT HOTEL,
21 WATERLOO PLACE.

FIRST-CLASS
TEMPERANCE

HOTEL.

Under personal

management of

Miss DARLING.

Address for Telegrams—
" Darling^ Hotel,

Edinhirgh."

Telephone: 2928 Central.

The Caledonian Railway Company's

PRINCES STREET STATION HOTEL
EDINBURGH.

300 ROOMS. 70 BATH ROOMS.
This Hotel is the most modern in Scotland, is situated at the West end of

Princes Street, and commands magnificent views of the Castle and Gardens.

TERMS VERY MODERATE.
Telegraphic Address: "LUXURY, EDINBURGH." A. MORRIS, Manager.

EDINBURGH.

WEST END BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT

59 MANOR PLACE.
(NEAR TRAMWAYS AND RAILWAY STATIONS.)

'^*'Kphonr*'}"«8 Edinburgh. Hiss SLIGHT.



EDINBURGH.

The biscuit of real food value

M^VITIE & PRICE'S

(The Premier Biscuit of Britain.)

May be obtained from

ALL GROCERS, CONFECTIONERS AND STORES,

Registered Trade Mark, No. 2217

MADE ONLY BY

ALEX. FERGUSON,
CONFECTIONER, '">

EDINBURGH, GLASGOW, and NEWCASTLE.

J5s Hppointment to Ib./ID. Ube Iking.
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eTdSt motor services
MOTOR 'BUSES leave Edinburgh (Waverley Steps) frequently for

Liberton, Burdiehouse, Straiton, Loanhead, Bilston (for Roslin),

Glencorse, Penicuik, Gilnierton, Little France, Eskbank, Dalkeith,

Newtongrange, Gorebridge, Bonnyrigg, Rosewell (for Hawthornden),
Corstorphine, Newbridge, Broxburn, Uphall, East and Mid Calder,

and Pumpherston.
During the Season MOTOR CHAR-A-BANCS leave Mound (Princes

Street) for Blackball, Barnton, and Forth Bridge. Also Circular

Tours to Haddington, Dunbar, North Berwick, South Queensferry,
Hopetoun, Linlithgow, .Carlops, and Pentlands, via Roslin, Penicuik,
Nine Mile Burn, Braid Hills, and Morningside.
Seats booked for Circular Tours at the Company's Office or at

M'Kinlay Bros. ('Phone 3481 Y), 10a South St. Andrew St., Edinburgh.

Time and Fare Bills free on application to Company's Conductors, or

Company's Offices, 29 Fountainbridge, Edinburgh.

THE SCOTTISH MOTOR TRACTION COMPANY, LIMITED.
Telegrams : "Traction." Telephones : 7315/6/7. W. J. THOMSON, General Manager.

LARGE GARAGE FOR PRIYATE CARS.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

EDZELL.

THE GLENESK HOTEL.
THE Hotel is in immediate proximity to the Railway Station, and Excellent Golfing

is to be had over the Edzell Golf Club's celebrated 18-Hole Golf Course.

COMMODIOUS GARAGE.

Good Centre for Fishing, Driving", and Coaching Tours.

For Terms, apply The MANAGERESS.

THE GLENESK HOTEL COMPANY, LIMITED. PROPRIETORS.

PANMURE HOTEL,
EDZELL, N,B,

Withia easy access of Royal Military
AVIATION CAMP,

HEALTHIEST SPOT IN SCOTLAND.
Grand Scenery. Hotel fitted with

every Modern Comfort. Electric
Light and Heating.

iSS-^ AN IDBAIi
RESORT FOR GOLF.

18- Hole Course, one of the finest

in Scotland, 5 minutes' walk from
Hotel ; Motoring (Extensive Gar-
age and Pit); Listed Hotel by
W A.C. and principal Clubs,

Tennis and Boiisrls near Hotel.

Send for Illustrated Tariff to

Proprietor, C. A. THIEM.
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EXETER FALMOUTH.

EXETER

NEW LONDON^ HOTEL.
Visited by Queen Victoria, King Edward VII. , and the

'present King and Queen,

rTHIS FIEST-CLASS HOTEL is near the Cathedral and
,

* Stations, and adjoining Northernhay Park.

Charming Old English Courtyard (with Fernery and Fountain

in centre and lighted by Electricity) as Lounge.

TABLE D'HOTE (EXCELLENT CUISINE). NIGHT PORTER.

Splendid New Garage with lock-up Private Boxes,

Hotel Omnibuses meet Trains.

STABLING.
Officially appointed by the ** Royal Automobile Club," ** Automobile

Association," and the Motor Union.

Telephone 146. Telegrams—" Pople, Exeter."

faiTmouth!

ALBION HOTEL.
Situated in the most convenient part, with beautiful views of the Harbour

and surrounding Landscape.

Coffee and Drainring Rooms. Smoking JLounge.
Hot and Cold Baths on Each Floor.

Near the Beaches and Rail^R^ay Station.
Home Comforts and Moderate Charges.

For over Twenty Years under the Personal Supervision of the Pro'prietors,

Taritt oa Applicatioa. CURNOW & WERNHARD.

FALMOUTH.
"THE ENGLISH RIVIERA."

sutlr" SUMMER OB WINTER. "^^^^^
Paying Guests received in a Private House, in own well-

sheltered Grounds, near Railway Station and Beaches. Rooms
large and lofty. Bathrooms, hot and cold, on each floor. Smoking

Room. Sanitation modern and perfect. Garage. Bathing, Boat-

ing, and Sea Fishing. Golf Links in neighbourhood.

Address—Proprietress, Pen"wenack, Falmouth.
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FOLKESTONE.

SEAHOLME PRIVATE PENSION,
32 & 33 BOUVERIE SQUARE.

OITUATED in a very select and central part of the Town, 1 minute only from the
^ Sea Front, close to Bandstands, Lifts, and Piers. Well Furnished. Private
Gardens for Tennis; no extra charge. Liberal table ; breakfast, luncheon,
tea, and dinner. Persvonal Supervision. SPECIAL TERMS October to June.
July, August, and September, 35/- to 2 gns.

Station, P'olkestone Central.
Telegrams: "Seaholme Pension, Folkestone." Tariff on application to Proprietors,

Mr. and Mrs. C. JEFFERIES.

FOEEES.

Cluny Hill Hydropathic.
n^INBST Climate in Great Britain. Average Yearly Rainfall, 22 inches. Five Miles

of Walks in Pine Woods. Tennis, Bowling, and Croquet Greens. Garage with Pit.

First-Class 18-Hole Golf Course (with Professional) adjoining grounds. Turkish and

Russian Baths. Massage. Recreation and Billiard Rooms. Lounge. Excellent

Cuisine. Moderate Tariff.

H. B. HIGGINS, Mtmager.

FOWEY (CORNWALL).

ST. CATHERINE'S HOUSE
(PRIVATE HOTEL).

Diiiing, Drawing, Smoking, and Private Sitting Rooms. Thirty Bedrooms.
Unrivalled Situation. Facing Harbour and Channel.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED AS A HEALTH RESORT. GOLF LINKS WITHIN
10 MINUTES' WALK. MOTOR CAR KEPT. TERMS MODERATE.

Tlle|r^ams^^'"BROKENSHAw, Fowev." '^^^- BROKENSHAW, Proiwietress.

A GREAT RAILWAY AND THE COUNTRY IT TRAVERSES.

THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
By GORDON HOME.

In the "PEEPS AT GREAT RAILWAYS" Series.

Containing 8 Full-Page Illustrations in Colour and numerous small Black-and-White
3ketches in the Text. Large Crown 8vo, Cloth, with Picture in Colour on the Cover.

Price Is- 6cI- net. {By Post Is- 10d>)
Tells in brief the story of one of our most famous Riiilways, its effect on the

development of the country it serves, and also something of the
scenery and towns through which it runs.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5 & 80H0 SQUARE, LONDON, W.
And obtainable through any Bookseller,



20 GLASGOW.

• GLASGOW.

BUCHANAN Sl'sTATION HOTEL,
23 COWCADDENS STREET.

WITHIN easy distance from North British Railway Station, St. Enoch
and Central Stations. 40 Bedrooms. Private Sitting Rooms. Billiard

Room, &c. Bed and attendance from 2s. 6d. ; Breakfasts and Teas, Is. 6d.

and 2s. ; Dinners 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. Terms—from 7s. 6d. per day ; from
£2 : 2s. x>er week. Wines, &c. Telephone : Douglas, No. 1861.

ALBERT JENNING, Proprietor.

One of the most up-to-date, comfortable, and ^^^^^^^
best situated Hotels in the City, ^^'^"^^p^i^

Spacious Ladies' Drawing-room.

Electric Light
Throughout.

^9?c^
^V,t^.e.^^JE

^9^oo^
Gt>

S»t

ts>
S**^

70
ROOMS.

Three Tklephokeb.
'Hotel Balmoral."Wires

:

CENTRAL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE.

Bedroom, 3 Course Breakfast and Bath, ^/h

GLASGOW.

CRANSTON'S WAYERLEY TEMPERANCE HOTEL
172 SAUCHIEEALL STREET.

CAUTION.—Please see that you are taken to Cranston's Waverley, Sauchiehall Street.

Telegraphic Address : Waverley Hotel. Telephones ; 128 Douglas and 1434 Douglas.

Breakfast or Tea, 1/8, 1/6, 2/- ; Bedroom, with attendance inclusive, 3/-.

Stockrooms just added, from 3/~ per day. Passenger Elevator.

Other Addresses : Edinburgh, Old Waverley, Princes Street

;

Edinburgh, New Waverley, Waterloo Place.

BLYTHSWOOD HOTEL!
(LICENSED)

320 ARGYLE STREET, GLASGOW.
The Home of Simplicity, Refinement, and Comfort for the Traveller.

Nearest Hotel in the City for the Caledonian and L. & N.W.
Railway Tern\inus. Convenient to all Steamers.

Double Windows to exclude Noise. Hot and Cold Water in Bedrooms.
Elevator. Electric Light. Recently Enlarged, Refurnished & Redecorated.

BEDROOM, BREAKFAST and BATH, from 5s.

Telegrams: " BLYTHawooD Hotel." G. EGLINTON ADAMS, Proprieton
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BEAUTY CHARM
If you wish a Lovely Skin, free

from Spot and Wrinkle, Massage {

the Face, Hands, and Arms with
m. F. T. IDEAL SKIN FOOD

COMPLEXION WAX.
Yes. This Every-Weather Treasure
corrects Extremes of Sun, Wind,
Fog, Frost, etc. Refines away
Wrinkles and other Traces of
Work, Worry, and Years.

2/- and 4/6 post free.

Only from—M. F. THOMPSON

FOOT JOY
THOMPSON'S Corn Plaster Joy.

—Rids Crippling Corns, Bunions
and Swollen Joints — Safely,

Speedily. Yes, this is the famous
*

' Comfort - for - the - Feet
'

' you
hear of! Only in M.F.T. En-
velope.
Large Sheet, 1/2 post free.

Chemist, 17 Gordon St., Glasgow.

GLENELG.

THE HOTEL, GLENELG. S,„-«
^''HIS HOTEL is situated in one of the most beautiful parts of the West Coast of
-^ Scotland, the scenery in all directions being magnificent. The Hotel is one of
the most modern and comfortable in the Highlands.

Among places of interest near are the Pictish Towers of Glenbeg, Cup-Marked
Stones, Glenbeg Waterfalls, Loch Duich, Loch Hourn, Glenshiel, Falls of Glomach, etc.

EXCELLENT SEA AND RIVER FISHING, SHOOTING, BOATING,
BATHING, AND BILLIARDS.

GOOD 9-HOIiE: GOLF COURSE NEAR HOTEL.
Daily Steamer communication with Kyle of Lochalsh and Mallaig.

D. SKINNER, Proprietor.

GLENGARIFF, CO. CORK.
"The Madeira of Ireland."

THE
9 99

HOTEL.
Killarney and Bantry Coaches start from and

stop at the **Eccles."
TERMS

MOTOR GARAGE AND PIT. MODERATE.
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GUERNSEY

OLD GOVERNMENT HOUSE HOTEL,
GUERNSEY.

Formerly the Official Residenoe of the Lieutenant-G-overnor of the Island.

Long-established and FIRST-CLASS HOTEL for FAMILIES
and QENTLEMEN.

THOROUGH COMFORT. MODERN LDXDRY. MODERATE CHARGES.

NEW AND SPACIOUS LOUNQE.
standing in its own Grounds, and situated in the higher and best part of the Town,

the Hotel commands from its Windows and Lawn unrivalled Views of the entire Channel
Group.

Table d'H6te—Separate Tables. Electric Light.
Billiards. Dark Room. Baths.

Tariff on Application. Special Arrangements for the Winter Months.

Five minutes' walk from the Landing Stages. Porters and Omnibus from the Hotel
attend the arrival of all Steamers. Rooms may be secured by Letter or Telegram.

Registered TeU^rwpUc Address— MPS. JOHN GARDNER,
- GOV. GUERNSEY." Managing Director.

GUERNSEY.

GARDNER'S

FACING THE SEA.
The only modern Hotel of the Channel Islands with Passenger Lift. Electric Light

throughout. An Ideal Family Hotel. Enclosed Suites with Private Bathrooms.
Beautiful Garden and Lawn Tennis. Golf Links within easy reach.

Moderate Inclusive Terms. Special Arrangements during Winter.

Letters: Gardner's Royal Hotel\

p

Telegraphic Address : Royal j"
^^^rnsey.

Mr. & Mrs. HENRY L. SCHUTZ.

GUERNSEY.

THE PRINCIPAL BOARDING-HOUSE in Guernsey is

THE RICHMOND, Cambridge Park. Splendid

Sea Views. Large Garden. Flat Roof. Hotel Licence.

No Bar. Write for Illustrated Tariff,

Terms from 6/6 per Day. Special Winter Terms.

Proprietors—Mr. & Mrs. HART.
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THE KARSINO AND NEW ISLAND HOTEL
HAMPTON COURT.

rr t u THE MOST
Telephone :

^ ,
y- . CHARMING HOTEL

Molesey, i. ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

CAP£ CONCERTS ^l|liiil|ll|llllt|l|||||||||||||^^^ FPPD ICARNO
DAILY DURING ^^^W^^T^ P^ED. KARNO,

SEASON. ^ Proprietor.

Bedrooms from 5s. Breakfast from 2s. 6d. Luncheon from 3s. 6d.

Dinner from 5s. 6d., and a la Carte.

TAGG'S famous Old Island, now converted into a beauty spot, with a most
LUXURIOUS RIVERSIDE HOTEL. This very attractive centre is in close

proximity to HAMPTON COURT PALACE and its delightful Gardens, BUSHEY
PARK. BOATING, FISHING, TENNIS, and adjacent to 3 GOLF LINKS, HURST
PARK, KEMPTON, and SANDOWN PARK RACECOURSES. The Hotel contains
a wonderful PALM COURT, where, during the season, MUSICAL COMEDIES,
SOCIETY PLAYS, PICTURES, etc., will be shown. The KARSINO ORCHESTRA
plays daily, including Sundays. ALL THE BEST MILITARY BANDS WILL
PERFORM ON SUNDAYS (AFTERNOON & EVENING). Magnificent Dining
Hall, Billiard Room, Sitting Rooms, Bedrooms, and self-contained suites. (Hot and
Cold Water in every Bedroom.) GARAGE ON ISLAND. Special En Pension and
Week End Terms.
.The KARSINO BOATHOUSE always open, IDEAL BOATING CENTRE, being

situated just above MOLESEY LOCK. Launches, Punts. Dinghies, Canoes, etc.,

can be Hired, Stored, Moored, and Repaired.

Illustrated Brochure hy request.

HARRIS.

SEA TROUT FISHING
IN HARRIS (Outer Hebrides).

The FINSBAY ANGLING CLUB receive a limited number
of guests at their Lodge (South Harris).

For particulars apply to the Honorary Secretary—
Mr. JOHN BVeALCOLM,

70 Wellington Street, Glasg^ow.
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HE GRAND HOTEL.

HARROGATE.
Three minutes* walk from the Baths and Wells.

Standing on high ground facing South.

AN IDEAL RESIDENTIAL HOTEL.
Every Convenience, Comfort, and Elegance,

Telegrams: Grand, Harrogate. Telephone Nos. 390 and 1017.

HARROGATE.

THE GRANBY HOTEL.
Facicg the Southern Stray of 200 acres, this high-class Hotel is situated in the

healthiest and most bracing part of Harrogate, away from the business centre, where
rest and quiet is assured. All the latest improvements have been introduced to pro-
vide for the comfort of tlie guests, together with provision for the convenience of
invalids for deriving all the benefits provided by the Corporation for the "cure" for

which Harrogate stands unrivalled. Nearest Hotel to the Harrogate Golf Links.
Lawn-Tennis Grounds adjoining the Hotel. Accommodation for motors and carriages.

For Terms apply to THE MANAGER.

HELENSBURGH, N.B.

(On Firth of Clyde, 40 minutes' Rail from Glasgow.)

THE IMPERIAL HOTEL.
FINEST Position on Esplanade. Three minutes from Station. Most

central for Excursions by Rail or Steamers. Coffee, Drawing,
Smoking, and Billiard Rooms. Motor Garage with Inspection Pit.

Oil supplied and Repairs done. Boarding Terms. Charges Strictly

Moderate.
J. R. EGGER, Proprietor.
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ILFRACOMBE.

THE GROSITENOR.
IpiRST-CLA.SS Boarding Establishment on level ground. Two minutes

from Sea, Capstone Parade, Bathing Coves, Town, and Post Office.

Spacious Dining and Drawing Rooms, with Large Balconies, also Lounge

and Smoking Room. Table d'R6te, 7 p.m. Excellent Cuisine. Separate

Tables. Recommended. Moderate. Illustrated Tarilf gratis.

Telephone 63. Garage M.A.C. Mrs. PICKETT, Proprietress,

ILFRACOMBE.
Summer and Winter Hesort, Close to the Beaches, Parade, etc. Com
tnanding full view of the Sea. Spacious Public
Kooms, Lounges, etc. Separate
Tables.5g^COl.GSGWOOP

Private Mel a»<(
6«r«H!=.

Billiard and
Smoke Rooms. 120 Bedrooms.

Hot & Cold Shower Baths. Dark Room for Photos,
Electric Light throughout. Electric Passenger Lift. Garage with Pit.

MODERATE TARIFF. TOURING CARS ON HIRE.

ILFRACOMBE.

LEWIS' CRESCENT BOARDING
ESTABLISHMENT.

A FIRST-CLASS
and Promenade

appointed Bedrooms.
and Inclusive Terms.

Telegrams-

PENSION in unrivalled position. 3 minutes from Sea

, Large Public Rooms, Balconies, and Lounges. 54 well-

Liberal Table. Comfortable and Homelike. Moderate
Highly recommended.

Apply Proprietors for Tarilf.

** Crescent Hotel." Telephone—No. 72.

ILFRACOMBE. Telephone : No. 40.

The Oldest Established Family and Com
mercial Hotel.

MODERATB CHAROBS eS^
L̂arge Dining

Hall to seat 130.

80 Bedrooms. Facing and
three minutes' walk from Sea. First-

class Bedroom Accommodation with cood Sea-view.

No charge for Attendance. Table d'H6te, 7 o'clock.

Prop7ic^ resi. Ml H.W. II. SMYTH.
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INVERNESS,
Modern, WeU=Appointed, Comfortable House.

ENLARGED and IMPROVED.
The Post Office and
Steamer's Office
are opposite.

Qt̂ t
gSS

^0'^^
PRIVATE

PARLOURS.
PASSENGER ELEVATORS.

•ELECTRIC LIGHT.

FIRST-CIuASS TEMPERANCE HOTEL..

CALiLOONiAN KOTEL. INVERNESS,

INVERNESS.

CALEDONIAN HOTEL.
Facing Railway Station, and vnthin one tninute's

walk. Overlooking the River Ness.

''FHE above well-known First-class Hotel is the largest an
-*- best-appointed Hotel in Inverness, and universally ac
knowledged one of the most comfortable in Scotland. All

the Public Rooms, including Lounge, are of a modern style
lit throughout with Electric Light. The Bedroom views an
unsurpassed, showiug miles of Mountain Scenery, and over
looking the river Ness. Headquarters S.A.C. and all principa

i? Automobile Clubs, including America. Omnibus attends
Steamers, Hotel Porters all Trains. Moderate charges.
Motor Garage and Repair Shop. Posting. Telephone No. 246.

FRANK STEVEN, Manager.

"SANTA ROSA,"
HIGH-CLASS

BOARDING HOUSE,

CENTRAL PROMENADE, DOUGLAS, Lo.M.
FACING THE SEA.

Splendid Situation facing Centre of Bay.

Contains 40 Airy Well-Furnished BEDROOMS,
Large DINING, DRAWING, and SMOKE ROOMS ; also

Pleasant LOUNGE overlooking the Sea.

DINNER, 6.30 p.m.

Tariff : 5/6 to 6/6 per day, according to position of Bedroom.

Gas in all Bedrooms. No Bxtras.

Under the personal supervision of the Proprietor, who will be pleased

to send illustrated booklet on application.

Teleirrams: *' Santa Rosa, Douglas." ^' QARSIDE.
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ISLE OF MAN.
DOUGLAS—QUEEN'S PROMENADE,
Finest Position on Sea Front.

100 Apartments. 80 Windows.

Facing Sea.
Inclusive Tariff from 5/6.

Tels.—" Hydro, Douglas."

Press Opinion.— ** Unquestionably the

finest building of its kind in the Isle of Man,
accommodating 200 guests."—Times, May, 10, 1910.

Prospectus Free. T. S. AYLEN, Proprietor.

ISLE OF WIGHT.

FRESHWATER BAY HOTEL
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

First Class. Largest & Best. On South Side of Island.

Five acres private ground extending to the sea.

Carriages, Motors. Tennis, Croquet. Boating, Bathing, etc.

Two i8=hole Golf Links, viz., Freshwater and Royal Needles.

TELEPHONE

:

47 FRESHWATER.
TELEGRAMS

:

BAY HOTEL. FRESHWATER.'

For Terms apply RESIDENT PROPRIETOR.

ALBION HOTEL.
FRESHWATER BAY, L O. WIGHT.

On Sea Front. Golf. Moderate Terms.
Apply MANAGERESS.Telegrams :- " Albion,"

Freshiflrater.

ROYAL ESPLANADE HOTEL,
RYDE, centre of Isle of Wight Regrattas.

FACING SEA AND PIER.

Hi£^h-Class Family Hotel.

Near Golf Links. Coaching: Trips Daily. Moderate Tariff.

No charge for Lis:ht, Attendance, or Qarag:e. Electric Lij2:ht throug^hout.

Higrhly Recommended.

Telegram— ** Band, Ryde.** Telephone 493,
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JERSEY.

STAR HOTEL.
Facing the Harbour. Family and Commercial. Established over 70 Years.

THE best known Hotel for Tourists in the Channel Islands. The Tariff, 45s. 6d. or
52s. 6d. per v.eek (according to room), includes Bed, Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner,

Attendance, and Lights. No extras. Fishing and Sailing parties arranged. Four
in-Hand Excursion Cars leave the Hotel twice daily for places of interest. Centrally
situated. Close to Post Office and principal business establishments. Every facility for

commercial gentlemen. Good stock rooms. Illustrated booklet with full particulars
and some interesting information about Jersey post free. Omnibus meets all boats

A. RAYNOR SMITH, Proprietor

JERSEY.

THE SANDRINGHAM,
COLOMBERIE, ST. HELIER (Near Sea).

TENNIS, GARDENS, BIIiLIARDS. YOUNG SOCIETY
Illustrated Tariff. From 27s. 6d. Weekly. Bus meets Boat.

JERSEY.

HAL.ICETT HOTEL,
(ST. HELIERS), JERSEY.

WELL-KNOWN FAMI^iY HOTEL, replete with all modern appointments,
including spacious Lounge Hall, Dining Room, Drawing Room, Billiard

Room, Bed Rooms, Bath Rooms, &c. Good Cuisine and Avell-seiected Wines.

Also VICTORIA HOTEL. Guernsey. W. A. R. HILL, Proprietor.

By Royal Warrant of Appointment to

Her Majesty Queen Mary, Her Majesty Queen Alexandra,
and H.B.H. tJwPrincess Christian.

de FAYE'S
JERSEY

AU DE COLOGNE.
Original cases, 6/6, 10/6, and 21/-, duty

and post freo.

F. g: de FAYE,
David Place, Bath Street,

JERSEY, CHANNEL ISLANDS.
The Sole distributing Wholesale Agents are : Messrs.

S. Maw, Son & Sons, 7 to 12 Aldersgate Street, London,
E.G., wlio can supply your dealer immediately from stock.
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DELIGHTFUL LOUNGE OVER-
LOOKING THE SEA..,

JERSEY.

THE SOMERVILLE,
ST. AUBINS.

-^ FOR BRAIN AND NERVEREST.ONEOFTHE
<4 MOST BEAUTIFUL SPOTS IN THE WORLD.

PERFECTLY sheltered, standing in its own extensive grounds. Charming terraces,
commanding a view of 40 miles of land and sea. Perfect quiet. Good bathing.

Excellent winter quarters, the temperature comparing favourably with the South of
Europe, without its extremes. Excursion cars leave the door. Write for Illustrated
Descriptive Tariff. Terms en pension, 8s. 6d. to 10s. 6d.

Reduced Winter Terms. J. W. CHAPMAN, Proprietor.

_
jersey!.

ST. BRELADE'S BAY HOTEL.
Old EstabBished Family Hotel.

TRACING SOUTH. Charmingly situated on sea-shore, in

the most beautiful Bay in Channel Islands. Unrivalled

Sea Bathing. Moderate Inclusive Tariff. Special Winter
Terms. Two Golf Links within a mile of Hotel.

A. D. HAEDEN, Proprietor.

A Beautiful Souvenir of these Charming Islands.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS.
By JOSEPH E. MORRIS.

In Black's "Beautiful Britain" Series. Containing 12 full-page Illustrations
in Colour, Large Square Demy 8vo, Clotli, with Picture in Colour on tlie Cover.

Price Is. 6d. net. {By Post Is. lOd.)

Chattily written and richly illustrated, this inexpensive volume, without being a
guide-book, tells the reader just the things that are worth knowing and remembering
about each place.

Published by AUAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 Soho Square, London, W.
And obtainable of all Booksellers.
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*<£iAK£:S OF KIIiliARNEY."

{By her late Most Gracious Majesty's Permission.)

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL {.Z.).
Splendidly Equipped. Exquisitely situated on lower Lake.

Bus attends all trains and coaches. Under the immediate patronage of His late

Majesty King Edward VII. and T.R.H. the Duke and Duchess of Connaught, the
Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain and Ireland, and leading American families.

Official Hotel of A.C. of G.B. and Ireland, Irish A.C., and A.C. de France, and the
Touring Club of America. Apply for Illustrated Brochure to

THE PROPRIETOR.

*'IN ROMANTIC BADBNOCH.**

KINGUSSIE.
DUKE OF GORDON HOTEL.

SITUATED among the Finest Scenery of the Cairngorm Mountains. Entirely rebuilt
and renovated. Three minutes' walk from Kingussie Station, at which all trains

stop. Hotel Porter attends all trains. Parties boarded per week or month. Inclusive
terms on application.

LARGE GARAGE. Oils and Petrol kept.

UWN TENNIS AND CROQUET GREEN IN HOTEL GROUNDS. BOWLING GREEN.

GOLF COURSE (18 holes) 10 minutes' walk. FISHING, ETC.

Telegrams— MR. AND MRS. W. WOLFENDBN,
" Wolfenden, Kingussie." ProprieUrrs and Managers.

LAHINCH~C0. CliARE.

QUIET SPOT OVERLOOKING THE ATLANTIC,

GOLF LINKS HOTEL.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

FIRST-CLASS. Close to Links (the finest in Ireland). Golf Youchers
supplied. Sanitation certified perfect. Electric Light throughout.

Hot and Cold Sea and Fresh Water Baths. Lounge. Motor accommoda-
tion, Pit, etc. Moher Cliffs and liisdoonvarna Spas close by.

LAIRG, SUTHERLAND.

OVERSCAIG HOTEL
(VIA LAIRG, N.B.).

THE Angler's Paradise for Trout and Ferox Fishing on upwards of

Twenty Lochs. Also First-Class Sea Trout and Salmon Fishing.

All Fishing Free. Good Boats and Experienced Gillies. Parties can be

met at Lairg Station by Motor or Carriage on due notice being given.

Season :—May to October. KENNETH MACKAY, Proprietor.
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LARNE HARBOUR (COUNTY ANTRIM).

OLDERFLEET (station) HOTEL.
THIS First-Class Hotel, with charming situation facing the sea. has just been re-

decorated and refurnished, and many improvements have been made for Visitors'

comfort, including a handsome Lounge.

One minute's walk from Stranraer Mail Steamers and Railway Station.

Hot and Cold Sea Water Baths in Hotel.

Convenient to Oolf Links. Oara^re witii Pit.

HUGH GARRETT, Manager.

LAUNCESTON, NORTH CORNWALL.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

Within a few Seconds of the Fine Old Castle and Beautiful Church.

Good Centre for North Cornwall. Motor Garage. Inspection Pit. Petrol.

POSTING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Tel. No. 13. BRENDON PARSONS, Pro])rietor,

REGENT HOTEL,
ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA.

PREMIER HOTEL OF THE MIDLANDS.
LARGE OARAGE.

Appointed by the leading Motor Clubs.

Heated throughout during Winter Months.

ROYAL LEAMINGTON SPA.

THE CLARENDON.
EIGH-CLASS family Hotel, near Pump-room and Gardens, situated

highest and best part of the Town. Close to trams. Away from

loise. Electric Light. Lift. Garage. Stabling. Special winter terms,

^erfect cooking. English Chef. Telephone 663.

Apply MANAGERESS.
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LEAMINGTON SPA.

WASHINGTON HOTEL.
(OPPOSITE G.P.O.).

Pump Rooms and Jephson Gardens. First-Class Accommodation. Cafe
Adjoining. Parties Catered for. Proprietress— MISS L. F. SIMMONDS.

A BEAUTIFUL SOUVENIR OF TEE " SHAKESPEARE COUNTRY."

STRATFORD -ON -AVON, Etc.
By DIXON SCOTT.

12 full-page Illustrations in Colour. Cloth, with Picture on Cover.

Price Is. 6d. net. (By Post Is. lOd.)
OF ALL BOOKSELLERS (PUBLISHED BY A. & C. BLACK, 4 SOHO SQUARE, LoNDON).

LIMERICK.

ROYAL GEORGE HOTEL.
THIRST-CLASS Family and Commercial Most Central Electric

Light throughout. Bedrooms unsurpassed. Comfort. Clean-

liness. Moderate Charges. A new wing added, which includes

23 Bedrooms, splendid Banqueting Room, and Stock Rooms.

Sanitary arrangements perfect. Cook's Coupons accepted.

Splendid Billiard Room, Hot and Cold Baths.

P. HARTIGAN, Proprietor.

LIMERICK.

GLENTISTORTH HOTEL.
'pHIS elegant and centrally established HOTEL has been preijared with the greatest
-^ care, and at considerable expense, for the accommodation of Ladies and Gentlemen
visiting Limerick, and possesses the Freshness, Neatness, and General Comfort which
distinguish the best English and Continental establishments.

The Glentworth is the leading HOTEL in the city, and is noted for its moderate
Terms, First-class Cuisine, and Perfect Sanitation.

Omnibus and Staff meet all Trains and Steamers.

Cook's Cowpons accepted. KENNA BROS., Proprutors.

LIMERICK.

CRUISE'S ROYAL HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL.

Headquarters Irish Automobile, A. A., and Motor Union Clubs, American A. A. New
Lounge. Ballroom capable of accommodating over 300 persons just added. Ladies'

Drawing Room, Billiard Room, Smoking Room, Excellent Cuisine, a Home fiom
Home, Electric Light throughout. Free Garage. Hot, Cold, and Shower Baths.

Brochure and Tariff to be had on application to

JAMES FliYNN, Managing-Proprietor.
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LIYERPOOL.
"THE SHAFTESBURY."
MOUNT PLEASANT.

A HIGH -CLASS TEMPERANCE HOUSE.
-^ Centrally situated. Quiet and homelike.
About four minutes' walk from Lime Street and
Central Stations, and adjoining Roscoe Gardens.
Mount Pleasant Cars from Pier Head and

Castle Street (near Toiun Hall and Exchange
Station) stop at door of Hotel. Night Porter.

Cab Fare from any Station, Is.

Telegrams: "Shaftesbury Hotel, LiverpooL' Telephone: 3882 Royal.

LIVERPOOL.

LAURENCE'S
COMMERCIAL & FAMILY TEMPERANCE HOTEL,

CLAYTON SQUARE
( Within Three Minutes' Walk of Lime Street and Central Stations ^ and

the Chief Objects of Interest in the Town).

CONTAINS upwards of One Hundred Rooms, including Coffee Room, Private
Sitting Rooms, Billiard and Smoke Rooms, Large and Well -Lighted Stock

Rooms.
HEADQUARTERS CYCLISTS' TOURING CLUB.

Telephone—Royal, No. 3729.

LIZARD, CORNWALL.

HOUSED BAY HOTEL.
^PHIS First-Class Hotel commands Ma^ificent Views of the famous
^ Lizard Head, and is the only Hotel situated close to the Sea and
beautiful Housel Bay Bathing Beach. Golf, Bathing, Boating, Fishing,

Billiards. Motor Car service to and from Helston Station (G.W.R.).
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

A BEAUTIFULLY SITUATED FURNISHED BUNGALOW TO LET.
MOTOR GARAGE IHTITH PIT.

Letters and Telegrams to Manager^ Housel Bay Botely Lizard^ R.S.O.

LIZARD POINT, CORNWALL.

The Lizard (Hill's) Hotel.
n^HE Oldest Established and most Central Family Hotel in the District. .Nearest to
-L Kynance Cove, Golf Links, and other places of interest. Motor Garage. Head-
quarters of A. A. Additional Bathroom. Motor Car Service to and from Helston
Station (G.W.R.). Special Winter Tariff. Own Dairv. Noted for Clotted Cieam.

Apply PROPRIETOR.
'"'

INDISPENSABLE TO MOTORISTS IN THIS DISTRICT.

THE MOTOR ROUTES OF ENGLAND.
SOUTHERN SECTION (South of the Thames).

f.arge crown Sro, coiitninin/ 'lAfnU-jxujt' /fhisfrnfioiin hi Cofoiir, nnd 45 Sh'fch .\ta)>.<t in the 7'crf.

Cloth, price 6/- net (by i>ost, 5/4). TiCather, ]irice 7/6 net (by post, 7/10).
THK VOLUMES IN THIS SERIKS AKE OBTAINABLE THROUOII ANV BOOKSELLER.
Published by AUAM & CHARLKS BLACK, 4 Soho Sc^uare, London, W.

3
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LLANDRINDOD WELLS.

ROCK PARK HOTEL
AND SPA.

Adjoins Strongest Mineral Springs, Baths, and Golf Links.

Near the New Electro-Hydropathic Baths.

The only Hotel situated in own grounds (60 acres).

TENNIS AND CROQUET LAWNS.
Seven miles excellent Trout Fishing reserved and

free for Hotel visitors.
The only private fishing in the neighbourhood. Fishing commences in the Grounds.

SUPPLIES FROM OWN FARM AND GARDENS.
Posting.

Good Selection Carriages.

Motor Accommodation.

Separate Tables.
Excellent Cuisine.

Special attention given to
diet.

Sanitation Perfect. South and South-Y/est Aspect.
MODERATE TARIFF.

Hotel Omnibus meets all Trains. Telegrams :
*' ROCK." Telephone : P.O. No. 2.

Tarifffrom R. P. CULLEY & CO., Proprietors,

LLANDUDNO, NOETH WALES.

PERIAL HOTEL.
Centrally situated on Promenade. Extensive Sea Frontage.

The New Tea Lounge, Smoking Balcony, also Uadies'
Lounge, face the Sea.

140 WELL-APPOINTED SITTING AND BED ROOMS
(The greater number of which have Sea and Mountain Views).

Passenger and Luggage Lifts. Central for Golf Links, G.P.O., Pier, and Station.

Electric Light. Night Porter. Motor Garaoe (20 Cars) with Turn-table
attached to Hotel.

Private Omnibus. For Illustrated Tariff and other particvlars, apply to—
Nat. Tel. No. 6 (2 lines). S. CHANTREY, Proprietor.

Mr. MATTHEW RYAN,
AUCTIONEEB, ESTATE AGEKT.

(17 years with the late Mr. Geo. F. Felton, Auctioneer, whose business was
established in Llandudno in 1850.)

Furnished Houses and Apartments Recommended.

For the past 27 years he has been employed on Valuations at leading County
Houses and Hotels throughout North Wales and elsewhere ; also has arranged some
of the best Sales. Highest references given.

Telephone 173. Augusta Street, LLANDUDNO,
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LLANGOLLEN.

THE HAND HOTEL.
nPHIS is one of the most convenient in this Lovely Vale, and

second to none in North Wales for comfort, catering, and

situation. Sixty Bedrooms. Large Private Sitting-Rooms. Electric

Light throughout. Extensive Motor Garage for 30 Cars. Golf.

JAMES S. SHAW, Proprietor,

Telephone No. 7. Address

—

"Hand, Llangollen."

PORTSOiS^ACHAN, LOCH AWE.

PORTSONACHAN HOTEL.
T^HIS Hotel is charmingly situated and easy of access, — only an hour's sail
-* from Lochawe Station (Callander and Oban Railway), where the Hotel
steamer Caledonia makes connection with the principal trains during the season.
Letters delivered twice, and despatched three times daily. Postal, Telegraph, and
Money Order Office in Hotel buildings. Presbyterian and Episcopalian Churches
within easy walking distance of Hotel. Tennis court, beautiful drives, flrst-clasa

boats, experienced boatmen. Salmon and Trout Fishing ft'ee. Charges moderate.
THOMAS CAMERON, Proprietor.

Originator of the Falls of Blairgour and Glen Nant Circular Tour from Oban.
Telegraphic Address, '•CAMERON, PORTSONACHAN."

LOCH AWE.
~~^

liOCH AlBTE HOTEIi.
MAGNIFICENT SITUATION.

Standing above Loch Awe Station (Caledonian Railway) and reached by Private
Lift therefrom. First-Class in every respect.

Electric Light, Lounge, etc. Motor Garage, Petrol, etc.

GOOD QOLP COURSE IN CLOSE PROXIMITY,
TENNIS COURT IN HOTEL GROUNDS. SALMON AND TROUT FISHING.

S.S. '•Countess of Breadalbane" and Steam Launch "Growley" run in connection
with Caledonian Railway Company's trains.

Illustrated Brochure on application. Mrs. FRASER, Proprietrix.

LOCH AWE, ARGYLL.

TAYCHREGGAN HOTEL
(UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.)

"DBAUTIFULLY Situated on the Banks of Loch Awe in the Centre of the Best
*-' Fishing Ground. Salmon and Trout Fishing free. Terms strictly moderate.

Route, rail to Loch Awe Station, thence steamer, an hour's sail.

MACDONALD, Propi-ietor.

Telegrams : Taychreggan, Kilchrenan.
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LOCH FYNE, TARBERT.

COLUMBA, THE HOTEL
AT PIER. BILLIARD ROOM.

D. SUTHERLAND,
Proprietor.

LOCHINVER, SUTHERLANDSHIRE.

CULAG HOTEL.
Good TROUT and FEROX FISHING in Numerous Lochs, FREE,

SALMON ANCLINC ON INYER AND K!RKA!C RIVERS. SEA TROUT.
SEA FISHING EXCELLENT.

ROUTE.—Rail to Lairg,|thence daily Mail Motor or Hire ; or MaoBrayne's
boat from Glasgow, Oban, Mallaig, etc.

Hotel Motor can meet parties at Invershin on due notice being: given.

Wires: "Culao, Lochinver." J. R. SKINNER, Proprietor.

ARDLUI HOTEL.
HEAD OF LOCH LOMOND.

Three minutes' vmlTcfro^'i Steamhoat Pier and Ardlui Station, West Highland Railway.
n[''HIS Hotel is beautifully situated amidst unrivalled scenery, and commands a
-L- magnificent view of the Loch. The Hotel has been remodelled snd refurnished,
and additions have been made ; the sanitary arrangements are new, and have been
carried out on the most improved principles. Visitors staying at this house will find

every comfort and attendance, with boats and fishing free. Delightful daily tours
can be arranged to Loch Katrine, Loch Awe, Loch Tay, Loch Long, etc. Passengers
travelling South by West Highland Railway change here for Loch Lomond and Loch
Katrine. Parties boarded by week. Special week-end terms, except in August. Motor
garage. Petrol. Telegrarfia : " Dodds, Ardlui." D. M. DODDS, Propriefor.

N.B.—Grand Circular Tour by Rail, Coach, and Steamer daily from Edinburgh
and Glasgow. Further particulars can be obtained at Crianlarich and Ardlui Hotels,
al«o from the North British and Caledonian Railway Companies' Tourist Guides.

LOCHMADDY.

LOCHMADDY HOTEL, NORTH UIST.
BEST FREE FBSHBNG BI^ HEBRIDES

(17 Boats on Lochs).

SALMON, SEA, AND BROWN TROUT, AND SEA FISHING.
Season from February 25th till end of October.

EXCELLENT SALMON FISHING-MARCH TO JUNE.
MOTOR CAR FOR HIRE.

Route :—Rail to Oban, Mallaig, or Kyle ; tlience Steamer.

Telegrams: "Hotel, Liochmaddy." D. MACFADYEN.
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LOCHMAREE, ROSS-SHIRE, N.B.

THE KINLOCHEWE HOTEL
BEAUTIFULLY situated at the Head of this famous Loch

amidst grand scenery. Visitors at either this or the

Lochmaree Hotel have the privilege of fishing practically the

whole of Loch Maree free.

MOTORS FOR HIRE. POSTING. MODERATE TARIFF.
A. ROBERTSON, Proprietor.

(Under same Management, Lochmaree Hotel, Ross-shire.)

The lochmaree hotel, Ross-shire, N.B.
Patronised hy Her Late Majesty Queen Victoria.

ID BAUTIFULLY situated in the centre of the Lochmaree district, and overlooking^ Lochmaree, which is unsurpassed for its beauty and grandeur. Salmon, Sea
Trout, and Trout Fishing free to residents. Boats and first-class boatmen supplied.
Route—Rail to Auchnasheen Station, thence drive ; or by Messrs. MacBrayne's steamers
to Gairloch. A coach will await the arrival of Gairloch steamers on being wired for.

Special Boarding terms. Garage and Petrol. Motors for hire. Posting in all its

branches.

Telegrams : Hotel, Lochmaree. ALEX. ROBERTSON, Proprietor.

(Under same Management, Kinlochewe Hotel.)

LOCHNESS.

DRUMNADROCHIT HOTEL
Telegraphic Address— ** HOTEL, DRUMNADROCHIT,'*

Salmon and Trout Fishing Free. Accommodation for Motors Free.

PRIVATE GOLF COURSE FREE TO VISITORS,

Motor Service to Inverness Twice Daily.

Weekly Terms. D. D. MACDONALD, Proprietot.

A NEW BOOK FOR ANGLERS.

HOW TO DRESS SALMON-FLIES.
By Dr. T. E. Pryce-Tannatt.

Containing 8 full-page plates in Colour of Salmon-Flies arranged by the Author, and
100 line drawings in the text. Price 7s. 6d. net. (By Post, 7s. lid.)

In this book the author assumes that the reader is quite a begiuuer in the matter of fly-tying, and
therefore everything is described in minute detail and at the same time in such a way Jis to eliminate
»s far as possible all risk of confusion. Ho has departed from the usual procedure by describing the
tying of individual patterns, complete from beginning to end, each one in detail, and each chosen as
representing some well-known type of fly. Thus the learner has a better chance of finishing the fly

he is tying; which will encourage him to persevere, and teach him his faults better than the plan
oommonly recommended of mastering each stage before proceeding to the next.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & « Soho Square, Lonuon, W,
And obtainable through any BooksMer.
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LOCH EANNOCH, PERTHSHIRE.

DUNALASTAIR HOTEL,
KINLOCH-RANNOCH.

THIS, the First Hotel in the district (both in date of establishment
and in present standing), is beautifully situated amid splendid

scenery at the foot of Loch Rannoch and on the banks of the Tummel.
A centre for good coach drives in the midst of the most magnificent

scenery in the Scottish Highlands.

Visitors at this Hotel enjoy free fishing on Loch Rannoch (11 miles
long) and the Longest Stretch of the River Tummel, with good boats
and trustworthy boatmen. Salmon Fishing now added.

Good Accommodation for Motors.
Official Headquarters of all Automobile Clubs; also C.T.C.

TERMS MODERATE.
EPISCOPAL CHURCH CLOSE TO THE HOTEL.

rSTRUAN, HIGHLAND RAILWAY, 13 miles.

1RANNOCH, WEST HIGHLAND RAILWAY, 17 miles.

Telegrams :—**Macmll\any Kinlochrannoch."

D. C. MACMILLAN, Proprietor.

BOOKS FOR ANGLERS.

Nearest Stations-

Each price 3/6 iiet. (By post 3/10.)

An Angler's Season
By William Earl Hodgson.

Coarse Fishing:
By H. T. Sheringham.

How to Fish
By William Earl Hodgson.

Minor Tactics of the Chalk Stream
And Kindred Studies

By G. E. M. Skues (Seaforth and
Sofoith).

The Practical Angler
Or the Art of Trout Fishing more
particularly applied to Clear Water.

By W. C. Stewart. New Edition,
containing an Introduction by
William Earl Hodgson.

Sea Fishing
By C. O. MiNCHiN. With 32 Illus-

trations in the text, mostly from
original sketches by J. A. Minchin.

Trout Waters
Management and Angling.

By Wilson H, Armistead.

EoAih price 7/6 net. (By post 7/11.)

The Book of the Dry Fly
By George A. B. Dewar.

Salmon Fishing
By William Earl Hodgson.

How to Dress Salmon-Flies
By Dr. T. E. Pryce-Tannatt.

Trout Fishing
A Study of Natural Phenomena.

By William Earl Hodgson.

Price 10/6 net, (By post 11/.)

Life - History and Habits of the
Salmon, Sea=Trout, Trout, and
other Freshwater Fish

By P. D. Malloch.

I
Price 2/6 net. (By post 2/9.)

! Dry= Fly Fishing in Border Waters
By F. Fernie, A.M.I.C.E.

Price 1/6 net. (By post 1/9.)

The Art of Worm =Fishing
A Practical Treatise on Clear-Water
Worming

By Alexander Mackie, M.A.

A detailed Prospectus ofany ofthe above volumes will he sent on application to the Publishers.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 Soho Square, London, W,
And obtainable of all Booksellers.
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ARMFIELD'S, LONDON
QUIET YET CENTRAL.

With every Comfort and
Modern Convenience,

Five minutes from Bank.
Three from Moorgate Street,

Broad Street, and Liverpool

Street Stations.

Bedroom, full Tabic

^
d'Hotc Breakfast,

Bath and attendance.

From 5s.

Telegrams

:

"Armfield's, London."

Telephones

:

Visitors, 4031 London WalL
Office, 1209 London Wall.

SOUTH PLACE HOTEL, FINSBURY, E.G.

Tariff on Application,

J. ARMFIELD & SON, Ltd.

WEST CENTRAL HOTEL
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

ACCOMMODATION FOR ABOUT 200 QUESTS.

Pronounced by the Press the Best Temperance Hotel
in the United Kingdom.

Convenient for City or West-End—Business or Pleasure.

Highly commended by the Rt. Hon. Sir T. Vezey Strong, the lit. Hon. Sir

T. P. Whittaker, M.P. ; Sir George Toulmin, M.P. ; Sir John M'Dougall;
Very Rev. the Dean of Carlisle ; Very Rev. the Dean of Hereford ; the Veu.

Archdeacon of Durham ; J. S. Higham, Esq., M.P. ; Rev. Dr. Clifford ; Rev.
Dr. Hortou ; Rev. Dr. J. H. Jowett, and thousands of Guests from all

parts of the World.

Excellent Public Rooms. Electric Light. Passenger Lifts.

Apartments, Service & Table d'Hote Breakfast, from 5/ "

Tariff on application to FREDERIC SMITH & SONS,

SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON.
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"VISITORS TO LONDON."TRANTER'S
First-Glass Temperance Hotel, 6, 7, 8, and 9 Bridgewater

Square, Barbican, E.G.
Most central for Business or Pleasure. 2 minutes' walk from Aldersgate Street

Station. 6 minutes' walk from St. Paul's Cathedral and G.P.O., and 7 to 10 minutes'
walk from City Temple and John Wesley's Chapel. Night Porter. Established 1859.

Absolutely Quiet, and Comfortable.

Inclusive Charge—Bedrooms single, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. Double, 4s. 6d. to
6s. 6d. Breakfast cr Tea, Is. 3d. to 2s.

Write for "How to Spend a Week in London," with Tariff and Testimonials free.

Telegrams—"Healthiest," I.ondon. Telephone—959 Central.
WM. L0S80CK, Resident Proprietor.

WESTMINSTER PALACriofEL^
LONDON, S.W.

iMMEOIATELY OPPOSITE WESTMINSTER ABBEY AND THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

Especially suited to the requirements of Tourists on account of

its pleasant location and accessibility from every point of London.

Moderate Tariff, and no charge for Attendance,

Special Week-end and ** Bn Pension ** Terms. Send for Circular,

"THE" DEPOSITORY,
22 to 65 HARROW ROAD,

LONDON, W.

i^2ire:pEPos.iT(

REMOVALS. HUymUiUOi WAREHOUSING,

SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR THE STORAGE OF LUGGAGE.

ARTHUR G. DIXON.

Telephone : FADDINGTON 89.
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IffHITE HALL
RESIDENTIAL HOTELS

(close to the British Museum)

RUSSELL SQUARE, W.C.

TERMS—From 8s. per

9, 10 & 11 BLOOMSBURY SQUARE ^ay, or 2^ Guineas p.

Telegraph: "TASTEFUL, London."

Telephone: 10610 Centra!.

week, including Bed-
room, Table d'hote
Breakfast,Tea, Dinner,
Lights, and Attendance,

18, 19 & 20 MONTAGUE STREET
Telegraph: "RIPELY, London."
Telephone : 5707 Central.

70, 71 & 72 GUILFORD STREET
Telegraph: " LUGGAGE, London."
Telephone: 9909 Central.

15 & 16 BEDFORD PLACE « =

Telegraph: " QIJIVERED, London."
Telephone : 8247 Central.

)

From 7s* per day

or 2 Guineas

per week*

4 & 5 MONTAGUE STREET -

Telegraph: " WHITENTIAL, London."
Telephone : 11442 Central.

13 WOBURN PLACE - - -

Telegraph: "QJJEENHOOD, London.'

Telephone: 12491 Central.

From 6s» 6d* per day

) or 38s» 6d» per

"week*

22 MONTAGUE STREET -

Telegraph: " SIGNOR, London."
Telephone : 7117 Central.

2r& 22 CORAM STREET'
Telegraph: " WAYFARING, London.

Telephone: 1 3880 Central.

From 6s. per day
or 35s« per

week.
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LOSSIEMOUTH.

STOTFIEIiD HOTEIi.
A PERFECT GOLFER^S RETREAT.

TWO SPLENDID GOLF COUPwSES (9 AND 18 HOLES).

EXCELLENT BATHING BEACH. MODERATE TERMS.
MAGNIFICENT NEW LOUNGE. ELECTRIC LIGHT.

MOTOR CAR ACCOMMODATION. PETROL, Etc., Etc.

Tariff on appliccUio7i to WILLIAM. CHRISTIE, Proprietor.

LOUGH SWILLY, CO. DONEGAL.

PORTSAI.ON HOTEIi.
nPHIS excellent Hotel, which alfurds first-class accommodation and every comfort to
-*- Families, Golfers, and other Tourists, is magnificently situated, with southern
aspect, and commands sea and mountain views of matchless beauty. The Golf Links
(18 holes) are most sporting and picturesque. Good lake and sea fishing. Boating,
Bathing, Tennis, Croquet, Billiards, Cycle Store, Garage, Dark Room for Photography,
etc. Route via Strabane and Letterkenny, thence (during summer months) by Hotel
Motor. Telegrams—"Hotel, Portsalon."

Illustrated Brochure on application to MANAGER.

LOWESTOFT.
—Private Hotel,—

KIRKIiBY CLIFF.CLIFFSIDE
Replete with every Convenience and Comfort. Stands in the best position, direct

on Sea Front, facing Promenade and close to Claremont Pier. Dining Hall (Separate

Tables), large Lounge, Ladies' Drawing Room. Suites of Rooms. No charge for

Electric Light. Private Tennis Lawns. Garage near Hotel.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR.
TARIFF. Proprietor—R. G. COPLING.

Telephone : No. 13. Telegrams: "CLIFFSIDE. LOVTESTOFT."

FOR ANG li E R S.

COARSE FISHING.

By H. T. SHERINGHAM.

Containing 42 Illustrations in the Text.

"Should have a place on every angler's
shelf."

—

Country Life.

"Will delight every sincere lover of

the waterside."

—

Observer.

SEA-FISHING.
By C. O. MINCHIN.

Containing 32 Illustrations in the Text,

mostly from original sketches by
J. A. MiNCHIN.

"Invaluable for reference as well as

for its interesting reading on sport at

sea."

—

Aberdeen Journal.

Large Crown 8vo, cloth, price 3/6 net eacli {By post 3/10).

Published by ADAM & CHAKLES BLACK, 4, 5. & 6 Soho Square, London, W.
A nU obtainable of all Booksellcrn.
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LYDFORD.

IVlANOR Hotel.
TflVE minutes from South-Western and Great Western Stations. Sheltered situation

on fringe of Dartmoor. 26 Bedrooms. Comfortably furnished. First-class Coffee

and Drawing Rooms. The extensive private grounds of 50 acres include the beautiful

wooded valley and gorge of River Lyd, and celebrated Lydford Waterfall. Tennis
Lawn. Fishing, Rough Shooting. Hotel lighted throughout by Gas. Under personal
management of Proprietress, Mrs. MATHEWS. Newly built Stables. Garage. Ex-
cellent Cuisine. m - ^ , , - -Terms moderate, on application.

Telegrams : Holman.

LYNTON.

VALLEY OF ROCKS
HOTEL.

Largest and Principal.

Situated in own Grounds.

600 Feet above and facing Sea.

Passenger Lift.

Radiator Heating.
Write for New Illustrated Tariff.

Motor Garage.
Resident Proprietor.

Telephone: No. 49.

LYNTON.

IMPERIAL HOTEL.
Beautifully Situated.

Pacing Sea,
Luxurioiis Lounge newly added.

electric Light tlirougbout.
Moderate Terms.
Motor Qara£:e.

Telephone : No. 50 Lynton.

Telegrams :
" Imperial,"

Lynton.

LYNTON.

COTTAGE HOTEL.
(Late Family Residence of Sir C. Smith.)

piNEST Laud and Marine Views in
-•- the Neighbourhood. Sheltered and
Sunny. 500 Feet above Sea LeveL
Golf. Boating. Good Hunters. Electric
Light throughout Hotel. New Smoking
and Billiard Rooms. Beautifully Wooded
Private Grounds. Motor Garage. Two
Miles Pi-ivate Fishing for Hotel Visitors.

Telephone 92.

Telegrams, "Cottage Hotel, Lynton."
EDWARD E. HOLE, Proprietor.
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MALVERN.

THE FOLEY ARMS HOTEL.
(PATRONISED BY THE ROYAL FAMILY.)

" rpHE lirst time we visited Malvern, when shown into an upper
-- chamber in the ' Foley Aums, ' we were literally taken aback.

We can hardly say more than that the prospect struck us as far finer than
from the terrace over the Thames at Kichmond, etc., etc."

—

Extract from
article in ^^ Blackivood^'' August 1884"

Coffee Room and Drawing Room for Ladies and Gentlemen. Table d'H6te at
Separate Tables. Electric Light. Perfect Sanitary arrangements.

Telephone—No. 197 Malvern. Miss YOUNGER, Proprietress.

MALVERN.

THE ABBEY HOTEL.
IN EXCELLENT SITUATION.

MOST COMFORTABLE FAMILY HOTEL.
New and Commodious Coffee and Smoking Rooms have been

opened, and Suites of Rooms with Private Bath added.

Perfect Sanitaiy Arraoigements. Electric Light throughout.

Telephone—No. 183. GARAGE. W. SCHNEIDER, Manager.
__

MULLION, SOUTH CORNWALL.

POLURRIAN HOTEL.
TT^IRST CLASS. Stands in its own grounds of 4 acres ; replete
J- in ail modern appointments ; Large Lounge ; Electric Light

;

Facing Sea; Good Boating, Fishing, and Bathing; Excellent Sands

;

near Splendid Golf Links (18 holes); Visitors driven free to same

at stated times ; Garage. Station, Helston. Terms moderate.

Apply MANAGER.

MULLION, CORNWALL.

POLDHU HOTEL.
FIRST Class, close to Sea, commands magnificent views of Mounts

Bay with its grand Clifl' Scenery. Good Beach. Excellent

Bathing.

Adjoining splendid Golf Links, 18 Holes.

Tariff Moderate. A-pply Manager.
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MULLION, CORNWALL.

MULLION COVE HOTEL.
THIRST-CLASS Official quarters of Royal Automobile Club. Only Licensed Hotel on

Mullion Coast. Magnificent Sea Views, including whole sweep of famous Mounts

Bay. Splendid Bathing and Fishing. Fine 18-Hole Golf Links. Spacious Lounge.

Electric Light. Book to Helston Station, G.W.R., thence per G.W.R. Motor.

MOTOR garage: IVITH PIT.

Letters and Telegmms to MA'NAGBR^MJJhhlO'S COVE HOTEL, MULLION, R.S.O.

NEWCASTLE, CO. DOWN.

SLIEVE DONARD HOTEL,
FINEST HOTEL IN IRELAND.

)WNED AND MANAGED BY BELFAST AND COUNTY DOWN RAILWAY CO.

3TANDS IN ITS OWN GROUNDS OF 12 ACRES. Faces Sea and Mourne Mountains
;

Royal County Down Golf Links (18 holes) immediately adjoining. Separate course for

ladies. Spacious Reception Rooms and Lounge ; 120 Bedrooms. Electric Light in

ill Rooms ; Passenger Lift ; Hall and Corridors Heated ; Hot and Cold Sea and Fresh
Water Baths. Croquet and Lawn Tennis Courts.

Tariff on application to J. W. MANNING, Manager.

Telegrams: "Slieve, Newcastle, Down." Telephone: 6.

GOLF STORIES
By G. BATCHELOR.

Containing 45 Illustrations hyE. W. Mitchell.
Croum 8?'o, doth. Price 3s. 6d.

Many books have beeji written on the art
of playing Golf, but few have attempted to
give any record of tlie subtle humour which
l)elongs to all sports of Scottish origin, and to
Golf in particular. This book contains a
collection of original short stories, jokes,
anecdotes, sketches, dialogues, and parodies.

PuBi ISHEP BY A. & C. BLACK, 4, 5, & 6
Sono Square, London, W.

And ohtainahle through any Bookseller.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

THE TYNE TEMPERANCE
HOTEL,

HOOD STREET, NEAR TO MONUMENT.
yiSlTORS will find every comfort combined with iiio<l(>rate charges. Coffee.

Drawing, Commercial, Smoke and Billiard Rooms. Electric Light throughout
ood Stock Rooms. National Telephone, 2144 Central. Telegrams, "Tyne Hotel."
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NEWQUAY, CORNWALL.

ST. RUMON'S
PRIVATE BOARDING HOUSE.

Beautifully Situated. Facing the Sea. Close to Beach.

Adjoining Golf Links. Telephone 78.

TERMS MODERATE AND INCLUSIVE.

Address—Mrs. JOHNS, St. Rumen's, Newquay.

NEWQUAY.

HOTEL EDGCUMBE.
"DEAUTIFULLY situated, with magnificent and uninterrupted view of

•^ the Atlantic Ocean and surrounding country. Overlooking bathing

beaches.

RECREATION ROOM. LOCK=UP GARAGES.
Telephone 27. Apply Manageress.

MACKAY'S,
The Leading Book, Bible, Stationery, and

House Agency Warehouse,

QUEEN'S PARK PLAGE (GEORGE STREET), OBAN.

MACKAY'S COMPLETE TOURIST GUIDE
TO OBAN AIMD VICII^ITY,

128 Pages, v/ith Maps {Qd. and Is.).

lona and St. Columba, by the late Duke of Argyll ; also, the Geology of the

Island and the Surroundings, with 7 Page Illustrations from Drawings by the Duke.
In stiff boards, 1/- ; in Clan Tartan, 2/-.

lona: its History, Ecclesiastical and Monumental Remains, by the Rev.
W. Lindsay Alexander, D.D., Fellow of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries. In
paper, 6d. ; cloth limp, 9d.

Mackay's New Special Touring Map, taking in North and West Highlands and
Hebrides. On tough paper (in case) (id. ; on cloth (in cloth case), 1/-.

Mackay's Map of Oban and Surroundings, taking in from Mallaigto Ardrishaig,

and Staffa and lona to Crianlarich. On tough paper (in case), 6d. ; on cloth (in cloth

case), 1/3.

Mackay's Printed Register of Furnished Houses, Apartments, Shootings, and
Fishings in Oban and Surrounding Districts, free. Postages extra for this and above.

?
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OBAN.

GREAT WESTERN HOTEL,
LARGEST AND LEADING HOTEL IN THE WEST HIGHLANDS.

Official Hotel S.A.C. ; A. A. ; and Touring Club of America.

Beautifully situated on Esi)lanade. Electric Liglit. Elevator. Charges moderate.
Special inclusive rates j^rior to 15th July and after 15th September. Illustrated
Tariff Booklet post free. Motor-'Bus meets Trains and Steamers and conveys Visitors

to Hotel Free of Charge. Garage. Petrol.

ALEX. McGregor, Resident Proprietor.

MARINE HOTEL
ESPLANADE, OBAN.

1 min. Pier, 3 mins. Station.

J The Largest and Leading Temperance
.] Hotel. Upwards of 100 Rooms.
^ Lounge overlooking Bay.

Inclusive Terms throughout the Season.

i This High-Class unlicensed Hotel is

. one of the most popular houses in Scot-
y land, and is well known for its excellent
plain cooking and very moderate tariff.

i«> Booklet Sent.

FRANK WALTON, Prop.

OBAN.

KING'S ARMS HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL

ON the Promenade, midway between Railway Station and Pier. Facing
the Bay. Magnificent Sea View. A. A. & M.U. Headquarters.

CJonpons accepted. Rebuilt and enlarged. Boarding. Will be found
eplete. Near Golf Course (18 holes). Porters await arrival of all trains

itid steamers. j. jyi. MacTAVISH, Proprietor and Manager.

OBAN.

PALACE TEMPERANCE HOTEL
GEORGE STREET, OBAN.

EVERY HOME COMFORT. BOOTS WAITS TRAIN AND STEAMER.

A Beautiful Souvenir of a Delightful District.

THE FIRTH OF CLYDE.
12 full-page Illustrations in Colour. Cloth. Price Ls. 6(1. net. (By Post, Is. lOd.).

"The letterpress is unhackneyed, and with its wealth of colour pictures the book is

choice holiday souvenir."

—

Oban Times.
'ublished by A. & C. BLACK, Soho Square, London, W. Ohtmnahle of all Booksellers.
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OBAN.
ARDNAMURCHAN, AT^GYLLSHIRE, BY OBAN.

KILCHOAN HOTEL.
THIS lirst-class Hotel is beautifully situated, overlooking the Sound of

Mull, amidst magnificent Highland scenery, and is within a few miles

of Ardnamurchan Point, the most westerly point of the mainland of

Scotland. Visitors and Tourists can depend on every comfort combined
with moderate charges.

Beautiful Drives and Walks. Boating and Bathing Facilities. Excellent
Sea and Brown Trout. Fishing Free on River and Lochs, also Sea Fishing.
Daily Steamer from Oban, three hours' Sail. Post and Telegraph Office
near Hotel. JOHN MACKINTOSH, Lessee.

OKEHAMPTON, DEVON.

WHITE HART HOTEL-
(On the Borders of Dartmoor), Main Line L. & S.W. Rly.

MODERATE TARIFF. ELECTRIC LIGHT. MOTOR CARS ON HIRE.
Coaching Trips over Dartmoor. GARAGE (free). 'Phone No, 11.

Te/ef/ram-s— "White Hart, Okehampton." JOHN G. HEYWOOD, Proprietor.

OXFORD.

RANDOLPH HOTEL,
BEAUMONT STREET,

IN THE CENTRE OP THE CITY.

THE modern Hotel of Oxford, close to the Colleges, Public

Buildings, and opposite Martyrs* Memorial. Replete with

every comfort and convenience.

Handsome Suites of Rooms ; General Drawing, Smoking,

and Billiard Rooms.

NEW GARAGE. AN AMERICAN ELEVATOR. CHARGES MODERATE.

A Night Porter in Attendance.

ELECTRIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT.

Address—THE MANAGER.
OXFORD.

OXENFORD HALL, 13 to n magdalen st.

PRIVATE AND RESIDENTIAL HOTEL.
Terms In the Centre of City. Near Colleges,

Moderate. and opposite Martyrs' Memorial. MISS WATSON.
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OXFORD.

THE MITRE HOTEL,
SITUATED ill the centre of the finest Street in Europe, is one of the

most ECONOMICAL First-Class Hotels in the Kingdom. Dining,

Drawing, Reading, and Smoking Rooms. Lounge and Spacious Billiard

Room. Electric Light. Night Porter.
Apply Miss THORNE,

'Phone 3S5. Telegrams: " Mitre, Oxford." Manageress.

PEEBLES HOTEL HYDROPATHIC.
A PALATIAL KUR-HOTEL, WITH THE COMPLETE
BATHS INSTALLATION AND ELECTRICAL TREAT-
MENT OF A CONTINENTAL SPA. Resident Physician,

600 f&et above Sea-Level.

Lovely Scenery.

The Hydro, which accommodates

300 Guests, is fitted with every

comfort and luxury. Spacious

Ballroom. Resident Orchestra.

DELIGHTFUL GROUNDS.

Tennis, Croquet, and
Bowling Greens.

Charming Walks and Drives in the Famous
WALTER SCOTT Country.

GOLF.—Excellent 18=Hole Course near. MOTORS.—Extensive Garage.

Send lor Illustrated Tariff to W. A. THIEM, Manager,

PENMAENMAWR.

CUFFE MANOR BOARDIKG-HOUSE.
GOOD Accommodation. Sea and Mountain Views. Also

good Private Apartments without Board. Good Cooking

and Attendance. Bath (Hot and Cold). Can be well Recom-
mended. Golf Links, 9 Holes.

Mrs. OWEN, Proprietress.

4



50 PENRITH PENZANCE—PERTH— PITLOCHRY.

PENRITH.

THE GEORGE HOTEL.
FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL.

THIS Hotel is the largest, and occupies the most central position in Penrith. It is unrivalled for its

comfort, excellent cuisine, and moderate charges. It contains a large number of single and double-
bedded rooms, handsomely furnished, and arranged to afford Visitors travelling on business or pleasure
every convenience and home comfort. Spacious Coffee Room for Ladies and Gentlemen, Ladies' Draw-
ing Room, Private Sitting Rooms, Dining, and Writing Rooms; also large Assembly Room for Balls,

Banquets, etc. Certified Sanitation. Posting in all its branches, including Ladies' Hacks, Pony
Carts, etc. Coaches run from this Hotel daily, in connection with the Ullswater Steamer, during the
Summer Months. Delightful Drives amidst magnificent scenery. Up-to-date Garage on the premises.
'Biis meets all Trains. Night Porter. Headquarters of the Royal Automobile Club of G.B. and I.,

Automobile Association and Motor Union, Motor Club, Auto-Cycle Union, and Cyclists' Touring Club.

FRED. ARMSTRONG, Proprietor.

PENZANCE.

MOUNT'S BAY HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY.

On the Esplanade. Facing the Sea. Full South Aspect.

Ladies' Coffee and Drawing Rooms. Smoke Room, for Visitors only,

with Grand Sea View. Moderate and Inclusive Terms for Winter Months.
'Bus meets Trains. Boating, Fisliing, and Bathing.

WALTER H. PULMAN, Proprietor,

SAI.UTATION HOTEIi,
PERTH.

FIRST =CLASS HOTEL.
Official Hotel Automobile Club.

Fishing:. Boating:. Golfing.

THE PITLOCHRY HYDRO-HOTEL,"
PITLOCHRY, PERTHSHIRE.

** The Switzerland of Scotland,**
A First-Olass Family HoteL

standing in its own extensive ornamental
grounds on the Moulin Road high above the
village. Every window coniniands a view of the
most magnificent Highland Scenery. Southern
aspect. Sandy soil. Illustrated Guide on
application.

" The finest Bracing Mountain Air
in Scotland,"

Said Sir Andrew Clark, Queen's Physician.

Tennis. Two Golf Courses. Croquet. Bowling.

'Phone 35. Telegraras—" Comfort, Pitlochry."

Manageress—Mrs. MEIKLE.Fishing. Coaching Moderate inclusive Terms.



PITLOCHRY PLYMOUTH—PORTHCAWL—PORTRUSH. 5

1

PITLOCHRY.

CENTRAL PERTHSHIRE HIGHLANDS.

LIST OF FURNISHED HOUSES TO LET
FOR SUMMEE MONTHS, &c.

Free by Post, from C. C. STUART & SON.

Telegrams—^' Stuart, Pitlochry.
"

PLYMOUTH.

DUKE OF CORNWALL HOTEL.
The leading and largest Hotel, centrally situated near Railway

Station and Sea Front. Recognised Hotel for Ocean Passengers.

GARAGE. ELECTRIC LIGHT AND LIFT.

HOTEL OMNIBUS MEETS ALL TRAINS.

Telegrams: " Dukotel." " R.A.C." and *' A.A."

PORTHCAWL.

ESPLANADE HOTEL
First-class Residential.

too Rooms.
R.A.C. A.A. and M.U.

District Hotel. Registered Hotel.

Best Situation.

First-class Cuisine.
Moderate Inclusive Terms according to

Room and Season.

Nearest Licensed Hotel to the

ROYAL PORTHCAWL GOLF LINKS.

PORTRUSH, CO. ANTRIM.

NORTHERN COUNTIES HOTEL.
(Under the Management of the Midland Eailway Company.)

FINEST GOLF LINKS IN IRELAND.
SPLENDID SUITES OF SEA AND FRESH WATER BATHS.

Blectrio Light throughout. Garage for 20 Motors.
Lounge Hall. Magnificent Ballroom.

Telegrams— " MIDOTEL, PORTRUSH." Telephone No. 14.

Full particulars on application to

P. AUDINWOOD, Manager, Northern Counties Committee's Hotels, etc.
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PORTSMOUTH.

(TEMPERANCE)
FAMILY AND COMMERCIAL HOTEL, opposite town station.

(Book for Portsmouth Town.)

Every accommodation for Commercial and Private Visitors.
NIGHT BOOTS. RESTAURANT.

ALFRED QRIQSBY, Proprietor.

RIPOIN^—FOR FOUNTAINS ABBEY.

UNICORN HOTEL.
(FAMILY AND MOTORISTS.)

Under Royal Patronage. (Established 400 years.)

Private Sitting Rooms.
Officially Appointed R.A.C., A. A., and M.U.

Garage Free.

Telegrams: "Unicorn," Ripon. Telephone: No. 4.

ROSSLiARE.
The beautiful Irish port on the shortest sea passage.

THE ROSSURE STRAND HOTEL
(The nearest Hotel to Rosslare Harbour).

On the picturesque Strand, four minutes' walk from Rosslare Strand Station,

is unrivalled for position, comfort, and moderate charges. Promenade root

with charming views. Hot and Cold Fresh and Sea Water Baths. Hotel

Telegraph and Postal Offices. Golf Links adjoining Hotel. Under the

personal supervision of Mr. W. J. KELLY, Provrietor.

ROSTREVOR, Co.^OWN.
THE GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL.

{Oivned by the Great Northern Railway Co.^ Ireland.)

Beautifully situated on Carliugford Lough. Luxuriously fitted and
furnished, and lighted by Electricity throughout. Sea and Fresh Water
Baths. Motor Accommodation. Motor Tours daily round the Mourne
Mountains.

For terms, apply to the Manager at the Hotel.

1914 Telegraphic Address— ** Northern Rostrevor."
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ST. FILLANS, LOCH EARN—PERTHSHIRE.

DRUMMOND ARMS HOTEL
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY AND TOURIST HOTEL.

SPIiENDIDIiY SITUATED AT THE FOOT OF LOCH EARN.
GOLF. FISHING. BOATING. POSTING. GARAGE.

TERMS MODERATE.
TELEGRAMS—Hotel, St. Fillans. R. A. CAMPBELL, PropHetor.

In connection with Station Hotel, Oban.

ST. IVES (CORNWALL).TREVESSA
PRIVATE AND RESIDENTIAL HOTEL.

MODERATE TERMS EN PENSION.
Unrivalled Position overlooking the Bay.
Three Minutes from Station and Beach. Near Golf Links.

SPECIAL WINTER TERMS.
ALSO FURNISHED HOUSE.

Telephone 43- Miss V. NEWTON,

SCOURIE, SUTHERLANDSHIRE.
FISHING- FISHING.

SCOURIE HOTEIi.
"OEAUTIFULLY situated on West Coast and close to tlie famous Island of Handa^ with its myriads of birds and )iiagniticent cliff scenery. Good brown trout fishing

on about 100 lochs, several of which have been stocked and are fished this season for

the first or second time, also good sea-trout and sea fishing ; 20 boats kept.

Sea bathing, boating, motoring and horse-hiring.
ROUTE.—Rail to Lairg, thence per daily motor service or special motor, or per

MacBrayne's weekly steamer, Glasgow to Badcall.
jyy^ g^ RosS Proprietor.

SEATON, DEVON.

ROYAL CLARENCE HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS Family Hotel. Most centrally situated. Overlooking

Sea. Perfect Sanitation. Good Cricket. Golf. Tennis, etc. Axe
Yale Harriers hunt the District.

Good Sea and River Fishing.

Garage with Inspection Pit. Repairs executed. Terms strictly Moderate.

Telephone—1^0. 15. A. F. GODDARD, Proprietor.
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SHETLAND—DUNROSSNESS.
Trout Fishing and Seal and other Shooting.

SPIGGIE HOTEL, DUNROSSNESS, SHETLAND.
LOCH Spiggie, the largest Loch in Shetland, and famed for its Trout Fishing, within

two minutes' walk of the house. Six boats on Loch. Loch Brow and other Lochs
and Burns in the vicinity. Sea-Trout fishing in the Bay. Sea Bathing on beautiful sandy
beach quite near the house. Seal Shooting near Fitful and Sumburgh Heads. Very
s uitable ground for Golf Course or Cricket. Good Roads for Cycling. Charges moderate.

Route per Mail Steamer to Lerwick, thence driving to Dunrossness ; or by Mail
Steamer direct to Spiggie from Leith and Aberdeen fortnightly during Summer and
Autumn. Golf Course marked ofl", and Croquet set provided, and extensive additional
accommodation prepared this season. Address—R. & T. Henderson, Proprietors,

ISLE OF SKYE.
Tourists wishing a quiet and pleasant holiday should come to SKYB

and stay at THE SLIGACHAN HOTEL, under new management.
Enlarged and Refurnished throughout.

Excursions arranged for Loch Coruisk, CuchuUiti Hills, Curang,
etc. The centre from which to do all Skye.

Carriages, Motors, Etc.

Illustrated booklet on application, JOHN CAMPBELL.

SLIGO.
VICTORIA HOTEL

Patronized by His Excelleocy The Lord-Lieutenant (Earl Dudley),
the Nobility, and Gentry.

Tourists, Anglers, and Families will find every convenience, combined with
cleanliness and moderate charges.

PRIVATE ROOMS, LADIES' SITTING-ROOMS. BATHS (HOT, COLD,
AND SHOIYER). BILLIARDS AND GOLF.

Gentlemen staying at this Hotel have the privilege of Free Fishing for Salmon
and Trout on Loch Gill. Boats for hire. Posting in all its branches. Omnibus
attends all trains. Garage. Headquarters R.A.C., A. A., and I.A.C.

Cook's Coupons accepted.] J. A. HALL, Proprietor.

SOUTHAMPTON, NEW FOREST, AND SOUTH HANTS.

WALLER & KING, F.A.I.
AUCTIONEERS, VALUERS, HOUSE, LAND, AND

ESTATE AGENTS.
THE AUCTION MART, 17 ABOVE BAR, SOUTHAMPTON.

(Business Established 1819.)

P,0. Telephone No. 230. Telegrams: ** Auctioneers, Southampton.**

Recognised as the LEADING AGENTS in the above Important Area.
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SOUTHPORT—BIRKDALE PARK.

SMEDLEY HYDROPATHIC.
Electric Lift. Attractive Lounge. Blectric Light.

Nevr Ball Room recently opened.
WELL adapted for Summer or Winter residence, for either Invalids or Visitors.

Terms from 7s. 6d. per day. (Summer terms from June 1 to Sept. 30.) Turkish,
Russian, Plunge, and other Baths. Electric Cars run from the Hydro to Southport
every 15 minutes.

Hydropathy fully treated, under own Physidanj J. G. G. CorkhUl, M.D.

N£SAR GOLF LINKS. LAlflTN TBNHIS, BILLIARDS, ETC.
For Prospectus, apply Manageress.

STIRLING.

WAYERLEY HOTEL,
MURRAY PLACE.

(HIGH-CLASS TEMPERANCE.) Established over Half-a-Century.

REMODELLED AND REDECORATED.
FOR FAMILIES, TOURISTS, AND BUSINESS GENTLEMEN.

FIRST-CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION.
COOK'S COUPONS ACCEPTED. CHARGES MODERATE.

Telephone 287. Motor Garage, Officially Appointed by Scottish Aatomobile Club.

Electric Light throughout. P. M^ALiPINE, P'ropriator.

STRATHPEPFER.

SPA HOTEL.
Patronised by Royalty.

THE OLDEST-ESTABLISHED AND LEADING HOTEL.
Highest and Finest Situation. Salmon and Trout fishing on Blackwater and Conon,

and Lochs Garve and Luichart. Cricket. Tennis. Croquet. Close to fine 18-hole Golf
Course. Contains Spacious Public Rooms, Private Apartments en suite. Recreation
and Ball Rooms, Conservatories, and is secluded enough to ensure to visitors the
Privacy and Quiet of an ordinary Country Residence. Electric light throughout.
Perfect Cuisine or Medical Dietary. Reduced terms for Spring and Autumn months.

Oarages. Motor Cars on Hire, and Petrol, etc., supplied.
Telegrams—" Wallace, Strathpeffer."

STRATHPEPFER SPA, ROSS-SHIRE. '^J— 'Z"XXh.
THE PRINCIPAL HOTEL:

THE BEN WYVIS.
J Finest situation in extensive Pleasure Grounds. In lull view of grand Highland Scenery.

EVERY HOME COMFORT. Electric Light. Lift to all Floors.

PUBLIC & PRIVATE APARTMENTS EN SUITE.
Piivate path to the Wells & Baths Headquarters of the R. and S.A. Clubs.
and to the Si)a Gardens, in which
a splendid Oicliesiia plays daily. Spacious Garage. Salmon & Trout Fishing

Near Superior Gtolf Course (18 holes). | Telegrams—" Bfn Wyvis."
Ni.TE.— lUustiiited Tarift Booklet free on Application.



56 TEIGNMOUTH TENBY TORQUAY.

TEIGNMOUTH.

"MARINA" "^f,'?!^?.'*''

FINEST Position. Sea Front. Uninterrupted Views. Close to

Pier. Easily accessible for Excursions over Dartmoor. ' Boating.

Fishing. Appointed A.A. and M.U. Special Winter Terms.

Telephone 55. Illustrated Tariff from

Telegrams : Marina, Teignmouth. A. J. MARTIN, Proprietor.

TEIGNMOUTH.

ROBT. FROST 81 SON, F.S.I.
Huctioneei's S. Bstate Hoents.

Monthly Register of ALL Houses both Furnished and Unfurnished,
in Teignmouth and its immediate Neighbourhood, Post Free on Application.

TENBY.

THE COBOURG HOTEL.
FIRST-CLASS, with Modern Improvements. Delightfully situated, com-

manding picturesque views of the North Bay, with Private Lawn on Clifl.

Spacious Lounge. Noted for best English food and cooking. Private Garage

with Pit. On the official list of the R. A.C.

Also Royal Hotel, Bath.

Telephone: 9, Tenby. Mrs. J. B. HUGrHES, Proprietress,

TORQUAY.

ALLERDALE, Croft Road.
A Refined and Comfortable PRIVATE HOTEL, En Pension. Standing

in own Grounds. Facing South. Undoubtedly one of the finest

situations in Torquay. Magnificent Sea View. Sheltered. Sunny.

Select. Handsomely furnished and decorated. Heated throughout

and fitted with Electric Light. Garage, etc. 'Phone—667.

Illustrated Tariff from A. THOMSON, Proprietor.

A Guide to the places of Historic Interest, Natural Beauty, or Literary Association.

WHAT TO SEE IN ENGLAND. gokZVm.
New Edition, revised and rearranged, containing 155 Page Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth.l

Price 3/6 net. (By Post 3/10).
Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 Soho Square, London, W.

And obtainable through any Bookseller.



TORQUAY. 5 /

TORQUAY.

"ROSENAU."
One of Torquay's splendid mansions arranged on modern lines

as a high-class Private Hotel. Standing in its own Grounds of

li acres. Beautifully situated on Sea Front, facing due South,

and commanding an uninterrupted View of the whole Bay.

Private Walk direct to Tor Abbey Sands. Central for every-

thing. Within easy distance of two Golf Courses.

Tennis, Croquet, etc.

Excellent Motor Garag:e and Stabling.

For terms apply Piioprietors.

TORQUAY."MARISTOW"
PRIVATE HOTEL (UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.)

Charmingly situated, facing 8outli, in one of the best situations in Torquay.

MAGNIFICENT SEA AND LANDSCAPE VIEWS.
Only a few minutes' walk from Torbay Sands, Princess Gardens, New Pavilion.

Bowling Green, Pier, and Railway Station.

EXCELLENT CUISINE. SEPARATE TABLES. SMOKING ROOM.
SPECIAL TERMS FOR VISITORS MAKING EXTENDED STAY.

Mrs. F. PAYTON, Proprietress.

TORQUAY.

liORNA DOONE,
TORWOOD GARDENS.

FIRST-CLASS BOARDING ESTABLISHMENT.
Ideal Summer and Winter Residenc<'. Detaclied. Charmin^dy situated in o\vn

Grounds. Two minutes from Sea, Pavilion, and luincipal shops. Near Golf Links.
Every Comfort. Excellent Cuisine. Elnctric Light. Through winter months every
room is heated by a special system of radiators.

Private Rooms if desired. Tariff on application.

Proprietora—^iw. and Mrs. T. C. JONES.
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'^M-

TORQUAY. TORQUAYJ

HOUSE AGENTS,
AUCTIONEERS, VALUERS, ETC. ^

G. R. SMITH & SON, A.A.C
9 STRAND, TORQUAY. Established 1867.

Illustrated Begister of all available Houses post free.
Also Special Lists of Apartments. Telephone i4.

TORQUAY.
HOUSE 81 ESTATE AGENTS,

AUCTIONEERS, SURVEYORS, VALUERS, ETC.

COX 81 SON, J
8 STRAND. ^

Established 1805. Illustrated Property List on application.

Telegrama : " Oox & Son, Torquay." Nat. Tel. No. 8.

TROSSACHS.
STRONACHLACHAR HOTEL,

HEAD OF LOCH KATRINE.
DONALD FERGUSON, Proprietor.

npHIS Hotel, the only one on the shores of Loch Katrine, is most
-*- beautifully situated in the heart of ROB ROY^S Country

;

GLENGYLE and the romantic GRAVEYARD of CLAN
GREGOR, both described at page 77 of "Perthshire Guide,"

being in close proximity ; and as a fishing station it is unsurpassed.

Excellent boats and experienced boatmen are kept for parties staying

at the Hotel

The Hotel is replete with every comfort, and is reached either by way of

Callander and Trossachs and the Loch Katrine Steamer, or by the Loch
Lomond Steamer and Coach from Inversnaid, there being a full service of

Coaches and Steamers by both these routes during the season.

Post and Telegraph Office in Hotel.

BOARD BY WEEK OR MONTH.
Carriages and other Conveyances kept for Hire.

Address : STRONACHLACHAR, by Inversnaid.
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TRURO.

RED lilON HOTEL.
Established 1671.

Birthplace of Foote the Tragedian. Centre of City. Close to Cathedral.

Table d'Hdte Dinner 7.30.

Afo^or Omrage. Telephone No. 99.

Manageress—Ws^^ CARLYON.

TUNBRIDGE2 WELLS.

THE SPA HOTEL.
HOTEL-DE-LUXE. PATRONIZED BY ROYALTY.

Te

MGH-

lephone, 56. Telegrams: *'SPA.»'

sf^^i^^^,^ Orchestra.

GLASS ^g^^^m TURKISH,
CUISINE. ^^^^^^^M RADIANT,

3XCELLENT ' jB-^^Lg^^^^^MWjl HEAT, and
SERVICE.

%^ ^E^^^MB ^^^^^"^^
;0 ACRES ^1

PARK. 9Bw .^^SK^Ml^^MBtm 4s ^^^^ ^^^

lOLF. HiHK : mWH^H^^B^^^WBH^^g Telegraph

fENNIS. BP^^^^^^BBO^KSS^kKBb^^B^^B ^^

JROQUET. mJSHwMbhMBI^^^^^BBS p^o^is^s.

3LEVAT0R. ttHjIWBIPiSSW^BBB^^ GARAGE.
Jnequalled. |^|^^^MBMBBBSfe^^^^a STABLING.

FACING SOUTH. HEALTH RESORT.

For Brochure, apply MANAGER.

THE FAVOURITE HOTEL OF WORDSWORTH.

PATTERDALE HOTEL,
ULLSWATER, PENRITH.

BEAUTIFULLY situated in own grounds near the head of Ullswater, an excellent
centre for many charming walks and climbs ; Helvellyn, Aira Force, and Kirk-

stone Pass are within easy distance. The Hotel adjoins Post and Telegraph Office,
and is near the Church.

POST HORSES AND COMFORTABLE CARRIAGES.
GARAGE. M188ES HUDSON, Froj^rietresses.



60 VALENCIA WALLINGFORD-ON-THAMES WARRENPOINT.

VISIT THE KERRY HIGHLAKDS,
\

VALENCIA, CO. KERRY.
40 miles by rail west of Killarney and 16^ hours from London by the G. W. Railway,

Fishguard and Rosslare Route.—Over the most magnificent scenery in the British

Isles—Situate on the Grand Atlantic Route—Railway Station, Valencia Harbour. -

ROYAL HOTEL, YALENCIA. j

''PHIS Hotel has been patronised by Their Most Gracious Majesties The King
-L and Queen and T.R.H.s the Duke and Duchess of Connaught.

This Hotel is now considered one of the most comfortable and modern in the
Country—Hot and Cold Sea-Water Baths pumped daily from the Atlantic—Bathing,
Boating, and first-class Sea Fishing in front of the Hotel—The Atlantic Cables
connecting the Old and New Worlds can be seen in full operation.

The scenery on Valencia is considered some of the finest in Ireland—Lord John
Manners, in his interesting Notes, says, "No words can describe the fascination

of the scene from the cliffs at Valencia "
; and Lord Tennyson, on the occasion of his

last visit to Valencia, wrote that "He found there the highest waves that Ireland

knows. Cliffs that at one spot rise to a height of 800 feet. Tamarisks and fuchsias,

that no sea winds can intimidate.

"

j

There is a very pretty 9-hole Golf Course near the Hotel. Terms very moderate,]
Posting attached. Comfortable boats and steady boatmen.

WALLINGFORD-ON-THAMES^

TI-I P' T A lUI R f'AMILY AND COMMERCIALnELf JLfJt\ jy\D HOTEL AND POSTSNC HOUSE.

Old Established, near Station and River. Every facility for Boating Parties.
Billiards. Motor Car Accommodation. Appointed by A. A., M.U.

,

Luncheons irreimred daily for Salter Bros.' Oxford & Kiiigston Launches.

Nat. Tel. : 39. Mrs. LAWRENCE, Proprietress.

A Beautiful SouYenir of London's River.

THE THAMES. By T. H. Manners Howe.
-^ I M Black's "Beautiklj. Britain" series. Containing 12 full-page Illustrations in Colour. Larg€

Square Demy 8vo, Cloth, with Picture in Colour on the Cover. Price Is. 6d. net (by post Is. lOd.)

Obtainable through any Bookseller.

Published by ADAM & CHARLE8 BLACK, 4 Soho Square, London, W.

WARRENPOINT, Co. DOWN.
THE QREAT NORTHERN HOTEL.
Owned by the Great Northern Railway Company (Ireland).

Fine Position at the head of Carlingford Lough. Sea and Fresh

Water Baths (hot or cold). Electric Light.

MOTOR ACCOMMODATION.
MOTOR TOURS DAILY ROUND THB MOURNB MOUNTAINS.

For terms, apply to the Manager at the HoteL

1914 Telegraphic Address—•'Northern Warrenpoint. "
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WESTWARD HO!

Golden Bay Hotel.
'yms newly equipped, hig:h=class, modern hotel—formerly the "Royal

Hotel"—affords most comfortable accommodation at moderate terms.

Excellent cooking and fine wines. Magnificent views. Splendid bathing

on one of the finest stretches of firm sand in the country. Electric light

and every modern improvement.
Apply MANAGERESS.

WORKINGTON.

CENTRAL HOTEL
(Adjoining Central Railway Station.)

EXTENSIVE ALTERATIONS COMPLETED. ONE OF THE FINEST AND
MOST LUXURIOUS DINING-HALLS IN THE NORTH.

Hotel appointed by the Automobile Association and Motor Union.

Good Stock Rooms.
Posting in all its Branches. 'Bus meets all Trains.

Telephone 250. J. KERLY, Proprietor.

WORTHING.

IfiTARNE'S HOTEL,
FOR LUXURY AND COMFORT. 150 ROOMS.

30 FACING SEA. FROM 12s. A DAY INCLUSIVE.

Telephone in every Room. Billiard Room free to Guests. Large Recreation Room.
Parage to hold 100 Cars. Unequalled in Situation. Great Variety of excellent Wines.
3est Cuisine. Golf Course. Pier. Coursing. Hunting.

Tel. No. : 365 Worthing. Telegrams :
" WARNE, WORTHING."

lYYE YAIiLEY and FOREST OF DEAN.
SYMONDS' YAT (Near Ross-on-W^ye).

ROYAL HOTEL.
FAMILY AND TOURIST.

TiHIS HOTEL is delightfully situated close to Station and the Wye, be-

-L tween Ross and Monmouth, in the midst of the most beautiful scenery.

Electric Light. New Lounge. Billiards. Tennis. Salmon and
Trout Fishing. Boating. Stalactite Caves.

'eiegraiTis: Royal Syinonds. Lessee vndcr the Cvoim, A. PITCHFORD.



62 YARMOUTH.

GREAT YARMOUTH.
The Leading Family Hotels

THE QUEEN'S, Tel. No. 28,

Fine New Lounge. 125 Rooms. Electric Light.
New Motor Oarage. R.A.C. & A.A. HoteL

TeL No. 26.THE ROYAL,
Select Position. Winter Gardens and Lounge.

R.A.C. & A.A. HoteL 100 Rooms. Electric Light.

nnHESE two first-class Family Hotels each occupy a commanding
position on the Marine Parade, with magnificent Sea Views, and

opposite the Beach Gardens.

ILLUSTRATED TARIFFS POST FREE.
W. NIGHTINGALE, Proprietor.

All Tourists in and
Visitors to England
should possess a copy

of

WHAT TO
SEE IN

ENGLAND
A Guide to the

Places of Historic

Interest, Natural
Beauty, or Literary

Association.

By GORDON HOME.
New Edition, thoroughly
revised and rearranged.

Containing 155 page Illus-

trations from drawings
and Photographs, also a
Map. Crown 8vo, cloth.

Price 3s. 6d. net.

{By Post ?,s. lOrZ.)

BOOKS AS HOLIDAY SOUVENIRS.

" BEAUTIFUL BRITAIN " SERIES.
Each containing 12 full-page Illustrations in colour.

Large Square Demy 8vo, Cloth, with Picture on the cover.

Price Is. 6d. net each {By Post Is. lOd)

Volumes already Published—
Abbotsford, Cambridge, Canterbury, Channel Islands,

Cotswolds, English Lakes, Firth of Clyde, Girton College,
Isle of Arran, Isle of Man, Isle of Wight, Killarney,
London, Oxford, Peak Country, Stratford-on-Avon,
Leamington and Warwick, Thames, Trossachs, North
Wales, Westminster Abbey, Wessex, Winchester, Windsor
and Eton, also Norwegian Fjords.

ARTIST'S SKETCH-BOOK SERIES.
Large Square Demy 8vo, with artistic covers and

wrappers, each containing 24 rt-productions in facsimile

from i)encil drawings.

Price Is. net. (By Post Is. Sd.)

Votumes already Published-—
Cambridge, Edinburgh, Florence, Glasgow, London,

Oxford, Paris, Rochester, Rome, Stratford-on-Avon,
Venice, Winchester.

Published by ADAM & CHARLES BLACK, 4, 5 & 6 Soho Square, London, W.
And obtainoMe from all Bookselhrs.
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FURNESS RAILWAY.

(CONISTON FROM BEACON CRAGS.)

20 Rail| Coach, and Steam Yacht

rrOURS THROUGH LAKELAND
EVERY WEEK-DAY

From Whitsuntide to September 30th.

The following Tours embrace the chief places of interest in the
Lake District.

No. I.—Outer Circular Tour, embracing Windermere Lake, Furness Abbey, and
Coniston.

No. 2.—Inner Circular Tour, embracing Furness Abbey, Coniston Lake,
and Crake Valley.

No. 4.—Middle Circular Tour, embracing Windermere Lake, the Crake Valley,
and Coniston Lake.

No. 5.—Red Bank and Qrasmere Tour, via Ambleside and Skelwith Force.

No. 10.—Round the Langdales and Dung^eon Qhyll Tour, in,a Ambleside,
Colwith Force, Grasmere, and Rydal.

No. 13.—Five Lakes Circular Tour, viz.—Windermere, Rydal, Grasmere,
Thirlmere, and Derwentwater.

No. 14.—Wastwater Tour, via Seascale, and Gosforth. Churchyard Cross, a.d. 680.

No. 15.—Six Lakes Circular Tour, viz.—Windermere, Rydal, Qrasmere,
Thirlmere, Derwentwater, and Ullswater.

No. 16.—Duddon Valley Tour, wa iiroughton-in-Furness, Ulpha, and Seathwaite.
No. 20.—George Romney's Home (1742 to i755)» Walney Bridj^e and

island, and Furness Abbey Tour, via Sowerby Wood.
For further particulars see the Company's Illustrated Tours Programme, to be had

gratis at all F'urness Railway Stations ; from Mr. A. A. Haynes, Superintendent of

he Line, Barrow-in-Furness ; and at the OfRces of Messrs. thos. Cook & Son ; also

it the principal Bookstalls,

II A O Ifonn I AND I A IfCO ^" connection with the Company's Paddle
iLHUIVr UUL THE LHIVIIO steamers 'Lady Evklyn' & 'Lady Movra."

Bvery Week-dmy from Whitsuntide to September 30th.
THE OUTER CIRCULAR TOUR

This Combination provides an ideal Day's I'ic-nic Tour), by S'm, Rail, Lakf, nnd Coach,
embracing Furness Abbey, Windermere Lake and Coniston.

ALFRED ASLETT,
Barrow-in-Furnk88, April 1914. Secretary and General Manager.
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RAILWAY TRAVELLERS
And others solicitous for the welfare of the widows

and fatherless are earnestly invited to assist the

philanthropic work of the

LONDON AND SOUTH WESTERN

RAILWAY SERVANTS'

ORPHANAGE

By contributing a coin to "LONDON JACK'S' case at Waterloo Station, or

to the box carried by "LONDON JACK," who is "on duty" at Waterloo in

charge of his mistress, Mrs. Wickens, every week-end.

The Institution now maintains 135 orphans, and funds are urgently needed
to provide for their efficient maintenance, and for the up-keep of the Nev/
Orphanage at Woking, opened by H.R.H. the Duchess of Albany in 1909 ; also

contributions and legacies to the Endowment Fund kindly initiated by the
Right Hon. Viscount Midleton and other gentlemen, in recognition of the
loyalty and devotion to duty of South-Western men during the Railway Strike,

August 1911.

Subscriptions or Donations towards the maintenance expenses will also be
gladly received by the Stationmaster at any L. & S. W. Ry. Station, by the
District Secretaries at Basingstoke, Bournemouth, Eastleigh, Exeter, Ports-
mouth, Salisbury, Southampton, Strawberry Hill, and Woking ; or by

The General Secretary, Mr. H. G. WARNE,
at the Orphanage, Woking, Surrey.
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GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY.
BEST ROUTE TO

Bath, Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, North and South Devon, Cornwall, Birmingham,
Midland Counties, North and South Wales, Ireland, etc.

j EXPRESS TRAINS between LONDON (Paddington Station)

AND

ristol . . in
'eymouth ,,

xeter . . .,

orquay . „

HOURS. AND HOURS. AND HOl'RS. AND HOURS.

2

3

31

Plymouth . in
Penzance . ,.

Oxford . . „
Worcester. ,,

4h.s.7ms.

±
Learn'gt'n Spa in
Birmingham . „
Wolv'hampt'n „
Shrewsbury . ,,

14
2

f

Chester . In 4^

Birkenhead, .. 4^

Cardiff. ... '2}

Swansea . „ .

4

Corridor Carriages with reserved Compartments for Ladies. Smoking Saloons and Lavatory Compart-
ents «if each class, are run on the Express Trains.

ROAD and RAIL MOTOR CAR SERVICES
in many parts of the country.

DIRECT ROUTE to DOVER and the CONTINENT via READING.
Express Services between Liverpool, Birkenhead, Chester, Birmingham, Leamington Spa., Malvern
orcester, Oxford, Plymouth, Exeter, Bristol, Cardiff, Hereford, Cheltenham, Gloucester, etc., and Dover
astinga, Canterbury, Ramsgate, Margate, Folkestone, Paris, Brussels, Cologne, Bale, etc.

Through Carriages betw een Birkenhead and Dover, avoiding London.

CHANNEL ISLANDS, VIA WEYMOUTH OR SOUTHAMPTON.
The Steamboat Service between Weymouth and the Channel Islands and Southampton and the Channe
lands is carried on jointly by the Great Western and London and South-Westem Railway Companies
ir full particulars see Time-book.

IRELAND, via FISHGUARD.
Day and Night Services by shortest Sea Passage (2| hours). Turbine Steamers.

Lpress services in connection to and from Waterford, Cork, Killarney, and the principal places in the
nth and west of Ireland.

[through Express Service between the West of England, Bristol, and Birmingham, Wolverhampton,
Shrewsbury, Chester, and Birkenhead, via Cheltenham and Stratford-on-Avon.

Through Express Trains by the Shortest and Best Route between WEST OF ENGLAND
(via Severn Tunnel), Swansea, Cardiff, Newport, and other Stations in South

Wales, and Liverpool, Manchester, Lancashire and Yorkshire Districts.

And all the Principal Towns in the North of England and Scotland.

EXCURSION, TOURIST AND OTHER PLEASURE TRAFFIC.
During the Season the Great Western Company supply gratuitously programmes of Tourist arrangements,
d Passengers are thereby enabled to secure valuable and reliable information as to Fares, Routes, Convey-
cca, etc. Winter Tourist Tickets are i.s»ued to Bath, Torquay, Paignton, Fowey, Newquay, Truro,
Imouth, Helstou, St. Ives, Penzance, Tenby and certain other Health Resort-s. Pleasure Party Tickets at
duced itates are issued during the Summer months, and ."special arrangements made for the conveyance of

otball Parties, Cricketers, etc. Excursion Trains are run during the Season between the Principal
tions on Great Western Railway. ^_^

Passengers' Luggage Collected and Delivered In Advance at Is. 3d. per Package.

BREAKFAST, LUNCHEON. TEA. AND DINING CARS for Ist and 3rd Class Passenger*.

LUNCHEON BASKETS can be obtained at the Principal Stations. Hot or Cold Luncheon 28. 6d.

Inaivp of Wines, Bpirita, Ale. or Mineral Waters.

TEA BASKETS, containing Pot of Tea or Coffee, Bread and Butter, and Cake or B^n, for onf
son. Is. ; for two perious, 1«. 6d.

Hotels under the Management of the Great Western Railway Company.
nJreat Western Royal Hotel, Paddington Statiok ; Tregenna Castle Jlotel, Sj. Ivf», Corn>vah,
hguard Bay Hotel, Goodwick, Pkmbrokkshire,

5
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IDEAL

HOLIDAY
RESORTS.
(SEASIDE &

INLAND.)

BOURNEMOUTH.
Southampton.
N«w ForeBt.
Bwanago.
Lym6 Regis.
V/EYMOUTH.
Eeaton.
Bidmoutb.
Le6-on-the-Solent.
8outlis«a.
ISLE OF WIGHT.

DEVON, CORNWALL,
ETC.

ILFRACOMBE.
Lynton. Bud*.
Bideford.
Wadebridge.
Padstow.
EXETER.
Exmouth.
Bndleigh-

Salterton.
Tavistock.
PLYMOUTH.

Cheap Tickets from WATERLOO (LONDON). See Programmes.

EXPRESS CORRIDOR RESTAURANT-CAR TRAINS.

Popular Tourist Route—"Via Southampton"
For PARIS & THE CONTINENT

GEARED TURBINE STEAMERS.

Tiie Best Route—
via ST. MALO for

BRITTANY.
Full particulars upon application to Mr. Hemy Holmes, Superintendent of the Line,

Waterloo Station, S.E. H. A. WALKER. General Manager.

DEVONSHIRE.

Lynton & Barnstaple Railway

This Narrow-gauge Picturesque Line

affords connection at BARNSTAPLE
(Town Station) with the Main Line

Trains of the London and South-

western Railway Company, and gives

THE BEST AND QUICKEST
ROUTE TO LYNTON AND
LYNMOUTH FROM ALL PARTS

For Time Tables, etc., apply

—

"GENERAL MANAGER," L. & B. RAILWAY, BARNSTAPLE.
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SCOTLAND
For matchless scenery and

Historic Associations

REACHED BY

EAST COAST ROUTE from LONDON (King's Cross), or

MIDLAND AND WAVERLEY ROUTE from LONDON
(St. Pancras), and

North British Railway
Direct and most Comfortable Route

TO
GULLANE and NORTH
BERWICK, the Greatest

Golf Centre in the World
;

EDINBURGH, MELROSE
and DRYBURGH ABBEYS,

ABBOTSFORD, ETC.,

THE LAND OF SCOTT.

Tourist

Week-End

and

Excursion

Boolcings.

"Waverley"

only Direct

Route to

Scott's

Country.

The charming Firth of Clyde Watering' Places: Helensburgh,
Dunoon, Rothesay, Kyles of Bute, etc.

WESTERN HIGHLANDS and ISLANDS.
Fort Augustus, Fort William (for Ben Nevis, Britain's Monarch
Mountain), Loch Shiel, Arisaig, Morar, Mallaig (for isles of Skye,

Lewis, etc.). PRINCE CHARLIE'S COUNTRY,

The Land of Wallace and Bruce — Stirling Castle, Dunfermline
Abbey, etc. Aberfoyle, Trossachs, Loch Katrine, Loch Lomond,

etc. ROB ROY'S COUNTRY.

Elie, Crail, St. Andrews, Montrose, Aberdeen, Inverness, etc.,

via Forth Bridge.

N.B.R.

Hotel adjoins

Waverley Stn.,

Edinburgh.

EDINBURGH

For Tourist Programme and
descriptive Guide, apply to Mr.
J. BLACK, Superintendent of

Line (AC Dept. 6) N.B.R.,

Edinburgh.

:: W. F. JACKSON, Esq., General Manager.
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THE BEST Vn^AY TO THE THEATRES
TO CAMDEN TOWN
HICMG ATE.
HAMPSTEAD.
COLDER5 GREEN.

TO KINGS CROS
HOLLOWAY ROAD £.-

FINSBURY PARK

TO VICTOR IA. EARLS COUPT.

PUTNEY, WIMBLEDON,
HAMMERSMITH.EALINa
RICHMOND.MOUNSLOW,
HAfWOW.fr UXBRIDGE

KEY TO THEATRE PLAN.
32 Adelphi
36 Aldwych
20 Alhanibra
8 Apollo

31 Coliseum
25 Comedy
Coronet (Nottino
HUlGate.) [S.W.)

Court (Sloane S'/.,

23 Covent Garden
18 Criterion
16 Daly's

27 Drury Lane 6 Middlesex Music Hall
26 Duke of York's 22 New
15 Empire 30 Garrick 5 New Royalty
37 Gaiety 9 Globe 2 Oxford Music Hall
29 Haymarket 11 Palace
17 Hippodrome 1 Palladium
28 His Majesty's 14 Pavilion
4 Holborn Empire 38 Playhouse

12 Kingsway 19 Prince of Wales
24 London Opera House 3 Princes
34 Lyceum 10 Queen's
7 Lyric 41 Savoy

* At present be ing rebuilt.

St, James's
(/lover St. and St.

James's Park Stn.)

Scala {Goodge St.,

S.W.)

13 Shaftesbury
35 Strand
39 The Little
40*Tivoli
33 Vaudeville
Victoria Palace

( Victoria).

21 Wyndham's
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liEITH AND LONDON.
THE LONDON & EDINBURGH

SHIPPING COMPANY'S First-Class

Steamers, ROYAL SCOT (S))
FIONA ffona), FINGAL O (aU lighted

by Electricity), leave VICTORIA WHARF, LEITH, every Wednesday,
Friday, and Saturday, and HERMITAGE STEAM WHARF,
WAPPING, E., every Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday.

Fares.—First Cabin, including Steward's Fee, 22s. ; Second Cabin, 16s. ; Deck
(Soldiers and Sailors only), 10s. Return Tickets, available for 6 months (including
Steward's Fee both ways)—First Cabin, 34s. ; Second Cabin, 24s. 6d.

Reduced Passenger Fares—October to May inclusive.

CHEAP CIRCITLAB TOURS round the Laud's End in connection with Clyde Shipping Company's
Steamers—Fare, First Cabin, 489. 6d. By Bristol Channel, in connection with Messrs. Sloan & Co.'s

Steamers—Fare, Ist Cabin, Sbs. (Railway Fares extra.) Bound the North of Scotland in connection
with Messrs. Langlands & Sons' Steamers to Liverpool—Fare, First Cabin, London to Liverpool, 60s. By
British and Irish Steam Packet Company's Steamer to Dublin, thence via Silloth to Edinburgh,
returning by this Company's Steamer to London—Fares for the Round, Saloon and First Class Rail,

528. ; Saloon and Third Class Rail, 47s, By North of Scotland Steamers to Orkney and Shetland-
Return Fares to Kirkwall and Stromness, First Class, 629. 6d. ; Second Class, 338. 9d. To Lerwick andScallo-
way. First Class, "ZOs. ; Second Class, 358. 9d. Round Britain by Clyde Shipping Company's Steamers,
London to Belfast, and Antrim Iron Company's Steamers, Belfast to Leith—Fare, First Cabin, TVs. 6d.

throughout.
Apply in London to London & Edinburgh Shipping Co., Ltd., Hermitage Steam Wharf, Wapping

;

M'DouoAii & BoNTHRON, Ltd. , 64 Mark Lane, E.C. Edinburgh—Cowan & Co., 15 Waterloo Place. Glasgow
— Cowan & Co., 25 St. Vincent Place. Greenock—D. Macdouoali. & Co., Ltd., 1 Cross Shore Street;
and to LONDON & EDINBURGH SHIPPING CO.. LTD.,

8 & 9 CouMKKCiAL Stkbbt. Lbith.

ABERDEEN AND ^LONDON.
THE ABERDEEN STEAM NAVIGATION CO.'S STEAMSHIPS

"ABERDONIAN," "HOGARTH" and "CITY OF LONDON"
will be despatched (weather, etc., permitting)

—

Prom ABERDEEN, 87 Waterloo Quay, every Wednesday and Saturday or Sunday.
Prom LONDON, Aberdeen Wharf, Limehouse, every Wednesday and Saturday.

The Steamers are fitted up in First-Class style—Ladies' Saloon, and Smoking Room
on Deck—Electric Light throughout—Time on Passage about 36 hours.

The Company's steam tender ' Ich Dikn ' attendfthe Steamers on their arrival In London
for the purpose of conveying Passengers to the Temple Pier, Thames Embankment

;

she also leaves that Pier with Passengers for the Steamers one hour before the adver-
tised time of sailing from Limehouse.

Fares—Private Cabins (subject to accommodation being available) for 3 passengers, £5
;

for 2 passengers, £4 ; for 1 pa.ssenger, £3.
Return Tickets for Private Cabins granted at fare and half.

Single Ticket—1st Cabin, 30s. ; 2nd Cabin, 15s. ; Children under 14 years, 15s. and lOs
Return Ticfcefs— available for six months—45?. and 25s. ; Children, 268. and 158.

A Stewardess carried in both First and Second Cabins.
Holiday Tours—London to Aberdeen and Deeside Highlands, including Ballater, Balmoral, and Brae-

mar. Return fares—Ist Class, £2: 198., 2nd Class, £1 : 148. To Aberde«n and Valleys of the Dee, Don.
and Spey—1st Class, £3 : 3h. ; 2nd Class. £1:17h. To Orkney and Shetland Islands. Return fares—
To Lerwick or Scalloway, lat Class, £3 : 10s. ; 2ud Class, 358. 9d. To Kirkwall or Stromness, Ist Class,
62s. 6d. ; 2nd Class, 338. 9d.

For berths and further information apply in London to Oborob MtrrcH, Agent, Aberdeen Steam
Navigation Co.'s Wharf.Limehouse, K.; Pitt & Scott. Ltd., 25Cannon Street, E.C. ; Gko. W. Whkatijcy
A Co., 194 Piccadilly. W. In Aberdeen to Ai.k.x. Mi krav, 41'2 Union Street; Mackay Bros. & Co.,
48 Union Street; and Edward J. Savauk, Manager, 87 Waterloo Quay.
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Summer Tours in Scotland.

THE ROYAIi ROUTE.

Pleasure
Sailings.

Weekly
Cruises.

Circular
Tours hy
Steamer,
Coacli,
and Rail.

Fleet of 35
Steamers,
including

' Columba,"
' lona,"
' Chieftain,"
' Claymore,"

Etc.

'THE WES7>,

Co/umba" inKv^^^

Hotel Coupons
at reasonable
rates issued at
the various

Offices of the
Company and
on board their

Steamers.

Tourist
Programme,
free by post.

Illustrated
Guide Book, 6d.

Cloth Gilt, Is.

from the
Owners,

Ltd.,DAYID MACBRAYNE,
119 Hope Street, Glasgow.

LANGLANDS' SUMMER CRUISES

10/12 DAY YACHTING CRUISES to West
Hig:hlands (No Carg^o)

10 DAY TOURS Round North of Scotland

12 DAY TOURS Round Great Britain
(ivithout chang^e of Steamer)

FARES (including meals) from £5:10s.

Also Regular Cargo Services Round Great Britain.

For Pamphlets giving full particulars apply to—
M. LANGLANDS & SONS, GLASGOW & LIVERPOOL.
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1

GLASGOW, BELFAST & BRISTOL CHANNEL
GLASGOW, GREENOCK, and BELFAST with BRISTOL,

CARDIFF, SWANSEA, and NEWPORT (Mon.).
SAILING FIYB TIMES WEEKLY EACH WAY.

CABIN FARES.
Between Glasgow and Greenock and Bristol, Cardiff, Swansea, and Newport—Single,

21s. ; Return, 31s. 6d. Special Summer Cabin Return, available for 14 days, 27s. 6d.
For the Round Trip (occupying about a week), including meals, 67s. 6d.

Between Belfast and Bristol, Cardiff, Swansea, and Newport—Single, 18s. 6d.

;

Return, 27s. 9d. Special Summer Return, available for one month, 22s. 6d. For
the Round Trip, including meals, 55s.

CIRCULAR TOURS TO NORTH OF IRELAND, WESTERN HIGHLANDS OF

SCOTLAND, LONDON, EDINBURGH, ISLE OF MAN, etc.

Full particulars in Time Table to be had from M. Whitwill & Son, Bristol ; M. Jones
& Bror., Swansea; Alex. Gregor, Cardiff; W. E. Williames & Co., Belfast; Alex.
Gregor, Newport (Mon.); D. MacDougall & Co., Greenock; or William Sloan & Co.,

Mercantile Chambers, 53 Bothwell Street, Glasgow.

DOUGLAS, I.O.M., and DUBLIN, with SCOTLAND and
NORTH of ENGLAND, via SILLOTH.

SAILINGS TVriGE IVEEKLY EACH ISTAY.

CIRCULAR TOURS TO LAKES OF KILLARNEY, CONNEMARA, GLENGARIFF,

CORK, LONDON, EDINBURGH, DUNDEE, GLASGOW, etc.

Full information on application to Agents:— D. S. Hosie, Rosebery Chambers,
Victoria Street, Douglas, I.O.M. ; Nicholl & Feary, North Wall, Dublin ; or William
Sloan & Co., Mercantile Chambers, 53 Bothwell Street, Glasgow.

COAST LINE.
LIVERPOOL TO LONDON

BY SEA, AND VICB VERSA,

CaUing at FALMOUTH, PLYMOUTH, and SOUTHAMPTON.

A REGULAR Service of First-Class Steamers every Wednesday and Saturday from
Liverpool, and from London every Thursday and Saturday. Special inclusive

Single and Return Fares. Terms on application. Average passage between Liverpool
and London, 3^ days. For particulars apply to

—

POWELIi, BACON & HOUGH LINES, LTD.
22 W^ater Street, Liverpool, & 22 Great Tower Street, London.

CLYDE SHlPPiNC COMPANY, LIIVIITED.

SPLENDID COASTING TOURS ROUND THE BRITISH COAST.

LONDON TO GLASGOW,
Greenock, Belfast, and Waterford, calling at Southampton

and Plymouth. For fall information apply—
CLYDE SHIPPING COMPANY, LIMITED, 138 Leaoenhall Street, London, E.G.

Telephone Nos.—4281 & 4282 Avenue. Telegraphie Address :
" CUMBSAE." London.



SCOTLAND AND IRELAND.
ROYAL MAIL LINE.

Quickest, Cheapest, and Best Route between all parts of Scotland and Ireland.

Mail Servr r twice every evening (Sundays excepted) to and from Belfast; via

Glasgow and Greenock, and via Ai'drossan.

EXPRESS DAYLIGHT SERVICE DURING SUMMER .SEASON.

Glasgow to Belfast and back same day, by the Swift and Luxurious Turbine R.M.S.

Viper " from Ardrossan. Passage 3| hours. Also Steamers between—
Glasgow and Dublin, four times weekly.

Glasgow and Londonderry (calling at Greenock). Twice weekly.

Glasgow and Manchester, three times weekly.

Glasgow and Liverpool (calling at Greenock). Three sailings weekly each way.

See Newspaper advertisements.

Full particulars obtained in current Time Tables.

G. & J. BURNS, Ltd.

Glasgow, Belfast, 'Derry, Dublin, Manchester, and Liverpool.

GLASGOW AND THE HIGHLANDS.
WEEKLY CIRCULAR TOUR.

THE Favourite Steamer DUNARA CASTLE sails from Glasgow every Thursday at 2

P.M., and from Greenock, West Quay, at 7 p.m., for COLONSAY, ZONA, BUNE8SAN,
TIREE, BARRA, UIST, SKYE, and HARRIS, returning to Glasgow on Wednesdays.
Affords to Tourists the opportunity of about a week's comfortable Sea Voyage, and
at the same time a Panoramic View of the magnificent scenery of the Western Isles.

CABIN PARE, 40s., INCLUDING MEALS, 7Us.

Extended Tours to the Island of St. Kilda on special dates in June,
July, and August. Return Cabin Fare, including Meals, £4 : 4s.

Berths may be booked at the London Offices of the Carron Company, 87 Lower
East Smithfield, E.C., and 21 Great Tower Street, E.C.

Time Bills (with Maps) and Berths secured on application to
MARTIN ORME & CO., 20 Robertson Street, Glasgow.

1&LASG0W & THE WEST HIGHLANDS7
WEEKLY CIRCUL.AR TOURS BY THE

Splendidly fitted Steamer, H XJ "C T> "D TTM^ Ct ^* Superior Accommodation.
Lighted by Electricity. ni2,l3IS.liJjdO Bathroom, etc.

From GLASGOW at 2p.m. TrVT?PV MnXTT^AV I'ro"^ GREENOCK at 6. 15 p.m.
Berth 44. North Side. ^ * ^^ ^ iviwi> UJ^. 1 Customhouse Quay.

For ISLAY, COLONSAY, OBAN, MULL, COLL, TIREE, WEST OF SKYE,
BENBECULA, NORTH AND SOUTH UIST, BARRA, etc., affords the Tourist a
splendid opportunity of viewing the magnificent scenery of the WEST OF SKYE
and the OUTER ISLANDS.

Cabin for the Round, from 40s. ; Board included, from 70s.

ISLAND OF ST. KILDA.—During the Season extended trips are made to this most
interesting and romantic Island, when passengers are given facilities (W.P.) for landing.
Cabin on St. Kilda and Loch Roag Trips, from 50s. ; Board included, from 84s.
Telegraph Address : Time Bills, Maps of Route, Cahin Plans, and Berths secured at

^^McCallum—Glasgow." JOHN M'CALLUM & CO., 87 Union Street, Glasgow.
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GENERAL STEAM NAVIGATION Co., Ltd., TOURS
With Best Hotels, Full Board, and First-Class Steamer and Rail.

^BORDEAUX, 11-12 days' Tour, £8:12:0 . . LOURDES (2nd rail) £9 15 3

*„ SAN SEBASTIAN, Biarritz, Fontarrabia (2nd rail) . . 11-12 days 10 6
* „ AROACHON . 12 days' Tour, £8:15:6; 19days, £11:11:6; 26 days 14 7 6
* „ BIARRITZ, 1 1-12 days, £9:17:0 ; PAU 11-12 days'Tour, £10:0:6: 18-19 days 12 16 6
*

,, PYRENEES GRAND CIRCULAR 19 DAYS' TOUR (2nd rail) . . 15 12 9
'^

,, VERNET (Pyrenees Orientales) and Algerian 33 days' Tour (2nd rail) . 26 5
* „ ALGIERS, 19 days' Tour, £22 :6s. ALGIERS-PYRENEES, 26 days 26 13 6

"^TUNIS-TRIPOLI, 26-day Tour-cruises via Bordeaux and Marseilles . . 24 10
* During July, August, and September, 10s. extra.

OSTEND . 2 days' Tour, £1:4:6; 3 days, £1:12:6: 10 days' Tour-s6jour 3186
„ BRUGES, BRUSSELS, ARDENNES, CAVERNS OP HAN (2nd rail) 9 days 5 9 5

,, RHINE. . 1st Class Steamers and 2nd Rail . . . 9 days 6 7 2

„ RHINE, MEUSE, MOSELLE, ARDENNES .... 6 days 11 6

EDINBURGH . 5 days' Tour, £3 : 6s. ; 6 days' Tour, £3:16:6; 9 days 580
„ STRATHARDLE,KILLIECRANKIE,DUNKELD, 16 davs' Tour (3rd rail) 9 9

„ KYLES of BUTE. ARDRISHAIG 6 days' Tour 4 15

,, STAFFA and lONA (including boats and guides) . 9 days' Tour 8 16

„ CALEDONIAN CANAL and WESTERN ISLANDS . 13 days 13 13

HAMBURG, 5 days' Tour, £5 :58.; 6 days, £5 : 18s.
|
BERLIN (2nd rail), 6 days 6 114

,, BERLIN, POTSDAM, conducted Coaching etc. Tour (2nd rail) 9 days 8 16

,, KIEL, KORSOR, COPENHAGEN (2nd rail) . . . 9 days' Tour 7 15 2

„ SCANDINAVIAN GOTHA CANAL . . Grand 16 days' Tour 14 7 6

ROUND BRITAIN—9-DAY CRUISE—£7 : 17 : 6 ; II DAYS-£8 : 12 :6; 14 DAYS—£10. ^ ^EAST AND WEST COAST TOUR -CRUISE .... 7 days 550
ORKNEY AND SHETLAND ISLANDS, 13 days, £8 : 15s. ; . . 14 days 9 14

ZUIDER ZEE CRUISE 4-5 days 3

Illustrated Guide, with splendid Road, Rail, and Route Maps, by T>ost 2^d.

g S- N. C-, Ld., 15 TRINITY SQUARE, E.G.

BIBBY LINE OF TWIN-SCREW MAIL STEAMERS
TO EGYPT, CEYLON, BURMAH, AND SOUTHERN INDIA

(Sailings Fortnightly, Via Marseilles)

Offers special facilities for passengers to and from

SOUTH of FRANCE, the RIVIERA, ITALIAN LAKES,
CORSICA, EGYPT, PALESTINE, etc.

As the bulk of the Eastern passengers by this line embark and dis-

embark at Marseilles, those desirous of the short trip (6J days) between
England and Marseilles are afforded very ample accommodation on these

fine twin-screw vessels, at very moderate rates.

For such as desire a week at sea, with the most favourable surround-
ings, this has become a very favourite trip.

Passengers taking Return Tickets from Liverpool have the option of

returning by any of the Bibby Line Steamers, or overland through Paris

to London, first class ; similarly passengers may proceed to Marseilles

from London by rail, and return by sea.

FIRST-CLASS FARE ;g8:8s. SINGLE; £is RETURN.
MOTORS.— Special arrangements are made for the Carriage of Motors, and these are

now largely availed of by those visiting the South of France, Riviera, etc.

For all further Information apply to

Messrs. BIBBY BROS. & Co,, 26 Chapel Street, Liverpool,
or 10/11 Mincing Lane, London, B.C.
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DEAN & DAWSON, Ltd.
RAILWAY AND STEAMSHIP PASSENGER AGENTS.

HOME TRAVEL.
Ordinary, Tourist, and Excursion Tickets issued.

Arrangements made for

DAY AND HALF-DAY
PICNIC OUTINGS.

TOURS IN
THE BRITISH ISLES.

THE CONTINENT.
TICKETS FOR CONTINENTAL TRAVEL, by any route, can be

obtained at the offices of Dean & Dawson, Ltd.

CONDUCTED and INDEPENDENT TOURS to PARIS, BELGIUM,
HOLLAND, NORWAY, THE RHINE, SWITZERLAND,

ITALY, &c.

CRUISES to NORWAY, THE MEDITERRANEAN,
MADEIRA, HOLY LAND, EGYPT, and the NILE, &c.

OCEAN STEAMER^ TICKETS
issued to

UNITED STATES, CANADA, AUSTRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND, SOUTH AFRICA,

and all Parts of the World.

DEAN & DAISTSON, Ltd.
LONDON OFFICES:

82 STRAND, W.C. 84 PICCADILLY, W. 17 ST. PAUL'S CHURCHYARD, E.C.

26 ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.

PROVINCIAL OFFICES
BOLTON. 2 Bradshawgate.

j

LINCOLN. 321 High Street.

BRADFORD. 83 Market Street.
1
LIVERPOOL. 38 Lord Street.

CARDIFF. 67 St. Mary Street.
i
MANCHESTER. 53 Piccadilly.

DONCASTER. 57 High Street.
I

NBWCASTLE-ON-TYNE. 89 Grey Street.

GRIMSBY. 156 Cleethorpe Road.
HALIFAX. 24 Southgate.
HUDDERSFIELD. 49 New Street.
HULL. 7 King Edward Street.
LEEDS. 46 Boar Lane.

NOTTINGHAM. 3 Upper Parliament Street.

OLDHAM. 2 Mumps.
ROTHERHAM. Imperial Buildings, High St.

SHEFFIELD. 42 Fargate.

STOCKPORT. St. Petersgate.

LEICESTER. 1 Gallowtree Gate. WEXHAM. 5 High Street.

PARIS OFFICE : 212 Rue de Rivoli. HAMBURG : 21 Alsterthor.

Agencies and Correspondents in ail Parts of the World.
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GOLF IN SWITZERLAND.

THE PALACE HOTEL,
MONTANA-SUR SIERRE (5000 feet).

THE Montana Golf Links are claimed by many Golfers to

be the Finest in Europe, and possibly the Finest in

the World. £10 : 10s.—Fourteen Days and Return Ticket.

The Favourite Swiss Summer Resort for English People.

THE PALACE AND GRAND HOTEL DES ALPES,
MURREN (BERNESE OBERLAND)—5400 feet.

£10: 10s.—Fourteen Days and Return Ticket.

The Grandest Situation in the Alps.
iVIag^nificent View of the Jung-frau.

"The Heart of the Highlands."

THE ATHOLL PALACE HOTEL,
PITLOCHRY, PERTHSHIRE.

Standing^ in its Own Grounds of 36 Acres.
Lsiwn Tennis. Croquet. Motoring. Free Golf.

Ail the above Rates are subject to a Supplement in the High Season.

For further Particulars apply to—

THE SECRETARY, ALPINE SPORTS LIMITED,
5 ENDSLEIGH GARDENS, LONDON, N.W.

NORWAY, DENWARK7 & CERM^^
THE LEITH HULL AND HAMBURG STEAM PACKET COMPANY, LIMITED.
LEITH to CHRISTIANSAND every
Thursday — £3 : 3s. ; Return, £5 : 5s.

(including food).

LBITH to COPENHAGEN every Thurs-
day—£3 :3s.; Return, £5 : 5s. (including
food).

LEITH to HAMBURG every Monday,
Wednesday, and Saturday— £2 : 10s. ;

Return, £4:48. (including food).
Through Far«s to OHRISTIANIA. BERGEN,

BERLIN. BTOOKHOLM, «e.

CIRCULAR TOURS.
An Illustrated HANDBOOK with full

details may be had free.

HOLIDAY TOURS IN NORWAY.
10 Days for 8 Guineas ; 17 days for 10

Guineas—including all expense*.

JAMES CURRIE & CO., Managers.
10 Bernard Street. LEITH.
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Taxidermists by

Special Appointment

To His Imperial Majesty

The King of Spain.

TAXIDERMY
THE plain artistic mounting

of the Birds and Fish you

may secure on your Holiday,

for your Library, Hall, or Gun
Room, will serve to remind you

in the future of the grand days

of the past.

PETER SPICER
& SONS

TAXIDERMISTS, Etc.

LEAMINGTON £r INVERNESS

Finely Illustrated

Booklets of all work

sent on Application.



GENTLEMEN'S

FUR-LINED OVERCOATS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE WEAR

At prices ranging from £10

Suitable for Travelling,

for Motoring, for Driving,

&c., also

Carriage and Motor
Rugs

(extra large)

in great variety, made in

Black Goat, Wallaby,

Japanese Fox, and many

other Furs.

TAXIDERMY.
To Sportsmen and

Travellers Abroad.

Special Department for

Curing and Preserving

Raw Skins intended for

mounting into Animals

or for use as Rugs, &c.

The International Fur Store
163 & 165, REGENT STREET.
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J. WATSON LYALL & CO., LTD.
SHOOTING

AND

FISHING
AGENTS,

21 PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.
{Entrance In St. James's Square.)

THIS AGENCY, FOR THE

LETTING AND SELLING
OF

Deer Forests, Grouse Moors, Mansion Houses,
Low=Qround Shootings, Salmon Fishings, &c. &c.

Is one of the Largest and most important Agencies of the

kind in the Kingdom.

Telegrams : WATSON LYALL, LONDON. Telephone No. 6287, GERRARD

The Sportsman's

and Tourist's Guide

TO THE

RIVERS, LOOHS, MOORS, AND
DEER FORESTS

OF

SCOTLAND.

Price Is., of Is. 3d. by Post.
"

OFFICES: 21 PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.

i
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TO ANGLERS.

W. J. CUMMINS
Will send his Magnificent Catalogue and Angler^s Guide

FREE to any Address.

This interesting book has over 200 pages, many hundreds of Illustra-

tions, and Original Articles on Fly, Worm, and Minnow Fishing for

Trout, Salmon Fishing, Hints to Anglers visiting Norway, Canada, New
Zealand, &c.

This publication has been highly praised and recommended
by all the principal Sporting Papers.

FISHINGS TO LET.

Information gladly given regarding Fishing and Fishing
Outfits for any part of the World.

Write for particulars of Cummins' "Angler's Information Bureau."

Special Salmon and Trout Flies for Ireland, including Lough
Conn, Connemara District, Killarney, the Rosses Fishery, &c.
Selected List of over Seventy Patterns for the Trout Rivers
of the United Kingdom. Special Patterns for the Scotch
Lochs. Special Flies and Tackle for Norway.

W. J. CUMMINS,
North of England Rod ISTorks, Bishop Auckland.

BSTXnLIBHKD 1867.
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Cordials
AND

BritishWines
LIME JUICE CORDIAL
LEMON SQUASH

GREEN GINCER.ORANCE
RAISIN WINE ET?

Tomato Catsup

Ask for it at

your Hotel

When TAKING YOIfR HOLI-

DAY IT WirX ADD TO YOUR

ENJOYMENT IF YOU HAVE

G.D. CATSUP WITH

YOUR. FISH OR MEAT,

3d., 6d., 9d. and Is. per Bottle.

Simply ask your Grocer for a Bottle of

G,B. TOMATO CATSUP.

SYMONS'
Prize

Medal
England*s

Finest Vintage.

DEVONSHIRE CYDER.
" Symonia " Brand, specially prepared for Export.

Also " Sydrina," delicious Temperance Beverage.

Fruit Mills: Totnes, Devon; and Ratcliff, liondon, E., etc.

Sold in casks of assorted sizes or bottled by all Leading Bottlers.
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DTJ-CoUisBrowi

CHIARODY
THE RELIABLE MEDICINE.

Doctors and the public have used it

with unvarying success in all parts of

the world for upwards of 60 years.

THE BEST REMEDY KNOWN FOR

COUGHS, GOLDS
ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS.

L true palliative in NEURALGIA,
OOTHACHE, RHEUMATISM,
OUT. Effectually cuts short attacks

P SPASMS, PALPITATION, and

HYSTERIA.

Acts like a
Charm in

DIARRHGEA,
and other
complaints of
the Bowels.

Tlie secret of the manufacture of

Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
has never been divulged, and compounds called

chlorodyne cannot possess the same curative
virtues. Purchasers therefore should

Always ask for a

'Dr. COLLIS BROWNE.'
NEVER travel without a bottle.

Convincing Medical Testimony

with each bottle.

Of all Chemists : 1/1^, 2/9, 4/6.

6
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BOOKS FORAN EASY SHAVE PHOTOGRAPHERS ANDWITHOUT SOAP WRITERS.
Use a Tube of LLOYD'S Crown 8vo, Cloth.

EUX-E-SIS
Price 1/- net each. {By post 1/3.)

PHOTOGRAPHS
AND A RAZOR-THAT'S ALL FOR THE PAPERS.
It Softens Beard, Soothes Sensitive Skin How to Take and Place Them.

AND SAVES TIME By John Everard.

Ask for Widow Lloyd's Eux-e-sis Containing 19 page Illustrations.

at Chemists or Stores. The
label on genuine bears signature
*' Aimee Lloyd " in RED.

Refuse any other. PLAYWRITING
Tubes 1/6 or 3s. each, post free (United FOR THE CINEMA.
Kingdom). A small '-Trial" Tube (for

week-end visit) 6d. Dealing with the Writing and

From Sole Manufacturers and Marketing of Scenarios.

Proprietors : By Ernest A. Dench.

AIMGEj liLOYD & CO.,
Published by A. & C. BLACK,

23 Panton St., Haymarket, London, S.W.
4, 5, AND 6 SoHO Square, London, W
And obtainable through any Bookseller.

JAMES BENSON,
Trunk, Portmanteau, and Leather Bag Manufacturer.

LADIES' DRESS TRUNKS from 7s. 6d.

Waterproof Coats. hH^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^WK Travelling Bagf

Portmanteaus. ^^mJ^^^^^^S^T^^Kv T^eather Bags. |

Railway Rugs. mKK^^m^^^^mi^m Ladies' Bags.

Elastic Stockings. i^^w^^^B^ai^m Ladies' Boxes.

Waterproof Beds. i^^wMWMi^K Ladies' Dress

Driving Aprons. mill"1 Imperial.

Overland Trunks i^^^^^alst^^^^^^^^^^HS^^^H- Waterproof ,

for India and /..r.
i^^^^Bs^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Bi Sheetings.

all parts of the « i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B Ladies' Water-

world. ^B Mi.^^ :^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BI proof Capes.

India-Rubber ^^Hf^Hli'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M All kinds of

Toys. "''^^^^i'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B Leather Strap.'

Overshoes, Leg- ""^^BB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
gings, etc. "^^^^^^^^^^^

STRONG AND USEFUL PORTMANTEAUS, from 8s. 6d.

Price List Free.
A large number of Second-hand Travelling Bags, Ladies' Dress Baskets, Portmanteaus,

and Trunks.

3, 4, & 263 Tottenham Court Road, & 1 Great Russell

Street, London.

..:^.-..^
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FOR IRON FENCING, GATES, ETC.

liOisr PRICES

WEST OF SCOTLAND
SANITARY ASSOCIATION

SANITARY SURVEYS AND REPORTS.

This Association employs a permanent stafif of experienced Engineers, and furnishes
reports on Sewage Disposal, Drainage, Sanitary Appliances, Water Supplies in town or
country, and hot water and heating arrangements. Plans are prepared, estimates
obtained, and the whole work supervised during its progress. The Association is not
formed for purposes of profit. Further particulars may be had on application

to the Secretary.

President.

Sir James Bell, Bart., Ex-Lord Provost of Glasgow.

Vice-Presidents.

Sir Thos. Glen Coats, Bart., Paisley.

Sir Matthew Arthur, Bart., Fullarton, Troon.

Secretary and Treasurer.

W. R. M. CHURCH, C.A, 104 WEST GEORGE STREET, GLASGOW.
Telegraphic Address—"Church," Glasgow. Telepliones 3405-6 Dou(;las

<< Healthy Houses."

SANITARY PROTECTION ASSOCIATION.

Head Office:
Telegraphic Address—

'

ESTABLISHED 1878.

No. 5 ALVA STREET, EDINBURGH.
HEALTH, EDINBURGH." Telephone No.—G62 Central.

The Association employs a permanent staft' of experienced Engineers, and is tlius
able to furnish REPORTS, at the shortest notice, on the SEWAGE DISPOSAL
DRAINAGE, SANITARY APPLIANCES, and WATER SUPPLY of HOUSES in
TOWN or COUNTRY, or to prepare plans, obtain estimates, and supervise the execu-
tion of any such new work required. The Rates of Subscription and any other in-
formation may be obtained from the Secretary, R. BLACKADDER, Esq.



84 BUILDING SOCIETIES.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND

LONDON 1

Temperance and
General Permanent

BUILDING
SOCIETY.

Incorporated 1882. Telephone No. 5409 Holborn.

A GOOD INVESTMENT!
SHARES £25 EACH. 4| Per Cent INTEREST.

Deposits received at 4 per cent Interest, subject to six months' notice
of wittidrawal, and at 3| per cent on one month's notice.

Interest paid half-yearly on 1st June and 1st December, Free of Income
Tax. Advances ma.de, repayable by monthly instalments, extending over

5 to 20 years.

Write for Prospectus ^o-THE SECRETARY,
"THRIFTDOM," (Dept. 48), 22 Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

TEMPERANCE PERMANENT
BUILDING SOCIETY,

4, 6 & 8 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.

THE LARGEST, STRONGEST, AND
CHEAPEST IN LONDON.

Prompt Advances. Lig^ht Repayments.

Easy Redemptions. Low Costs.

ABSOLUTE SECURITY FOR INVESTORS.
Shares, 4 per cent. Deposits, 3 per cent.

RESERVE FUND EXCEEDS £140,000.
EDWARD WOOD, Manager.
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SUN FIRE OFFICE
(205th YEAR).

HEAD OFFICE:

63 THREADNEEDLE

STREET, E.G.

FOUNDED 1710

Copied from Policy dateU 1726.

BRAN
London, 60 Charing Cross.

„ 832 Oxford Street.

,, 40 Chancery Lane.

,, 42 Mincing Lane.
Birmingham, 10 Bennett's Hill.

Potteries (Sub - Branch), 10 Pall Mall,

Haiiley.

Brighton, 3 Prince's Place, North Street.

Bristol, Clare Street.

Cardiflf, 13 Windsor Place.

Swansea (Sub-Branch), 7 & 8 Oxford St.

Hull, Lowgate.
Ipswich, Sun Buildings.

Leeds, 15 Park Row.
Sub-Branches

:

—
Bradford, Market Street.

Halifax, 15 Commercial Street.

Huddersfteld, St. George's Square.
Sheffield, 62 & 04 Fargate.

CHES.
Liverpool, 6 Chapel Street.
Manchester, 84 King Street.

Blackhnm (Sub-Branch), Richmond Ter.
Newcastle-on-Tyne, CoUingwood Street.
Carlisle (Sub-Branch), 2 Lowther Street.
Middlesborough (Sub-Branch), 21 Albert

Road.
Nottingham, 19 Low Pavement.
Plymouth, 59 Bedford Street.
Exeter (Sub-Branch), 20 Bedford Circus.
Reading, 33 Blagrave Street.
Southampton, High Street.
Edinburgh, 40 Princes Street.
Aberdeen (Sub-Branch), 46a Union St.
Dundee (Sub-Branch), 33 Albert Square.
Glasgow, 42 Renfield Street.
Dublin, 9 College Green.
Belfast (Sub-Branch), 88 Rosemary St.

Insurances effected against the following Rislcs

:

—
FIRE.

RESULTANT LOSS OF RENT AND PROFITS.
iMPLOYERS' LIABILITY and WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION,

including ACCIDENTS TO DOMESTIC SERVANTS.
PERSONAL ACCIDENT. SICKNESS and DISEASE.

•IDELITY GUARANTEE. BURGLARY. PLATE GLASS.
MODERATE RATES. PROMPT SETTLEMENTS.

LOSSES BY LIGHTNING ADMITTED UNDER FIRE POLICIES.
APPLICATIONS FOR AGENCIES INVITED.

GEO. E. MEAD, Manager and Secretary.
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SUPREMACY OF THE A.M.P.
(Australian Mutual Provident Society).
are more than 80 Offices doing Life Assurance business in the United

The benefits granted by such offices vary to an enormous extent.
Taking Examples from Stone and Cox's Bonus Tables (1913 issue), we find that for

each £10 of Annual Premium paid by a man eff'ecting an ordinary Whole Life Policy,
the BEST RESULTS shown are as follows :—

f[There
" Kingdom.

Age at entry.
Original

Assurance.

Policy with Bonus Accumulations.

Actual Results of
past 25 years.

Results in 25 years, based on
the last rate of bonus only.

20
30
40

£
535
415
310

£
893
690
514

£
897
691
516

THE BEST RESULTS ARE THOSE OP THE

Australian Mutual Provident Society (The A.M.P.)
arising under a system of Annual Distribution of Bonus and a scale of Premiums

unchanged since the foundation of the Society in 1849.
" A stronger Life Office does not exist, and the bonus record of the Society is truly

remarkable."—^'afurtZai/ Review.

"The conditions it now presents make the maintenance or improvement of its

returns to Policy-holders practically certain."

—

The Insurance Spectator.

AUSTRALIAN MUTUAL PROVIDENT SOCIETY,
37 Threadneedle Street, London, E.C.

FUNDS (1912) £31,000,000. ANNUAL INCOME, £3,750,000.

A MUTUAL OFFICE
with a high rate
of Bonus will
ensure you the

BEST RESULTS

Write to the

NATIONAL PROVIDENT INSTITUTION
FOR MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE,
48 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E.C.,

for a Quotation before Assuring elsewhere.

The IVant of

the Day.

Makes Starched

Linen like New.

rRlTCHLEYS

STARCHCLOSS

The Greatest Boon

ever offered to the

Laundries for im-

parting an Ivory

Finish to Starched

Linens, Laces, etc.

It does not stick to Spider-Web-like materials. Once tried always wanted. Used in

the Royal Laundries. Should be used in every house. Sold by most Starch-sellers, in

packets, Id., 3d., and 6d. each. Prepared only by T. CRITCHLEY, Chemist, Blackburn.
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MARINE ACCIDENT
Capital fully Subscribed

Capital Paid up
Life Funds
Special Trust Funds:—

" IVest of England"...
" Hand in Hand "

.

" Union Life Fund "

Other Assets
Total, 31st December 1912

Total Annual Income exceeds .

£2,950,000

£295,000

£5,235,415

549,963
3,768,932
4,057,027

10,173,149
£23,784,486

£8,000,000

The following classes of Insurance effected :

—

FIRE, LIFE and ANNUITIES, MARINE, LEASEHOLD REDEMPTION
and SINKING FUND.

ACCIDENT, including Personal Accident, Third Party, Burglary,

Plate Glass, Fidelity Guarantee, Employers* Liability, Workmen's Com-
pensation, and Servants' Insurance.

The Company will act as TRUSTEES and EXECUTORS under Wills.

Prospectuses and all information needful for effecting Assurances may
be obtained at any of the Company's Offices or Agencies throughout
the world.

EDINBUBQH BRANCH 10 North St. David Street.

LOCAL BOARD.
Geo. Bennet Clark, Esq., W.S., Edin.

Isaac Connell, Esq., S.S.C., Edin.

RoBT. F. Dudgeon, Esq., of Cargen,
Dumfries.

James M. Gray, Esq., Solicitor, Dundee.

Alexander Lawson, Esq., of Biunturk,
Kettle, Fife.

P. RoNALDSON, Esq., C.A., F.F.A., Edin.
John C. Scott, Esq., of Synton, Hawick.
Graham G. Watson, Esq., W.S., Edin.

W. P. WILSON BRODIE, C.A., District Manager.
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POLISHED FLOORS.

RON UK, Ltd.
are prepared to Estimate for

the Polishing and the mainten-

ance of ail Icinds of floors in

PRIVATE HOUSES
AND INSTITUTIONS

Write for Pamphlet.

MANUFACTURERS OF-

"RONUK" SANITARY POLISH
Awarded Gold Medal at XVIlth International Congress of

Medicine, and Six Medals by the Royal Sanitary Institute, in-

cluding the Highest and only Awards ever granted to a Polish.

RONUK, LTD., Head Office and Factory, Portslade, Brighton, Sussex.

Depots

:

London, 16 South Molten St., W. ; Manchester, 285 Deansgate.



" The little book makes you long to go there and to see with her eyes some

of the exquisite wonders which, alas, you missed with your own ! "—Tatler.

THE "FASCINATION" SERIES
VOLUMES READY

BRITTANY HOLLAND
IRELAND SWITZERLAND
By L. EDNA WALTER, B.Sc, A.C.G.I.

EACH CONTAINING 24- FULL - PAGE
ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

BY POST iei C^A ^^ i'OST

Is. 9d. PRICE IS. Oa. NET Is. 9d.

PER VOLUME

NOTE

THE OBJECT OF THIS SERIES IS TO GIVE SOME SIMPLE DE-
SCRIPTIONS IN WORDS AND PICTURES OF THE MOST
STRIKING AND INTERESTING FEATURES OF THE PEOPLE

AND COUNTRIES DEALT WITH, SO THAT THE TRAVELLER MAY
FEEL SOMETHING OF THE SPIRIT OF THE LAND BEFORE AND
DURING HIS VISIT, OR MAY ADD TO HIS MEMORIES AFTER HE
HAS LEFT.
every country and every race has something in it

by which it differs from its neighbours, and it is

this which gives to it its special fascination. thus
brittany is specially attractive because of its old-
world customs and its quaint survivals of ancient
faiths. switzerland, on the other hand, suggests the
picture of glorious scenery — mountain, lake, and
valley— peopled by a hardy race pushing their way
upwards to the snows and glorying in their past
fight for freedom. the fascination of holland lies
[n its canals, boats, and fisheries, with the evidence
3n all sides of what a brave and persistent nation
::an do when it has to steal from the sea the very
L.AND ON which IT BUILDS AND LIVES, AND HAS TO FIGHT
FOR ITS FREEDOM IN THE TEETH OF EVERY CONCEIVABLE
3BSTACLE. IN THE LATEST VOLUME (IRELAND) MISS WALTER
mows THAT IN OUR OWN BRITISH ISLES THERE ARE CHARAC-
TERISTICS AS PICTURESQUE AS ANY TO BE FOUND ABROAD.

Published by

A. & C. BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.



^be (\botov IRoutes Series
Edited by GORDON HOME

LARGE CROWN 8VO, GILT TOP

Cloth, price 5s. net each {by post
^ 5/5).

Leather, price 7S. 6d. net each (by post, 7/11).

THE nnOTOR ROUTES OF ENGLAND
A Guide to the Beautiful Scenery and
Interesting Localities in the Country

SOUTHERN SECTION
(South of the Thames)

Containing 24 full-page Illustra-

tions in Colour and 45 Sketch

Maps and Plans in the Text.

WESTERN SECTION
AND WALES

Containing 24 full-page Illustra-

tions in Colour and 42 Sketch

Maps and Plans in the Text.

"One of the finest books dealing with motor subjects that we have had the

pleasure to handle for a long time. . . . Every motorist who fails to obtain a copy
thereof richly deserves to lose his way, as well as miss the best of the scenery en
route on his next and succeeding trips."

—

^'' The Road" Review of Motor Routes
—Southern Sectio)i.

THE MOTOR ROUTES OF FRANCE
TO THE CHATEAUX. COUNTRY, BIARRITZ,
THE PYRENEES, THE RIVIERA, AND THE

RHONE VALLEY
Containing 1 6 full-page Illustrations in Colour^ 1 6 /// Black

and White^ and 63 Maps and Plans.

"The traveller who has this work for a companion may feel assured that he will

miss little of interest or importance along the way."

—

Westininster Gazette.

\

THE MOTOR ROUTES OF GERMANY
Through North-Eastern France and Holland
TO the Rhine, the Moselle, the Black Forest,

the Thuringian Forest, the Taunus and Bavaria

By henry J. HECHT
Containing 16 full-page Illustrations in Colour.,

a7id 47 Route Maps and Town Plans.

Published by

A. & C. BLACK, 4, 5, & 6 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.



BLACK'S FOREIGN GUIDE BOOKS

Belgium. With 12 Illustrations and 23 Maps and Plans.

2s. 6d. net. 1 9 10

Brittany with Touraine. With 8 Illustrations and 26 Maps and
l^Ian.-^. 2s, 6d. net. 1914

Cairo of To-day. With 7 lllustrati(jns and 3 Maps and Plans.

2s. 6d. net. 1914
Constantinople. With 8 Illustrations and 4 Maps antl Plans.

2s. 6d. net. . 1910
Holland. With 8 Illustrations and 17 Maps and Plans. 2s. 6d.

net. 1908
Jerusalem and Environs. With 8 Illustrations in Colour, 5 Maps

and Plans. 2s. 6d. net. 191

2

New Zealand Shipping Co.'s Pocket-Book. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth.

With Maps and Illustrations. 2s. 6d. 1908
Normandy. With 7 Illustrations and 18 Mai)s and Plans. 2s. 6d.

net. 1913
Paris. With 8 Illustrations and 6 Maps and Plans, is. net.

1911
P. & O. Pocket-Book. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth. With Maps and

Illustrations. 2s. 6d. net. 1908
Riviera, or the Mediterranean from Marseilles to Leijhorn. With

8 Illustrations and 24 Maps and Plans. 2s. 6(\. net.

1913
Rome and Environs. With 8 Illustrations in Colour and 2 l^lans.

2s. 6(\. net. 1913
Rome. Handbook to Christian and Ecclesiastical.

By M. A. R. TuKKR and lIoi'i<: Mallkson.
PAi<.T I. The Christian Monuments. 7s. 6d. net. 1897
Parts III. and IV. in one Volume. Monasticism in Rome,

and iOcclesiastical Rome. los. 6d. net. 1900
South France, East Half. Part I. The Riviera. With 8 Illus-

trations and 24 Ma])s and Plans. 2s. 6d. net. 1913
South France, West Half (The Pyrenees). With 8 Illustrations

and 27 Maps and Plans. 2s. 6d. net. 1909
Spain and Portugal (O'Shea). W^ith 30 Maps and Plans. los. 6d.

net. 1905
Switzerland (with Cyclinij Sup|)lenient). With 4 Illustrations and

8 Maps. 3s. 6d. net. 1901

Tliese (riiide Hooks may be obtained tlirougli any bookseller

at home or abroad.
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A. cS: C. BLACK, 4, 5, «S: 6 SOIIO SgUARK, LONDON, W.
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H M. THE KING
HIM.

1 HE CTAR OF RUSSIA

BUTTERMILK
BISCUITS

LidKt ,VC^holcsonic

and Palatable

iMA£FARLANE.LANG<&
LIMITED.
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DA • Black (Adam and Charles).

890 Black's guide to Edinburgh. —
.E3
1910
IMS

PONTIFICAL INST»TUTE
OF. MEDIAEVAL STUDIES

59 queen's park
Toronto 5» Canada
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